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‘ER IST ENTRISSEN – SCHUBERT
IST NICHT MEHR!’
POETIC HOMAGE TO THE PRINCE OF
SONG1
Nicholas Rast

Much has been written about various aspects of Schubert’s reception history, but little attention has been given to the flurry of elegies that followed the composer’s untimely death on 19 November
1828. Space does not allow for either a detailed survey of dedicatory
verses written for Schubert or exhaustive analyses of the two poems
chosen for closer inspection. However, this survey of Eduard Duller
(1809-53) ‘Franz Schubert’s Todtenfeyer’ and Carl Adam Kaltenbrunner (1804-67) ‘Schubert’s Todtenfeyer’ attempts an evocation of
the time and circumstances when these poems were written to give
a vivid impression of the position Schubert held among those who
knew him personally.
The table below provides context with an overview of the more
significant poetic expressions of admiration and grief. They range
from a single verse of four lines (Baron Schlechta’s ‘Franz Schubert, gestorben am 19. November’) to a lengthy eulogy (Johann
Gabriel Seidl’s ‘Meinem Freunde Schubert’, read at the composer’s
funeral).
This essay is dedicated to Vesela Boyadjieva in recognition of the commitment
and passion she has brought to this journal.
1
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Poetic Elegies for Franz Schubert (1828)
1. Johann Gabriel Seidl Meinem Freunde Schubert! Am Vortrage seines Begräbnisses
Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, Literatur, Theater und Mode 147,
6 December 1828, pp.1197-98.2
2. K. – s. 			

An Schuberts Grabe

Allgemeine Theaterzeitung 147, 6 December 1828, p.5853
3. Eduard Duller

Franz Schubert’s Todtenfeyer

Pamphlet. Wien: Adolph, 1828. 4pp.4
4. Baron Schlechta
Franz Schubert, gestorben
				am 19. November
Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, Literatur, Theater und Mode 148,
9 December 1828, p.1204.5
5. [Franz] Stelzhamer Allegorie (Auf Schuberts Tod)
Allgemeine Theaterzeitung 150, 13 December 1828, p.597.6
6. E. Khier 		

Dem Andenken Schuberts geweiht

Available at: ANNO, Wiener Zeitschrift, 1828-12-06 (onb.ac.at) (accessed on 19 April
2021). Seidl also wrote a second poem with Schubert as subject, written as an introduction to a Schubert evening on 18 November 1849. An eleven-verse piece entitled
‘Schubert!’, it can be found in Modreiner, Carl (ed.), Frische Kräuter. Wien: Josef
Keck, 1851, pp. 8-11.
2

Available at: ANNO, Wiener Theater-Zeitung (Bäuerles Theaterzeitung), 1828-12-06
(onb.ac.at) (accessed on 19 April 2021).
3

A facsimile of this original edition is included as Appendix A at the end of this
article.
4

Available at: ANNO, Wiener Zeitschrift, 1828-12-09 (onb.ac.at) (accessed on 19 April
2021).
5

Available at ANNO, Wiener Theater-Zeitung (Bäuerles Theaterzeitung), 1828-12-13
(onb.ac.at) (accessed on 19 April 2021).
6

2

Der Sammler 151, 16 December 1828, pp.602-603. 7
7. Peter Bleich 		
des

Trauerweide gepflanzt auf das Grab

				unvergesslichen Franz Schubert
Der Sammler 152, 18 December 1828, p.608.8
8. And[reas] Schumacher

Nachruf An Schuberts Grabe

Allgemeine Theaterzeitung 153, 20 December 1828, p.609.9
9. Kaltenbrunner, C.A. Schubert’s Todtenfeyer
Pamphlet. Linz: Eurich, 1828, 4pp.10

Available at: ANNO, Der Sammler. Ein Unterhaltungsblatt, 1828-12-16 (onb.ac.at)
(accessed on 19 April 2021).
7

Available at: ANNO, Der Sammler. Ein Unterhaltungsblatt, 1828-12-18 (onb.ac.at)
(accessed on 19 April 2021).
8

Available at: ANNO, Wiener Theater-Zeitung (Bäuerles Theaterzeitung), 1828-12-20,
Seite 1 (onb.ac.at) (accessed on 19 April 2021).
9

A copy of the original printed introduction to the concert on 27 December
1828 – perhaps the only surviving example – was offered for sale in 1978. See
Schneider, Hans FRANZ SCHUBERT Zum 150. Todestag. Katalog 224, Nr.457:
KALTENBRUNNER, C.A. Schubert’s Todtenfeyer…Als Prolog vorgetragen bey
dem am 25. (sic) December 1828, bey dem Herr Professor Abbé Tomazolli veranstalteten Concert…Linz, Eurich 1828. (4) S. gr-8°. The second printing appeared in
a detailed review of the concert by ‚Y‘. See: Oesterreichsiches Bürgerblatt für Verstand, Herz und gute Laune 29, 10. April 1829, pp. 1-3. Available at: ANNO, Österreichisches Bürgerblatt für Verstand, Herz und gute Laune, 1829-04-10, Seite 1 (onb.
ac.at) (accessed on 19 April 2021). It appeared in print a third time in Kaltenbrunner,
Carl Ad. Vaterländische Dichtungen, Linz: Friedrich Eurich, 1835, pp.71-74. This
last version has been used for this article.
10
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Franz Schubert’s Todtenfeyer11 von Eduard Dulle

Reprinted as ‘Auf Franz Schuberts Tod’ in: Baldamus, Max Carl (ed.) Taschenbuch vom kaiserl. königl. Priv. Theater in der Leopoldstadt für das Jahr 1831, Wien:
1831, pp150-52. A facsimile is included as Appedix B at the end of this article.
11
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Pamphlet Franz Schubert’s Todtenfeyer 182812
Another wreath for this head,
That the storm defoliated so early! –
Lay a wreath as a crown!
Leave your hands firmly folded
Still hold the sceptre of song;
In wide princely folds
Of purple envelop him!
For in royal honour
How he walked through life here
Is the singer to be transfigured
Whose rule was Song. –
He did not stand with humourless brow
High in front of the world
In the heart’s lust and horror
He may seem deeply enthusiastic; –
What man keeps hidden,
Passions, strong, powerful,
Resting, storming, a thousandfold,
What the heart may contain,
Also what no words say,
He called us to the bosom’s grave
With the magic wand of tones.
What sorrow the bosom wore,
Crouching, in the dark house; –
All items illustrated in this essay are in the author’s possession. I am grateful to
Paul De Schepper for taking the photographs. A second copy of this pamphlet is in
the Wienbibliothek im Rathaus, Signatur E – 109349.
12
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He lulls everything gently into slumber,
He erases every worry;
All tears flowed more quietly
All wounds hurt less keenly:
Only the source of sadness ran,
And the cup of their joy
A gentle mixture of pleasure and suffering,
He liked to offer sorrow.13
From the first babble of the baby,
Through life’s serious halls
Rang out powerful singing
Until the silent winter journey; –
Until the wanderer, tired, quiet,
Escaped the pilgrimage – –
But, hark! – the bells warn
And the dull slogan resounds; –
The terrible trumpet call
This passage recalls Schubert’s allegorical poem Mein Traum (‘My Dream’)
of July 1822, where he writes: ‘Through long, long years I sang my songs. But
when I wished to sing of love it turned to sorrow, and when I wanted to sing of
sorrow it was transformed for me into love…’ Schubert’s Mein Traum was first
published in Schumann’s journal Neue Zeitschrift für Musik Band 10 No.11, 5
February 1839, p. 44; see also, Deutsch, O.E. (trans. Eric Blom). Schubert: A
Documentary Biography. London, Dent: 1946, pp. 226-228. Among the more
important psychoanalytical commentaries of Schubert’s text are: Hitschmann,
Edward (trans. Edna Spector). ‘Franz Schubert’s Grief and Love’. In: American
Imago Vol.7 No.1(1950), pp. 67-75; Klapahouk, M. François. Le Rêve de Frantz
Schubert. Contribution à l’étude de la Relation du Rêve à la Création Musicale.
Unpublished Dissertation ; Faculté de Médecine de Paris , 1967 ; Solomon,
Maynard ‘Franz Schubert’s “My Dream”’. In: American Imago Vol.38, No.2
(1981), pp. 137-154, and Pesic, Peter ‘Schubert’s Dream’. In: 19th-Century Music Vol.23 No.2 (1999), pp. 136-144.
13
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To the catafalque’s steps
Echoes through the cathedral’s vault;
All candles shine gloomily,
All hearts beat more fearfully; –
Do I see a tear falling?
Let it flow onto the cover,
That hid the most glorious –
Still the wreath in his hair! –
Still the lyre on the bier,
And the – sceptre on the coffin!14
Apart from its title, Duller’s verse is marked by having no mention of Schubert by name. However, its allusion the composer’s early death in the opening lines,
Another wreath for this head,
That the storm defoliated so early!
his rank as Liederfürst,
Leave your hands firmly folded
Still hold the sceptre of song;
In wide princely folds
Of purple envelop him!
For in royal honour
How he walked through life here
Is the singer to be transfigured
Whose rule was Song.
The original German can be seen in Appendix B at the end of this essay. All
translations from German to English in this essay are mine.
14
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his power to express the inexpressible through music,
What man keeps hidden,
Passions, strong, powerful,
Resting, storming, a thousandfold,
What the heart may contain,
Also what no words say,
He called us to the bosom’s grave
With the magic wand of tones.
his life’s journey as a wanderer,
From the first babble of the baby,
Through life’s serious halls
Rang out powerful singing
Until the silent winter journey; –
Until the wanderer, tired, quiet,
Escaped the pilgrimage.
and his ultimate, if premature, death and transfiguration to immortality,
Do I see a tear falling?
Let it flow onto the cover,
That hid the most glorious –
Still the wreath in his hair! –
Still the lyre on the bier,
And the – sceptre on the coffin!
all confirm unequivocally that this eulogy is for Franz Schubert.

8

Schubert’s Todtenfeyer by Carl Adam Kaltenbrunner
When the sad news of Schubert’s passing reached Linz, a group
of musical dilettantes gathered to commemorate the loss to musical
art.15 The concert, organized by Abbé Luigi Tomazolli16 took place
on 27 December 1828, but was not reviewed until the following
April, where the author declares: ‘The gentle harmony of Schubert’s music, which penetrates through feeling into man’s heart and,
as it were, pulls him into those higher spheres where the artist stood
when he clothed his melodious songs in notes, so that others could
feel it, which also resolved his admirers in Linz to dedicate an evening hour to the memory of the composer who had gone to a better
world.
After a recital of Carl Ad. Kaltenbrunner’s poetic prologue (included here), a society of amateurs, which Hr. J ** gathered for this
purpose, showed their abilities in a selection of Schubert’s masterpieces before a number of Linz residents from the highest classes.’17
Schubert developed a close relationship with Linz through his friendship with
Josef von Spaun. The composer first visited the city in August 1819, his second
visit was in 1823 when he received honorary membership to the Linz Musical
Society. His last visit was with Vogl in 1825. For more details and relevant bibliography, see Hilmar, Ernst & Jestremski, Margret. Schubert-Enzyklopädie, Band
2 L-Z. Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 2004, pp. 452-454.
15

For biographical information about Tomazolli see: Oesterreichisches Musiklexicon
Online at: Tomazzoli, Abbé Luigi (musiklexikon.ac.at) (accessed on 24 April 2021).
16

‘Die schmelzende Harmonie, welche aus Schubert’s Musikstücken durch das Gefühl in das Innere des Menschen dringt, und ihn gleichsam mit in jene höhern Sphären zieht, wo der Künstler stand, als er seine melodischen Gesänge fühlbar für
Andere in Töne kleidete, ist es, welche auch seine in Linz befindlichen Verehrer
bestimmte, dem in die bessere Welt hingetretenen Tonkünstler eine Abendstunde
dem Andenken zu weihen.
17

Gesellschaft von Dilettanten, welche Hr. J** zu diesem Zwecke versammelte, both ihre Kräfte auf, aus Schubert’s Meisterwerken eine gewählte Anzahl
vor einem zahlreichen, und aus den ausgezeichneten Classen der Bewohner Linz
bestehenden Gesellschaft, nachdem der von Hrn. Carl Ad. Kaltenbrunner gediEine

9

It seems likely that Josef von Spaun was among the Linz residents to which the review refers, that he may have offered advice
about the programme. In a letter to Bauernfeld from early 1829
Spaun writes: ‘For all the admiration I have given the dear departed
for years, I still feel that we shall never make a Mozart or a Haydn
of him in instrumental and church composition, whereas in song he
is unsurpassed…I think, therefore, that Schubert should be treated
as a song composer by his biographers…’18 The programme for the
evening was dominated by vocal works, with only one instrumental
piece, the 8 Variations on a French Theme for piano 4 hands, Op.10
(D.624):
Erlkönig D.328

				

sung by Herrn “H”

Der Lindenbaum D.911/5 		

Mlle “H”

Die Nacht D.983C

“J”, “Hb”, “Ht” und “E”

			

Der zürnenden Diana D.707 		

Herr “H”

Der Wanderer D.489

Herr “Hb”

			

Sei mir gegrüβt D.741 			

“Frau v. R”

Der Gondelfahrer D.809 		

“J”, “Ht”, “Hb” und “E”

chtete, hier eingeschaltete Prolog gesprochen ward, vorzutragen.’
The translation is mine.
A commemorative tribute by Schubert’s close friend Franz von Schober shares a
similar history. The poem, entitled ‘An Franz Schubert. Als Prolog einer Akademie zu seinem Gedächtnisse 13.2.1835 im Musikvereinssaal veranst. v. Michael
Leitermayer – zum Andenken eines Jugendfreundes’ first appeared in the Wiener
Zeitschrift für Kunst Literatur, Theater und Mode 25, 26 February 1835, p. 197. This
can be found at ANNO, Wiener Zeitschrift, 1835-02-26 (onb.ac.at) (accessed on 20
April 2021). It was subsequently printed in Schober, Franz von. Gedichte, Stuttgart
& Tübingen: Cotta, 1842, pp.110-112, and reissued in an edition published by J.J.
Weber of Leipzig in 1865.

18 See: Deutsch, O.E. Schubert. A Documentary Biography. London:
Dent, 1946, p. 895.
10

[8] Varitionen fûr Piano 4 Händen

Hr. P* und Mlle. H*

Little is known about the performers, who are only identified
by initials. Ernst Hilmar speculates that ‘Herr H.’ be either Cajetan
Haslinger or a member of the Hartmann family. Moreover, it seems
likely that ‘Mlle H.’ refers to Anna Hartmann, who was apparently
a fine singer, and a member of the Linz Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde.19
A copy of the original printed introduction to the concert on 27
December 1828 – perhaps the only surviving example – was offered for sale in 1978.20 The second printing appeared in a detailed
review of the concert by ‚Y‘.21 It appeared in print a third time in
Kaltenbrunner’s, Vaterländische Dichtungen (1835).22

See: Clive, Peter Schubert and his World. A Biographical Dictionary. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997, pp. 68-70, and Hilmar, Ernst (ed.). Franz Schubert.
Dokumente 1801-1830. Erster Band…Addenda und Kommentar. Tutzing: Hans
Schneider, 2003, Nr. 719, p. 376.
19

See: Schneider, Hans FRANZ SCHUBERT Zum 150. Todestag. Katalog 224,
Nr.457: KALTENBRUNNER, C.A. Schubert’s Todtenfeyer…Als Prolog vorgetragen bey dem am 25. (sic) December 1828, bey dem Herr Professor Abbé
Tomazolli veranstalteten Concert…Linz, Eurich 1828. (4) S. gr-8°.
20

See: Oesterreichisches Bürgerblatt für Verstand, Herz und gute Laune 29, 10.
April 1829, pp. 1-3.
21

See: Kaltenbrunner, Carl Ad. Vaterländische Dichtungen, Linz: Friedrich Eurich, 1835, pp. 71-74. This last version, which is included in facsimile as Appendix C, has been used for this article.
22

11

Kaltenbrunner Vaterländische Dichtungen
Linz: Eurich, 1835

12

Kaltenbrunner Vaterländische Gedichte, p. 272

Schubert’s Todtenfeyer by Carl Adam Kaltenbrunner
What has crushed joyful life here?
A pain presses our circle so quietly and heavily!
The gloomy news has rung out to us:
‘He is torn away — Schubert is no more!’
He has sung his last song, —
We’ll never again enjoy his return!
We had to adorn ourselves for the solemn ceremony,
And all looks express sadness.
— When a blossom falls instead of a withered bower,
The rough north touches the spring tree, —
When a fruit becomes a prey to the storm,
Which is already ripening towards perfection:
Then our soul’s beautiful faith is clouded,
And it is sad melancholy that grips us;
13

But today she presses every heart more nervously,
We mourn Schubert, the tender singer!
We who clung to him with warm love
Prepare a silent altar for consecration;
A sacrifice should bring love and respect,
They offer it to the honoured dead!
Only Schubert’s notes will sound today
And tell us what he was like to all of us!
We celebrate him with his own sounds, —
Who can offer us more beautiful songs? —
We hear his soul pour out
Like a nightingale in a flowering shrub; —
Melt softly in tender feelings,
Floating away like a warm breath of love;
But we are often powerfully carried away
And Schubert’s tones are also a thunder;
Thus he knew how to carry us aloft with him,
To strike the heart’s deepest strings.
The Erlking’s showers will rush around us,
Shake the marrow with the power of sound!
We’ll trade horror for delight,
By the linden tree and the sweet song of the night;
Diana will eavesdrop on the drunken ear,
Hear the goddess when her anger wakes;
The soul will raise Greetings!,
The Gondolier desires also to hearten us.
14

So his death will move us anew
And the one even deeper that was closer to him;
Honored members are also present here,
His worth as known as his heart;
The bitterest pain will stir in them,
They who called Schubert their friend from childhood!
He who is respected equally as man and artist,
Only sought life’s higher prize!
Who is so in the earliest bloom of his spring
All beauty penetrated to the pure source,
Who so glowed for art and its truth,
Whom, like him, her genius embraced,
Whom, as in Schubert’s innermost mind,
The harmonies of heaven sounded:
He secures the most beautiful crowns of life,
Where devilish art and German love live!
But — he also shattered the bright-coloured flower,
Which blooms eternally for the consecrated,
He also received the wreath in the sanctuary
The art for which he glowed enthusiastically,
— Also the thought pays homage to its glory, —
So it sounds to us — and the song becomes painful
From his melodies and chords:
‘What else would our Schubert have become!’
So also his early bier accused
15

The seat of the arts, the high imperial city;
The darling, carried off in the spring of his years,
Sprinkled death’s path with flowers;
That she may keep it later
How she grasped his song — felt it;
She mourns the son to whom she gave birth;
— To Salieri’s pupil, soon lost!
One consolation remained for her and us:
Like Austria, his homeland,
Written him in his golden books,
For him the love’s pledge is sacred,
So the wide realm of tones must love him,
Art is an all-encompassing bond;
Where she built her temples from her heart,
Schubert’s soulful sounds can be heard.
So, how we mourn, that he departed early,
We envy him for such a death!
He went to the tomb in full strength,
His striving did not restrain the yoke of old age;
We were left with his most precious, his spirit below,
And Schubert’s name lives on and still exists!
His body crumbles — but Schubert does not die again,
For his songs resound above the grave!23
Friedrich Steinebach expressed similar sentiments in the lines he wrote as introduction to a Schubert evening given by the ‘Hesperus’ Society in 1858. After hailing
the birth of Schubert and German song, and mentioning Winterreise, Gretchen am
Spinnrade, Normann’s Gesang, Erlkönig, and Der Wanderer, the poet concludes with
a couplet predicting Schubert’s immortality:
23

16

Kaltenbrunner’s neatly crafted poem is remarkably well informed about Schubert’s music and his significance;
Introduction 		

The purpose of the gathering.

vv.1 – 4
The first four verses tell of the dismay at Schubert’s untimely
death and the evening’s purpose to pay homage to Schubert the
Singer.
A 		

The programme and its meaning for the listeners.

vv. 5 & 6
The fifth verse focuses on specific vocal items to be heard, foreshadowing the capacity of those pieces to awaken different moods.
Verse 6 addresses different sections of the audience, in particular
personal friends who have known Schubert from his youth and honoured guests who admire the composer for his unique genius:
		

‘He who is respected equally as man and artist’

B 		

Schubert’s genius, and the tragedy of his early death.

vv. 7 – 9
Three verses (7 – 9) touch on the nature of Schubert’s musical
genius, particularly his gift for melody and novel harmony. The anticipation of Grillparzer’s gravestone epitaph is striking:
‘From his melodies and chords:
“What else would our Schubert have become!”’

So lange deutsche Sänger singen –
Franz Schubert starb – Er lebe doch.
See Steinebach, Friedrich. ‘Immortellenkranz gelegt auf das Grab von Franz Schubert’, (Als Prolog zur Schubertfeier am 30. Jänner 1858 – zur Declamation für Herrn
Hofschauspieler Baumeister.) In: Wiener Theaterzeitung Jg. 52, No. 26, 2 February
1858, p. 102. Available at: ANNO, Wiener Theater-Zeitung (Bäuerles Theaterzeitung),
1858-02-02, Seite 2 (onb.ac.at) (accessed on 24 April 2021). Steinebach’s verse was
reprinted in Steinebach, Friedrich (ed.). Thalia. Taschenbuch auf das Jahr 1859.
Wien: Dirnböck, 1858, pp. 214-216.

17

C 			
vv.10 & 11

Schubert’s transfiguration.

The last two verses affirm that Schubert, like his music, is immortal.
‘His body crumbles — but Schubert does not die again,
For his songs resound above the grave!

Schubert’s Grave in Währing Cemetery
Photography by A. v; Anreiter, p. 1863.24
24

This photograph was probably taken after the refurbishment of Schubert’s Grave

18

These poetic outpourings of admiration and loss leave an impression that vividly recalls Franz Grillparzer’s epitaph engraved on
Schubert’s first tombstone in Vienna’s Währing cemetery:
The art of music here entombed a rich possession,
But even far fairer hopes.25
Hopes remain that this brief survey of the contribution made by
poetry to Schubert’s reception history will provoke greater interest
and deeper investigation into this surprisingly neglected subject.

in October1863; Alois von Anreiter (1803-1882) was a committee member of the
Neue österreichische Kunstverein. For details of the renewal of Schubert’s and
Beethoven’s graves at the Währing cemetery, see Helfert, J.A. et al. ‘Actenmäßige
Darstellung der Ausgrabung und Wiederbeisetzung der irdischen Reste von Beethoven und Schubert. Veranlaßt durch die Direction der Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde
des österreichischen Kaiserstaates im October 1863’. In: Oesterreichische Revue 6
(1863), pp. 231-243.

Grillparzer gave very careful consideration to this text, choosing this version
from a shortlist of five options, adding the word ‘far’ later. See: Deutsch, O.E.,
op.cit., no. 35, p. 899.
25
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APPENDIX A Eduard Duller (1809-53) Franz Schubert’s Todtenfeyer (1828)

20
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APPENDIX B Eduard Duller (1809-53) ‘Auf Franz Schuberts
Tod’, in: Baldamus, Max Carl (ed.) Taschenbuch vom kaiserl.
königl. Priv. Theater in der Leopoldstadt für das Jahr 1831, Wien:
1830.

22
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APPENDIX C Carl Adam Kaltenbrunner (1804-67) Schubert’s
Todtenfeyer (1828 / 1835)

25
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‘ER IST ENTRISSEN — SCHUBERT IST NICHT MEHR!’
POETIC HOMAGE TO THE PRINCE OF SONG
Nicholas Rast
Abstract
Despite a healthy interest in Schubert’s reception history,
scholarship has shown little interest in the poetic tributes lavished
on the composer following his premature death. Eduard Duller’s
‘Franz Schubert’s Todtenfeyer’ and Carl Adam Kaltenbrunnner’s
‘Schubert’s Todtenfeyer’ provide enough information to suggest
that further investigation of this fascinating subject would
be salutary, offering deeper insights about how Schubert was
perceived by his contemporaries. It is hoped this essay will
provoke greater interest in this field that could lead to a more
complete picture of the man and his music.
Keywords: Franz Schubert, poetic tributes, Eduard Duller,
Carl Adam Kaltenbrunner, reception history.
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VIOLIN VIRTUOSITY AND INSTRUCTIONAL
LITERATURE FOR THE VIOLA: HENRI
VIEUXTEMPS CAPRICCIO OP. 55 POUR ALTO
SEUL ‘HOMMAGE A PAGANINI’, MICHAEL
KUGEL ‘PRELUDE YSAŸE’ FOR VIOLA SOLO
Simeon Kirkov

Introduction
The violist’s use of instructional and artistic literature for violin
has a long history. It began at a time when the viola was employed
mainly to fill out the texture of an orchestra or chamber ensemble.
The viola’s path to emancipation can be traced in the theoretical
literature and performance practice up to the present. The shared
technical capabilities of the violin and the viola is widely acknowledged, and there is no doubt that the latter has its place as a soloist;
the repertoire for the instrument is extensive. Nevertheless, comparison of the two instruments continues to preoccupy performers and
organologists. This study contributes fresh insights to the debate.
Two works for solo viola, one from the nineteenth century (Vieuxtemps Capriccio Op.55, Hommage à Paganini) the other from the
twentieth century (Kugel Prelude Ysaÿe), have been selected as representative of the instrument’s technical and expressive potential,
and their indebtedness to the relevant propaedeutic violin literature.
A further reason for contrasting these works is to highlight the con-
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tinuity of the Franco-Belgian violin school, and, in particular, the
correlation between Vieuxtemps and Ysaÿe: ‘Interestingly, Vieuxtemps was Ysaye’s most significant mentor, so the concentration of
works by Vieuxtemps is especially understandable given Ysaye’s
attachment to, and admiration for, his teacher.’1

Historical Retrospection and Terminological Clarifications
Music encyclopedias point to the nineteenth century as the flowering of the etude as an independent genre with distinct stylistic characteristics. In general, this type of piece includes solo instrumental
pieces, classified in modern theory as ‘instructional literature’.2
Iwazumi, Ray. ‘The Legacy of Eugène Ysaÿe: Transmitted, Adapted, and Reinterpreted’. In: Music Library Association. Notes , September 2010, Second
Series, Vol. 67, No. 1 (September 2010), pp. 68-88, in particular p. 84: Available
at: https://www.jstor.org/stable/40858204 (accessed on 20 January 2021).
1

Ovsyannikova, Tatiana Yu. ‘Этюд’ (Etude). In: Музыкальная энциклопедия
(Music Encyclopedia): ‘Как самостоят. жанр Э. получил развитие в 19 в. в
связи с расцветом виртуозного исполнительства, усовершенствованием
муз. инструментов (молоточкового фп.). Инструктивные Э. близки упражнениям, но отличаются от них законченностью формы, мелодико-гармонич. развития, иногда и определённостью выразит. Характера(...)Новый
этап в развитии жанра Э. открыли “24 каприччи” Паганини для скрипки
соло (1801-07), послужившие впоследствии основой для фп. транскрипций
Р. Шумана и Ф. Листа. В творчестве Ф. Шопена, Шумана, Ф. Мендельсона-Бартольди, Листа, И. Брамса.’
The
English translation is mine: ‘How the etude developed as a genre in the nineteenth century in conjunction with the flowering of virtuoso performance, the
improvement of musical tools (Hammerklavier). Instructional etudes are close to
exercises, but differ from them in the completeness of their form, melodic-harmonic development, and they sometimes express certain characters (...) A new
stage in the development of the etude – Paganini’s “24 Capricci” for solo violin
(1801-07) – were discovered, which later served as the basis for piano transcriptions by Schumann and Liszt. In the works of Chopin, Schumann, Mendelssohn,
Liszt, and Brahms.’
2
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Instrumental treatises serve two main purposes. The first concerns the technical mastery of the instrument. Beside mechanics
such as scales, arpeggios, double stops, and chords, etudes (exercises) address specific technical challenges, such as different types
of articulation, changes of position, double stops, chords, and ornamentation. Although musical etudes must be performed with refined
sound and dynamic contrasts, they are never conceived as complete
pieces of music. A second type aims to develop the performer’s skill
at musical interpretation. These are much more than routine exercises, they are musical works that form a major component of every
instrumentalist’s repertoire. The majority of great virtuosos have
written instructional manuals of this kind. Moreover, so-called concert etudes predominate because to develop the musician’s artistic
character; these are, of course, intended for a more advanced stage
of training.
Both Vieuxtemps and Kugel use historically standardized titles,
which can be included under the general heading of concert etude.
Thus, the concert etude includes preludes, inventions, caprices, and
ricercars. Grove Music Online lists all works from the 17th century that have an applied character and were written for instructional
purposes.3 Many of Bach’s instrumental works were intended for
his students to develop compositional and interpretive mastery. The
sonatas and partitas for solo violin are standard repertoire for students of the violin and the viola alike as well as for seasoned virtu-

Available at: http://www.endic.ru/enc_music/JEtjud-8413.html (accessed on 18
January 2021).

Ferguson, Howard. ‘Study.’ In: Grove Music Online: ‘The concert study attempts
to combine the utility of a technical exercise with musical invention equivalent to
that of other genres in the concert repertory’. Available at: https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/
omo-9781561592630-e-0000027018#omo-9781561592630-e-0000027018 (accessed on 21 December 2020).
3
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osos.4 Though a brilliant violinist, Bach preferred to take the viola
part in chamber ensembles; in that way he felt better placed to appreciate the countrapuntal voice leading. He even designed his own
five-string viola model, called the viola pomposa. It is may be that
through the additional fifth string Bach wanted to expand the technical capabilities of the instrument, but whatever his motives, they
certainly prove his passion for the soft, deep viola timbre. However,
the complex polyphonic texture of the composer’s solo violin sonatas and partitas poses numerous technical challenges, which are
exacerbated by the viola’s larger fingerboard, thicker strings and
delayed articulation. This is why they are seldom performed by viola players.
The following survey will trace the development of the genre
Capriccio,5 as Paganini’s 24 caprices are a model for comparison
They are mandatory in the educational syllabus of music schools and conservatories, and staples of the obligatory in the programmes of all international competitions.
4

Schwandt, Erich. ‘Capriccio’. In: Grove Music Online: ‘The term has been
used in a bewildering variety of ways. Works entitled “capriccio” embrace a
wide range of procedures and forms, as well as a great variety of performing
media, vocal and instrumental. The word first appeared in the second half of the
16th century, and it was used almost immediately in connection with pieces of
music (the earliest reference, applied by Jacquet de Berchem to a set of madrigals, is in 1561). The term was used, in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, for
works in various media, including madrigals, music for voices or instruments,
and instrumental pieces, particularly keyboard ones. According to Furetière
(1690), “Capriccios are pieces of music, poetry or painting wherein the force of
imagination has better success than observation of the rules of art”. “Capriccio”
does not signify a specific musical technique or structure, but rather a general
disposition towards the exceptional, the whimsical, the fantastic and the apparently arbitrary (…) By the early 18th century, a true cadenza in a concerto or
solo sonata is often called “capriccio” to suggest its improvised and fanciful
character and to emphasize that it exceeds the boundaries of the ornamented
cadence. Such capriccios were frequently written out in full by composers.’
5
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with Vieuxtemps’s work. On the one hand, the capriccio combines
the technical characteristics of the concert etude, on the other, the
possibilities for textural polyphonization allow the genre to be perceived as more intellectual. That is why composers favour the
term Capriccio. Attention will also be given to the features of the
Prélude6 to gain a deeper understanding of the background to Kugel’s Prelude ‘Ysaÿe’ and the parallels between the two works here
under review. The Grove entry by Ledbetter and Ferguson (see footnote 6 below) confirms that both Capriccio and Prélude belong to
the musical forms employed in instructional literature.

Characteristics of Both Works
1. Henri Vieuxtemps, Capriccio op. 55 (Op.9 posth.) pour
alto seul ‘Hommage à Paganini’
Choice of Title – Hommage vs Capriccio
Available at: https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000004867?rskey=hhV4gx&result=2 (accessed on 21 December 2020).
Ledbetter, David & Ferguson, Howard. ‘Prelude.’ In: Grove Music Online: ‘A
term of varied application that, in its original usage, indicated a piece that preceded other music whose tonic, mode, or key it was designed to introduce; was
instrumental (the roots ludus and Spiel mean “played” as opposed to “sung”);
and was improvised (hence the French préluder and the German präludieren,
meaning “to improvise”). The term “praeambulum” (preamble) adds the rhetorical function of attracting the attention of an audience and introducing a topic
(...) The purpose of notating improvisation was generally to provide models for
students, so an instructive intention, often concerned with a particular aspect
of instrumental technique, remained an important part of the prelude. Because
improvisation may embrace a wide range of manners, styles, and techniques,
the term was later applied to a variety of formal prototypes and to pieces of
otherwise indeterminate genre.’ Available at: https://www.oxfordmusiconline.
com/grovemusic/search?q=prelude&searchBtn=Search&isQuickSearch=true
(accessed on 08 January 2021).
6
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At the end of his life Vieuxtemps wrote a cycle of six pieces for
solo violin to which he added a Capriccio for solo viola (‘Hommage
à Paganini’). Both Paganini and Vieuxtemps played the viola, and
they fully appreciated its nuances and special properties. This suggests that the latter’s choice for the viola in this tribute to the older
master was deliberate; the instrument’s peculiar timbre is ideally
suited to the work’s elegiac mood.
Vieuxtemps’s Capriccio conforms to the compositional techniques typical of the genre: free invention, brilliant virtuosity, contrasting episodes, and moods coloured by the viola’s native technical and timbral qualities. Overt virtuosity, such as double stops,
ricochet, and spiccato typical of Paganini’s violin capriccios, is
avoided here. Nevertheless, Vieuxtemps’s composition amply reveals the viola’s substantial capacity for bravura.
Choice of Key
C minor is a typical key for the viola; the open C and G strings
support the instrument’s natural resonance. For example, when
playing on G string, the adjacent open C string resonates and this
reveals the instrument’s optimal timbre. In addition, c minor colours the work’s mournful quality better than the alternatives: ‘…
the manner of performance depends on the key in which the work
is written. a minor, c minor, D major and f minor express a melancholic mood much better than other minor keys, so composers often
use these tonalities’.7
Quantz, Johann Joachim. Опыт наставлений в игре на флейте траверсо (Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen). St. Petersburg: Edition of Early Music Festival, 2013 (originally Berlin, 1752), pр. 163-164: ‘И в тех, и в других
манера исполнения зависит от тональности, в которой написана пьеса. Ля
минор, до минор, ре мажор и фа минор выражают меланхолическое настроение
гораздо лучше, чем другие минорные тональности, поэтому композиторы чаще
используют именно эти лады.’ Available at: http://www.earlymusic.ru/uploads/
cgstories/id73/quantz.pdf (accessed on 02 October 2018).
Christian Schubart describes c minor as a ‘declaration of love, and at the same time lam7
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Thematic Material
The diatonic main theme is slow, with descending
sequential motifs harmonized by arpeggiated chords. A descending
chromatic passage then leads to its repetition.
Example 1. Henri Vieuxtemps, Capriccio op. 55 pour alto seul ‘Hommage à
Paganini’, mm. 1-8.8

In the second iteration, however, the theme is not repeated. Repentation of unrequited love. Every languishing, longing, sighing of the lovecrazed soul
lies in this key.’ See DuBois, Ted Alan. Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart’s “Ideen zu
einer Aesthetik der Tonkunst”: An annotated translation PhD Diss., University of Southern California, (1983), p. 434. Available at: Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart’s “Ideen zu
einer Aesthetik der Tonkunst”: An annotated translation :: University of Southern California
Dissertations and Theses (11) (usc.edu) (accessed on 27 January 2021).
For Ernst Pauer, c minor ‘is expressive of softness, longing, and sadness; also of earnestness and a passionate intensity. At the same time c minor lends itself most effectively to
the portraiture of the supernatural…’ See Pauer, Ernst. The Elements of the Beautiful in
Music (London and New York: Novello, Ewer and Co, 1878), p. 23. Available at: The
Elements Of The Beautiful In Music : Ernst Pauer : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming :
Internet Archive (accessed on 27 January 2021).

Vieuxtemps, Henri. Capriccio op. 55 pour alto seul ‘Hommage à Paganini’.
Public domain. Available at : https://imslp.org/wiki/Capriccio%2C_Op.55_
(Vieuxtemps%2C_Henri) (accessed on 08 January 2021).
8
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etition is replaced by a connecting passage to the second theme
(mm. 13 – 16).
Example 2. mm. 13 - 16

A written cadenza follows the same connecting passage after the
third statement of the main theme (mm. 23):
Example 3. mm. 23 – 24

Vieuxtemps conforms to common practice by opposing the main
theme in minor key with a second theme (measure 9, dolce) in the
relative major (E flat major). The second theme differs from the first
in that it ascends:
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Example 4. mm. 9 – 10

The interaction between the two themes is defined by short motives: the ascent of the second theme is a free mirror reflection of
the main theme’s descent. Writing from a music theoretical standpoint, Heinrich Schenker describes such an opposition as follows:
‘…we enjoy descent as a sort of corroborative audit of the ascent.
Such is also the case for us when we climb mountains: we measure all paths and elevations from the bottom, from sea level up; we
look forward to the descent because we already anticipate it. Thus,
we always long for the security of the point of origin, as of a future
point of return.’9
However, in the particular context of Vieuxtemps’s heartfelt tribute to Paganini, I find Father Lashkov’s psychological reading of
the possible symbolism enshrined in the opposition of rising and
falling motifs such as these a compelling alternative: ‘This symbolizes the light with which we depict the cherubims, the light that
descends from heaven to earth, whose call is to let go of life’s anxiety and worries. And the ascending motive is when the earthly man
See Schenker, Heinrich. ‘Foundations of Musical Systems’, trans. Robert
Wason. In: Wason, Robert W. & Brown, Matthew. Heinrich Schenker’s Conception of Harmony, Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2020, pp.
425-453, in particular p. 445.
9
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strives upwards… First, we are suffering, we put in effort and work,
and then come success and relief; in the beginning is Golgotha, then
is the triumph of the Resurrection.’10
Three main elements – diatonics in the descending and ascending direction, chromatics in the descending direction – and the arpeggiated harmonic support, unify the whole work.
The Written Cadenza
The Neapolitan chord played arpeggiando in descending and
ascending direction in the 64th notes (from measure 28) covers the
full range of the instrument. The accumulation of 64th notes in three
bars, which become 128th notes (rarely used note values), articulate
a written accelerando in first position (a convenient register for the
viola). The precisely scored rhythmic freedom underlines metric
stability, enabling the performer to develop an individual interpretive approach that classifies the capriccio as a disciplining instructive genre.
Example 5. m. 30

This quotation is on the occasion of the Liturgy №2, Cherubim by Alexander
Lashkov, which was built analogously with a basic descending stepwise motif, after which it was used in a mirror reflection – in an ascending direction.
Angelovska, Svetlana. ‘Интервю със свещеник Александър Лашков.’ (Interview with Priest Alexander Lashkov). In: Галерия на думите (Galery of the
Words): ‘Това символизира светлината, с коята ние изобразяваме херувими,
светлината, която слиза от небето към земята, чийто призив е да оставим
житейските тревоги и грижи. А възходящият мотив е, когато се стреми
земният човек нагоре.’
10
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Furthermore, Vieuxtemps foregrounds the work’s plaintive
character through established compositional means: chiefly by a
descending chromatic line, the history of which dates back to the
Renaissance.11 ‘Most often it’s a moan, a cry, a grief, a complaint,
a request.’12
Here, are not part of the thematic material, but they are frequently used, especially towards the end. Vieuxtemps, like Bach,
juxtaposes a diatonic theme with descending chromatic passages.
This is possible because chromatics move as a ‘universal contrapuntal voice’ to any diatonic theme. Concerning this widely used
type of countersubject, Vesela Boyadjieva suggests the descriptive
term ‘chromatic countersubject’13 with the elucidation: ‘Combining chromatics with diatonics...makes interaction even between the
most remote constructions.’14
Martha Feldman notes that in his discussion of chromatic intervals in Le istitutioni harmoniche (1558), Zarlino ‘identified melodic minor seconds and thirds and
harmonic minor sixths and thirteenths with sorrowful expressions, tears, plaints,
and the like. But in calling them “dolci, et soavi” he suggested a kind of wistfully
lyrical complaint, rather than a dramatic lament. See Feldman, Martha. City Culture and the Madrigal at Venice, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: The University of California Press, 1995, p. 185. Vieuxtemps uses the expressive marking
‘dolce’ twice in the Capriccio (mm.9 and 17), see below, example 1.
11

Kugel, Michael. Шедевры инструментальной музыки (Instrumental Music Masterpieces). Kiev: М. Kugel, 2009, p. 32: ‘Чаще всего это стон, плач,
скорбь, жалоба, просьба.’
12

Boyadjieva, Vesela. ‘Полифоничните техники в клавирните произведения
на Панчо Владигеров.’ (Polyphonic Techniques in Pancho Vladigerov’s Piano Works). In: IX Академични пролетни четения. Панчо Владигеров и
българският музикален ХХ век (IXth Academic Spring Reading. Pancho
Vladigerov and the XXth Century in Bulgarian Music). Sofia, 2019, p. 58.
‘хроматично противосложение.’
13

Ibid.: p. 60: ‘Смесването на хроматика с диатоника (...) осъществява
родство и между най-отдалечетите един от друг строежи.’
14
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A coda is commonly used as a partial return to the opening
theme or other main events. Through descending chromatic motion, Vieuxtemps achieves the following effects: he affirms the
Capriccio’s mournful character, reproduces the theme’s harmonic
framework, and articulates the coda’s changes of harmony at the
same rhythmical interval as in the opening theme. Thus, the coda
represents the theme as a reminiscence that symbolizes the Hommage’s act of remembrance. The schematic vertical event between
the opening theme and coda shown in Example 6 illustrates the possibilities of chromatics as a universal countersubject/counterpoint
to the diatonic theme.
Example 6. Scheme of the vertical event between the opening
theme and the Coda

Technical Challenges
The technical difficulty lies in the fact that each subsequent repetition of the theme must be played in a different way, in accordance
with the dramatic construction of the work, to distribute the accumulation of energy in an optimal way to achieve the most brilliant
apotheosis. Vieuxtemps’s original bows are identical in the three
iterations of the theme. In the first appearance, the piano dynamic
allows the original bows to be performed freely, as every second
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chord of the bars comes up bow and must be quieter. With each subsequent appearance of the theme, the dynamic becomes louder and
it is necessary to separate the bows, and the principle of phrasing
remains the same. The arpeggio chords at a piano dynamic could be
performed in the upper half of the bow; in forte, in the lower half,
as the two bass notes are played simultaneously. The original bows
seem too long for comfort. But the second arpeggiando chord is always quieter than the first and is therefore indicated with an up bow.
Example 7. mm. 1-2

The bow directions are the same for the theme’s second
utterance (measure 12), but due to the forte dynamic, it is
appropriate to separate them. The sense of the phrase remains,
despite the divided bows.
Example 8. mm. 23 – 26

By performing the chromatic descending passages, the bow
should be used sparingly, leaving enough space for the last three
or four notes of each group. In the descending arpeggio on D flat
(measure 28), despite the climax, a wide bow should be avoided
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when going to the lower register in order to maintain good articulation. The technical issue in this passage is the coordination between
the left and right hand. This articulation must be exercised through
the combination of different rhythmic species.15 A fermata is written on the penultimate note of measure 30, which requires preparation by extending the previous notes. This group can be performed
with four bows instead of the original three.
Example 9. mm.30 with four bows instead original three

Bow-leading is often likened to the breathing of singers and players of wind instruments. This corresponds to the verbal separation
of phrases and motives and it is always connected and subordinated
to a predetermined interpretive concept. It is not only possible but
necessary to take a breath between the phrases. More interesting,
though, is how to compensate for the inability to play or sing the
whole phrase in one breath. Quantz gives a detailed description of
the cases when a breath could be taken within a phrase. ‘If you
know in advance that you will not be able to play the whole passage in one breath, do not delay until the last moment, and take a
breath in advance and with a good margin. The more often you take
a short breath, the more uncomfortable it becomes and it is less
beneficial.’16
Exercises with different rhythmical groups: two sixteenths, followed by two
eights and vice versa.
15

As conclusion of the quotation. Quantz, Johann Joachim. Op. cit., pp. 8788: ‘Если вы заранее знаете, что не сможете сыграть весь пассаж на одном
дыхании, не откладывайте на последний момент, а возьмите дыхание
16
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Control of the vibrato and the sounding point, together with optimal bow deployment, enable the different renderings of the theme
to realize the work’s expressive potential. Ivan Galamian’s detailed
account of the relationships between the three main factors for tone
production (speed, pressure and sounding point) offers a way to
achieve a rich palette of timbre and sound character. ‘The understanding of this relationship is of great importance, but it must not
lead to the false belief that there is only one combination of the
three factors possible in any given instance. In most cases the player has several possibilities to choose from as far as the mixing of
the basic factors is concerned. The several choices result in various
styles of tone production… Every violinist is well advised to master
not only these two basic types but to learn to mix them in all sorts of
combinations and thereby to achieve command over a wide range
of sound character and timbre.’17
In quiet dynamics, the vibrato should be used sparingly, and only
at the culmination of the phrase; just enough to emphasize the natural resonance of the instrument. With each subsequent appearance
of the theme, along with the increase in dynamic, the vibrato becomes more active (with a wide amplitude). In the second theme
in E flat major (measure 9), the dolce character is achieved through
the use of the so-called vibrato-legato. In the cadenza it is necessary
to emphasize certain notes from each group with vibrato, these are
known as ‘left hand accents’. Thus, an uncontrolled accelerando is
avoided, and the logical grouping of the passage is supported. This
is how controlled timing is achieved, which is actually virtuosity at
a slow tempo.

заранее и с хорошим запасом. Чем чаще вы берете короткое дыхание, тем
более неудобным оно становится и тем менее пользы приносит’.
Galamian, Ivan. Principles of Violin Playing and Teaching. New Jersey: Prentice-hall, Inc., 1962, p. 62. Available at: https://archive.org/details/Principles_Of_Violin_Playing_And_Teaching_/page/n73/mode/2up (accessed on 08 January 2021).
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2. Mikhael Kugel, ‘Prélude Ysaÿe’ for viola solo.
Choice of Title
The work is part of collection entitled Classical Préludes (1999)
for viola and piano; only the ‘Prelude Ysaÿe’ is for solo viola.18
The composer classifies these pieces as instructive. In an interview
with Kristofer G. Skaug, Kugel says: ‘This music is now obligatory
in my viola class (not everything of course), like virtuoso music is
obligatory in violin, cello and even double-bass education. The solo
viola music was written for true soloists, not orchestra players.’19
Each work in the group represents a specific European country. Belgium is represented by Prélude Ysaÿe, inspired by the specific virtuoso style of the great Belgian violinist. In his sonatas for solo
violin op. 27 Ysaÿe uses motifs, patterns and references to Bach’s
sonatas and partitas for solo violin. Kugel likewise uses numerous
explicit references to Ysaÿe. The early music masters usually used
patterns for their works. They employed either exact quotations
(cantus firmus) or models which they transformed while preserving
the skeleton. Thus, each new theme is a derivative of another. This
technique generates a unity of style. In the present case, the use of
these old techniques is a kind of stylization, but not a continuation
of the style. Thus the tradition of the old masters is preserved consistently, transforming itself through the different ages.
Examples this technique are:
- Ysaÿe’s implication of one of the most recognizable motifs
Dies irae in Sonata № 2, op. 27;
- Kugel’s use of ascending virtuoso chords (accelerando) in the
Prélude, reminiscent of the finale of Ysaÿe’s Sonata № 3;
The seven pieces in the collection are Mischa, Capriccio Italiano, Prélude
Parigino, Prélude Ysaÿe, Preghiera, Valzer-Capriccio Vienna, and Rondo Mozart-Kugel.
18

Skaug, Kristofer G. Interview Michael Kugel. Available at: http://dutchviolasociety.
nl/2015/06/interview-michael-kugel/ (accessed on 10 January 2021).
19
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Example 10. Kugel, ‘Prélude Ysaÿe’ for viola solo,20 mm.108-109

as in Ysaÿe’s work, the final (at the end of each section) dissonant chords in Kugel are with accelerando and crescendo molto.
As a whole, the common pathos is captured and stylized very
convincingly.
Pitch Content Organization
The Prélude is atonal, with many chromatic and diatonic proceedings. In the absence of tonal inclination, the first chord is built
on the open C string and all final chords (at the end of each section), are built on the open C string, as well. In any case, they are
dissonant and always with fermata combined with a crescendo to
fortissimo.
Example 11. mm.7, 37, 57, 84-85, and 109

Kugel, Michael. ‘Prélude Ysaÿe’ for viola solo. Brussels: Alain Van Kerckhoven Éditeur, 1999.
20
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Thematic Material
Since the nineteenth century, a Prelude is generally understood
to be a short mood or character piece, often with an improvisatory quality. It is built not on themes, but on motives (i.e. short
melodic and/or rhythmic cells) applied according to combinatorial
principles. Ars combinatoria became an established compositional technique after Mersenne tackled the subject in his Harmonie
universelle (1636).21 Combinatorics became a major compositional
technique in the twentieth century as a result of thematic disintegration and the abandonment of tonal principles.22 Volnyansky’s
dissertation on the issue offers the following definition: ‘this is a
method for structuring musical material based on the generalized
principles of polysystem variation and a combination of musical el-

See Knobloch, Eberhard. ‘Musurgia Universalis: Unknown Combinatorial Studies
in Age of Baroque Absolutism’. In: History of Science Vol.17 no.4 (1979), pp. 258275. On page 263 Knobloch writes ‘the seventh book of [Mersenne’s] Harmonica,
and the three books “des chants”, “De la voix”, and “des orgues”, of the Harmonie
universelle, are largely concerned with [combinatorial problems].’ Knobloch’s article is availabale online at: 1979HisSc..17..258K (harvard.edu) (accessed on 7 February 2021). Mozart’s dice game (1787) K516f is one of the best-known examples
21

of musical combinatorics in the eighteenth century.
For a useful survey of the history and relevance of combinatorics to music theory,
see Nolan, Catherine. ‘On Musical Space and Combinatorics: Historical and Conceptual Perspectives in Music Theory’. In: Bridges: Mathematical Connections in
Art, Music, and Science (Third Annual Conference Proceedings. St. Albans: Tarquin
Publications, 2000), pp. 201-208. In the abstract to her essay, Nolan explains: ‘Music theory has enjoyed a ubiquitous association with mathematics from its earliest
beginnings. Among the abundant mathematical models that have inspired theories
of music, combinatorics has played a continuous role since the seventeenth century,
articulating musical spaces in which relations between elements of a discrete system
can be articulated and quantified.’ Available at: bridges2000-201.pdf (bridgesmathart.
org) (accessed on 07 February 2021).
22
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ements’23 Kugel’s Prélude Ysaÿe is constructed using combinatorial
techniques. He constantly employs gestures reminiscent of specific
motifs from Ysaÿe’s Sonatas for solo violin op. 27 that resemble the
written cadenza of Vieuxtemps’s Capriccio.
Example 12. Demonstration of Kugel’s use of combinatorial techniques

Motif A

Motif B

Motif C

Motif D

Motif A appears three times in measures 1-7, 33-37, 100-105, but
always with a different ending. Motif B appears in bar 8 connected
with motif C.
Motif B appears in bars 38 and 86 connected with motif D (D appears in different textures). Motif C appears independently in bars
63 and 72 with an altered ending. Motif D appears in bar 88 with
another texture.
There is no specific tempo indication, only the character marking
Rubato sostenuto, which gives the performer freedom to develop
the dramatic pace through his individual sense of timing. What is
now perceived as a tempo indication at the beginning of the work,
Volnyansky, Karel S. Структурная комбинаторика как принцип
композиционного мышления в музыке ХХ века (Concept of Structural Combinatorics and Its Role in the Compositional Process of the 20th Century) ‘структурная
комбинаторика ... Это метод структурирования музыкального материала,
основанный на обобщенных принципах полисистемного варьирования и
комбинирования музыкальных элементов.’ Available at: //ohfgljdgelakfkefopgklcohadegdpjf/file:///C:/Users/glava/Downloads/autoref-strukturnaya-kombinatorika-kak-printsip-kompozitsionnogo-myshleniya-v-muzyke-khkh-veka%20(1).pdf
(accessed on 06 January 2021).
23
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in the Baroque denoted a particular condition. ‘At the beginning
of each piece there are words denoting its main affect, such as
Allegro, Allegro non tanto, assai, di molto, moderato, Presto, Allegretto, Andante, Andantino, Arioso, Cantabile, Spiritoso, Affettuoso, Grave, Adagio, Adagio assai, Lento, Mesto, and so forth.
Each of these words, if chosen correctly, requires a certain performance from the musician.’24 Kugel, as an educated musician, fully understands the Doctrine of Affects. Therefore, his instruction
Rubato sostenuto is a starting point for creating an interpretive
strategy for the work. The first seven bars can be considered as an
opening theme. It is built polyphonically, with stepwise motion
and it is reminiscent of Vieuxtemps’s first theme. It appears three
times with changes at the end, but it is the most stable construction of the Prélude. In this way, the composer divides the piece
into separate sections. In the improvisational / developmental moments the Dies irae motif is inserted, making a direct reference to
Ysaÿe’s Sonata № 2 for solo violin. On the one hand, thanks to
this motif, the developing sections sound extremely intensively,
on the other – as a consequence of combinatorics – it creates the
general impression of a lack of theme, but plenty of motivic material. Kugel explores this motif twice, with differences of texture.
As with Ysaÿe, the motif appears transformed once in sixteenths,
then in sextuplet arpeggios, and finally in chords in sixteenths.
Kugel, however, combines this motif with stepwise motions from
the main theme and chromatics (as with Vieuxtemps). Knowledge
of baroque figures is especially important for any musician, says
Kugel: ‘Competently invented and used in time, these musical
symbols (baroque “figures”) favourably distinguish a smart muQuantz, Johann Joachim. Op. cit ., pp. 123-124: ‘В начале каждой пьесы
стоят слова, обозначающие основной ее аффект, такие как Allegro, Allegro
non tanto, -assai, -di molto, -moderato, Presto, Allegretto, Andante, Andantino,
Arioso, Cantabile, Spiritoso, Affettuoso, Grave, Adagio, Adagio assai, Lento,
Mesto и т.д. Каждое из этих слов, если оно правильно подобрано, требует
от музыканта определенного исполнения.’
24
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sician from, strange as it may sound, a professional amateur ...’25
Technical Challenges
As already mentioned, the Prélude Ysaÿe is intended for soloists,
not orchestral musicians. This suggests that the interpreters have already mastered the necessary technical skills. In his lectures Kugel
concentrated mainly on musical interpretative aspects. He kept telling us that virtuosity is a matter of well-controlled timing, and great
virtuosos are never rushing. This gives the interpretation the impression of confidence and persuasiveness.26
In contrast to Ysaÿe, Kugel avoids typical virtuoso violin techniques such as double stops, intervals with stretching of the left
hand, ricochet, spiccato, and so forth. However, this does not diminish the impression of the piece’s musical brilliance. This results
from free and smooth handling of the Rubato sostenuto character
and breathing between phrases. The fermatas marked over the bar
lines provide clear instructions for this. ‘Proper construction, singers speech breathing, the ability to use the pauses, musical punctuation and symbolism, even body language and gesture – all these
are integral elements of the performance of both the actor and the
musician.’27 These are the specific directions of the composer. Free
access to recordings of performances of this Prélude by Kugel’s

Kugel, Michael. Op cit., p. 5: ‘Грамотно придуманные и вовремя упот
ребляемые, эти музыкальные символы (барочные “фигуры”) выгодно отличают умного музыканта от, как это ни странно звучит, профессионала-дилетанта...’
25

26

I graduated Ghent Conservatory in the viola class of Michaеl Kugel.

Kugel, Michael. Op. cit., p. 5: ‘Правильное построение, певческое речевое дыхание, умение держать паузу, музыкальная пунктуация и символика,
даже язык тела и жеста – все это неотъемлемые элементы выступления как
актера, так и музыканта.’
27
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students are easily available on the internet.28 Freedom of interpretation is clearly felt there. As with any work, the main technical
problems are the bow leading, control of the vibrato, and the point
of contact of the bow with the string. The optimal distribution of the
bow is crucial both for building musical phrases and for achieving
a wide range of dynamic nuances.
1.In the second half of measure 6, the tempo decreases to prepare
for the next bar’s fermata. Here, the penultimate eighth note of the
bar must be played with a whole downbow, and the last with a half
bow, to prepare for the chord with the fermata in bar 7.
2.The final chord with fermata in fortissimo (measure 7) can be
performed with two bows, up and down, (see Example 6, mm. 6 and
7). Thus, the two bass strings sound tight, and at the same time there
is a whole upbow available for free maintenance of the fermata in
a crescendo. It is important that the vibrato at the beginning of the
upbow is restrained (with a small amplitude) and that it expands
and accelerates at the same time as the acceleration of the bow. The
sounding point here is as close as possible to the bridge.
3.The same principle applies for controlling the vibrato and the
sounding point of the chords in the measures 57 and 85, but here
they are performed on one bow.
4.When repeating the Dies irae motif in sixteenths notes with
double stops (mm. 88-98), the right hand must emphasize the first
and fourth sixteenth note of each group; this highlights the hidden
polyphony. In the accelerando with crescendo (mm. 96-98) the arhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOFfTFw6a2U Dana Zemtsov plays Michael Kugel‘s “Prelude – Ysaye”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6u03mNsptJU Louise van Tuijl plays Michael
Kugel‘s “Prelude – Ysaye”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gS36xc6uI5E
Daniel Rivera plays Michael
Kugel‘s “Prelude – Ysaye”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEj3vZBeHVU Ekaterina Degtiareva Michael
Kugel‘s “Prelude – Ysaye”
28
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ticulation is gradually shortened and transferred to the middle part
of the bow. The sounding point here is close to the fingerboard. The
bow stick should be straight rather than inclined to the scroll.
Conclusion
The compositional techniques from the time of the old masters
can still be seen in music of the present day. The meaning of the
term instructional literature has become extremely broad, and established genres, such as Prélude and Capriccio, are retained but
in a different stylistic context. Nineteenth-century treatises address
specific technical problems. The development of genres in the twentieth century is reflected in ‘exercises’ that focus on the most useful
techniques: diatonics, chromatics, and rhetorical figures. Thus, the
performer must acquire a comprehensive knowledge of these things
as the masters did.
Both Vieuxtemps and Kugel avoid gestures typical of violin virtuosity, such as double stops, intervals wider than an octave that require stretching of the left hand, and articulations such as spiccato,
and ricochet. This is consistent with the particularities of the viola,
making these pieces convenient to perform.
The two compositions explored in this essay were written in
memory of great violin virtuosos, yet their demonstration of the
viola’s capacity to produce the bravura appropriate for a such tribute is highly persuasive. Comparisons between the violin and viola
remain relevant, not for the latter’s lack of mechanical potential or
repertoire, but because of differences of timbre and technique. Indeed, such dissimilarities are extremely fruitful, driving the viola
fully to discover its virtuoso range. The literature borrowed from
the cello repertoire, by comparison, fails to develop the violist’s
technical skills in this way. Vieuxtemps’s Capriccio and Kugel’s
Prélude require the mastery of similar technical and interpretive
challenges in ways that significantly alter the perception of the viola’s musical personality.
54
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VIOLIN VIRTUOSITY AND INSTRUCTIONAL LITERATURE FOR THE VIOLA:
HENRI VIEUXTEMPS CAPRICCIO OP. 55 POUR ALTO
SEUL ‘HOMMAGE A PAGANINI’,
MICHAEL KUGEL ‘PRELUDE YSAŸE’ FOR VIOLA SOLO
Simeon Kirkov
Abstract
Comparisons between the violin and viola continue to preoccupy performers, composers, and organologists. Such correspondences remain
relevant not for the viola’s lack of mechanical potential or repertoire, but
because of differences of timbre and technique. Such dissimilarities are
extremely fruitful, driving the viola fully to realize its virtuoso potential. Two works – one from the nineteenth century (Vieuxtemps Capriccio Op.55, Hommage à Paganini) the other from the twentieth (Kugel
Prelude Ysaÿe) – have been chosen for their indebtedness to the relevant
instructional violin literature, and for being representative of the viola’s
technical and expressive possibilities. Both pieces were written in memory of great violin virtuosos, and their display of the viola’s capacity for
the appropriate bravura is compelling.
Keywords: instructional literature, musical homage, Vieuxtemps/ Paganini, Kugel/Ysaÿe, viola virtuosity.
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THE DISTINCTIVE CONTRIBUTION OF
PSYCHOLOGY TO THE ART OF CONDUCTING1
Theodora Pavlovitch

There are many definitions of the nature of conducting: from the
purely scientific – ‘conducting is an activity aimed at the realization
of the creative idea, a process of managing of the musical ensemble
by means of actions’2 or ‘the art to be guided by gesture the simultaneous performance of various instrumental and vocal ensembles’3
– to the emotional – ‘Being a conductor is not a profession, it is a
vocation, sometimes a rite, and often a disease, as well, yes, a dis-

This essay borrows from my dissertation ‘Psychological Foundations of the Art of
Conducting.’ Its interdisciplinary approach offers a contribution to the more effective training of students of conducting and the further development of the independent musical personality of young conductors.
1

Hristozov, Hristo. Музикална психология (Musical Psychology). Plovdiv:
Macros, 1995, p. 121: ‘дирижирането е дейност, насочена към реализацията
на творческия замисъл, процес на управление с действия на музикалния
колектив.’
2

Chetrikov, Svetoslav (ed.). Музикално-терминологичен речник (Musical-Terminological Dictionary). Sofia: Nauka i izkustvo, 1969, p. 89: ‘изкуството да
се ръководи посредством жест едновременното изпълнение на различни
инструментални и вокални ансамбли.’
3
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ease that cannot be cured by anything but death’ (Charles Munch),4
or ‘Certainly, this is a disease. There is probably even a microbe of
conducting, which after careful study will inevitably turn out to be a
stick. The disease is epidemic and contagious, requiring decontaminating agents and vigorous measures’ (Rimsky-Korsakov).5
Conductors and scholars have formulated the music director’s
psychological characteristics from different points of view for more
than two centuries. At the dawn of the eighteenth century, Johann
Joachim Quantz tried to outline the conductor’s psychological portrait, to analyze some of the basic principles of the creative performance process, and to penetrate the secrets of musical perception.
Interest in these issues and their psychological aspects increased
with the evolution of conducting as an independent (autonomous)
activity and its establishment as a profession in the nineteenth
century. Berlioz enumerates the necessary attributes of a conductor, Wagner writes about ‘the energy generated by faith in its own
strength’, Weingartner investigates the meaning of memory (quoting Hans von Bülow’s famous phrase that ‘conductors are divided
into those in which the head is in the score and others whose score
is in the head’).6 Wilhelm Furtwängler is especially important for
Munch, Charles. Я – дирижер (I Am a Conductor). In : Дирижерское
исполнительство (The Art of the Conductor). Moscow, 1975, p. 441:
‘Дирижирование – это вовсе и не профессия, но святое призвание, иногда
священослужение, а нередко даже болезнь, от которой излечивает только
смерть.’
4

Rimsky-Korsakov, Nikolai A. ‘Епидемия от диригентство’ (An Epidemic of
Conducting). In: Изкуството на диригента (The Art of the Conductor). Sofia,
1979, pp. 130-140, p. 131: ‘Положително това е някаква болест. Вероятно
съществува дори и микроб на диригентството, който след щателно
изследване ще се окаже непременно пръчица. Болестта е епидемична и
заразителна, изискваща обеззаразяващи средства и енергични мерки.’
5

Weingartner, Felix. ‘За дирижирането’(On Conducting). In: Изкуството
на диригента (Art of Conducting). Sofia: Musical Horizons, 1979, No 11, рр.
72-90, here p. 85: ‘енергията, пораждана от вярата в собствените сили”; ‘Ди6
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his detailed description of various aspects of conducting, focusing
primarily on technique and its psychological significance for the artistic process.7 In addition to the psychological effect of the conductor’s gestures,8 Richard Strauss makes incisive observations about
the relationship between the conductor and the orchestra. This was
likely provoked by a remark of his father, a well-known waldhornist, who warned ‘Remember, conductors! We watch how you step
on the podium, how you open the score. Before you take the baton,
we already know who the “master” will be – you or we.’9
Among the more important contributions to the development of
the theory of conducting are the writings of Charles Munch, Igor
Stravinsky, Bruno Walter, Hermann Scherchen, Rudolf Kahn-Speyer, Pavel Chesnokov, and the Bulgarians Ivan Spassov, Konstantin
Iliev, and Dobrin Petkov. These aesthetic and philosophical surveys
offer crucial insights about the psychological foundations of the
conducting art. In addition, Herbert von Karajan created a special
fund that attests to his view of the importance of scientific studies,
whose goals he outlined in an interview in April 1968: ‘The interaction between the different sciences and musical practice has so far
been insufficiently established and developed, despite the existence
of numerous works published on this issue’ he claimed. ‘We still do
ригентите се делят на такива, при които главата е в партитурата и други, на
които партитурата е в главата.’
See, for example, Furtwängler, Wilhelm ‘The problems of conducting’ (1929),
and ‘Tools of the Conductor’s Trade’. In: Taylor, Ronald (ed. and trans.).
Furtwängler on Music: Essays and Addresses. London & New York: Routledge,
1991, pp.16-22.
7

Strauss, Richard. ‘Спомени и размисли’ (Memories and Thoughts). In:
Изкуството на диригента (The Art of the Conductor). Sofia: Musical Horizons, 1979, No 11, pp. 145-224, p. 200.
8

Munch, Charles. ‘Я – дирижер’ (I Am a Conductor). In: Дирижерское исполнительство (The Art of the Conductor). Moscow, 1975, p. 447: ‘Вот что
вы запомните, дирижеры. Мы следим за тем, как вы поднимаетесь на свою
подставку и как откриваете партитуру. И еще до того, как вы подняли палочку, мы уже знаем, кто будет командовать – вы или мы.’
9
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not have satisfactory answers to fundamental questions about the
nature of the perception and music comprehension... Therefore, it is
necessary to stimulate the creation of works in the field of physiology, psychology and other disciplines related to musical issues.’10
Modern trends in psychology, which connect it with information
theory, are of particular interest for the psychological characteristics of conducting as a human activity. Claude Shannon’s theories,
developed in the second half of the twentieth century, were originally intended to provide a scientific explanation of the transmission of technical signals at a distance, and in particular to calculate
the capacity of different communication channels in signal transmission.11
Information theory continues to expand its scope, and has gained
scientific significance that is much broader than the original. Contemporary wisdom defines information as: ‘a form of interaction
between two dynamic systems; systematically directed transmission of the meaning of material phenomena with a certain structure
and a certain degree of organization; mutual regulation between
two sets of states, one of which is represented in the source and
the other in the carrier. Information is an abstraction of equivalent
sets-signals. It is not a physical object, nor matter, nor energy, but
a sign of equivalent signals, which in his turn are physical entities,
produced by material systems and can be generated or received,
Ginzburg, Leo. ‘На пути к теории’ (On the Way to Theory). In: Дирижерское
исполнителъство (Conducting Performance). Moscow: Music, 1975, pp. 571620, p. 576: ‘Связь между различными науками и музыкальной практикой
до сих пор еще недостаточно установлена и разработана, несмотря на
наличние множества опубликованных на эту тему трудов. Мы еще не имеем
удовлетворительных ответов на основополагающие вопросы о существе
восприятия и понимания музыки (…) поэтому необходимо стимулировать
создание трудов в области физиологии, психологии и других дисциплин,
связанных с музикальными темами.’
10

Lyutskanov, Mikhail. Основи на тонрежисурата (Basics of Sound Design).
Sofia: Nauka i izkustvo, 1977, p. 44.
11
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transmitted, stored or processed only by material systems.’12
In principle, the information process comprises a dynamic interaction between at least two systems, one of which transmits messages while the other receives them. Information is divided into
three main groups: biological, social, and technical.13 Artistic creativity refers to social information, in that both the source and the
recipient of the information are connected with the human consciousness. This is the reason for the link between psychology and
seemingly disparate areas of human knowledge such as information
theory and cybernetics. The applicability of this theory to the artistic process is clearly defined by psychologists:
‘Viewed from the standpoint of cybernetics, information theory
and general communication theory, communication between the
creator of the art work and the one who perceives it has the mechanism of any interaction, of any communication. The scheme of each
communication line is as follows:
1. Source of information
2. Coding
Piryov, Gencho. Психологията – фундаментална наука за човека
(Psychology – a Fundamental Science of the Person). Sofia: BAN, 1982, p.
82: ‘форма на взаимодействие между две динамични системи; системно
насочено придаване значение на материалните явления с определена
структура и определена степен на организираност; взаимна регулация между
две множества от състояния, едното от които е представено в източника,
а другото – в носителя. Информацията е абстракция от еквивалентни
множества – сигнали. Тя не е физически обект, нито материя, нито енергия,
а е белег на еквивалентни сигнали, които от своя страна са физически
същности, произвежда се от материални системи и може да се генерира или
приема, предава, запаметява или обработва само от материални системи.’
12

Piryov, Gencho & Desev, Lyuben. Кратък речник по психология (Concise
Dictionary in Psychology). Sofia: Partizdat, 1981, p. 42.
13
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3. Transmission of code signs or portions of the message
4. Acceptance of the message
5. Decoding of the received characters and of the whole message
6. Receiving and using the message. From this point of view, to
create a work of art means to encode it, and to perceive it, to decode
it.’14
With regard to artistic creativity as an information and communication process, this scheme has the following form:
PSYCHOLOGY OF CREATIVE WORK
–

Psychology of scientific creative work

–

Psychology of creative artistic activity

–

Psychology of technical creative work

–

Creative work in pedagogical activity

Due to the specifics of different types of artistic creativity, this
part of the psychology of creativity is differentiated as follows:
Rusev, Penyo. ‘Психология на художествено-творческата дейност’ (Psychology of Artistic and Creative Activity). In: Психология на творчеството
(Psychology of Creativity). Sofia: Nauka i izkustvo, 1981, pp. 93-144, p. 100:
‘Разгледано от позицията на кибернетиката, теорията на информацията
и общата теория на комуникациите, общуването между създаващия
художествената творба и оня, който я възприема, има механизма на всяко
взаимодействие – на всяко общуване. Схемата на всяка линия за свръзка
е следната: 1.Източник на информация; 2.Кодиране; 3.Предаване на
кодовите знаци или порции на съобщението; 4.Приемане на съобщението;
5.Декодиране на получените знаци и на цялото съобщение; 6.Получаване
и ползване на съобщеното. От това гледище да се създаде художествената
творба ще рече тя да се кодира, а да се възприеме – да се декодира.’
14
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PSYCHOLOGY OF CREATIVE ART ACTIVITY
–

Psychology of  creativity in literature

–

Psychology of  creativity in music

–

Psychology of  creativity in visual  arts

–

Psychology of  creativity in theatre art

However, in the language of musical art, and ensemble performance in particular where a conductor plays an important role, there
are several of problems that this scheme in its general form cannot
solve. After the coding of the information – in this case the notation
of the composer’s work – it cannot be transmitted directly to the listener by any means and systems of transmission, except through the
interpretation of either a solo performer or ensemble. The Russian
musicologist Boris Asafyev offers one of the most concrete statements, claiming that music is an unfortunate art: a painting can live
in the museum or in any room; if verses are printed, they are already
alive; by contrast, the printed work – the musical score – is not yet
music; it needs to be reproduced, sung, instruments and performers
are needed.’15
In the art of music, a group of performers (an orchestra, choir,
soloists, and solo ensemble in all their permutations) needs a leader
to manage and coordinate the realization of the musical sound image. In this case the conductor takes the role of the first recipient of
the artistic information created and encoded by the composer. Thus,
through fundamental cognitive processes, the conductor’s reception
Asafyev, Boris. Музыкальная форма как процес (Musical Form As a Process). Leningrad: Music, 1971, pp. 265: ‘Ведь музыка – достойное сожаления
искусство: написанная картина может жить в музее или в любом помещении;
стихи, если они напечатаны, уже живут; напечатанное произведение –
ноты – еще не музыка – ее надо воспроизводить – интонировать – нужны
инсрументы, нужны исполнители.’
15
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and assimilation of this primary musical information initiates a new
communicative chain. It becomes a source of information that is semantically and emotionally based on the primary source (the composer), but cannot be fully identified with it. Here, the conductor,
whose individual creative personality to a greater or lesser extent
complements and shapes the composer’s musical message, is the
protagonist. As Hristo Hristozov explains, ‘the conductor’s actions
begin with the conception of a structural model of the composer’s
work, with the comprehension of the entirety of the score’s content. But the score is altered by the conductor’s personality, training, character, temperament, attitudes, creative pretensions, artistic
taste, and so forth.’16
An important reason for the dissimilarities between the two information chains is the conductor’s different sign system that comprises an array of communicative means, from the basics of conducting technique to complex processes, including suggestion and
telepathy. Matters are further complicated by the need for the performers simultaneously to process information from the composer
(through the notated text) and the conductor. Thus, the first chain is
predominantly semantic musical information, regarding pitch, dynamics, duration, modes of attack, tempo, and so forth; the second adds more emotional and figurative information. Leo Ginzburg
confirms this thesis: ‘In conducting, the manifestation of the gift
has a very specific character. Let’s start with the fact that orchestrators (in this case the media or, as they are called the recipients) cultivate in themselves the ability most fully and comprehensively to
perceive the intentions arising not only from what they see, but also
from what they feel. From the standpoint of information theory, the
Hristozov, Hristo. Op. cit., p. 122: ‘действията на диригента започват със
създаването на структурен модел на авторското произведение, с осмисляне
на цялото многообразие от детайли и фактори, влизащи в партитурата.
Но партитурата, освен това, се пречупва през личностовия строеж на
диригента, през неговата система за обучение, характера, темперамента,
нагласите, творческите претенции, художествения вкус и т.н.’
16
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abovementioned is equivalent to what is observed in the process of
communication with the help of colloquial speech. In such communication the interlocutor reaches not only the conceptual meaning of the words, not only what is said, but also everything that
represents the true meaning of the information, which reaches the
recipient with the help of semantic intonation, facial expression,
and finally, inexplicably through the instinctive, the super-sensual,
through the subconscious sensation.’17
The position of instrumentalists, and singers in this double
information chain is undoubtedly complicated. But this is even
more true in cases where information provided by the composer
and the conductor are in conflict, even in cases where the composer and conductor are one and the same! Berlioz gives a classic example of such a discrepancy: ‘It is said that Beethoven
repeatedly spoiled the performance of his symphonies by wanting to conduct them, even at the time when he was almost completely deaf. In order to act in co-ordination, the musicians, in
the end, agreed to follow the light pace of the concertmaster and
not to look at Beethoven’s baton at all.’18
Ginzburg, Leo. ‘Допълнителни бележки’ (Additional Notes) In: Изкуството на диригента (The Art of Conducting). Sofia: Musical Horizons, 1979, No
11, p. 128: ‘При дирижирането проявяването на дарбата има твърде специфичен характер. Да започнем с обстоятелството, че оркестрантите (в
случая – медиумите или, както още ги наричат – реципиентите) възпитават в себе си способността най-пълно и разностранно да възприемат намеренията, произтичащи не само от това, което виждат, но и от това, което
усещат. От позицията на теория на информацията горното е равносилно
на наблюдаваното в процеса на общуване с помощта на разговорната реч.
При такова общуване до събеседника достига не само понятийния смисъл
на думите, не само това, което се казва, но и всичко, което представлява
истинския смисъл на информацията, което достига до реципиента с помощта на смисловата интонация, израза на лицето, накрая, чрез необяснимо
инстинктивното, свръх-чувственото, чрез подсъзнателното усещане.’
17
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Berlioz, Hector. ‘Диригентът на оркестъра’ (The Conductor of Orchestra).
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There are various reasons for such a discrepancy. In addition to
hearing loss, as in Beethoven’s case, it may be due poor technical
training, poor hearing control, or impaired attention. This is one of
the main reasons why basic mental processes are of great importance
to the art of conducting. However, the question of the conductor’s
fidelity to the composer’s intentions, the adequacy of the created musical image is fundamental precept in musical aesthetics and the general theory of conducting. As Ginzburg writes, ‘even with the most
sincere desire to inhabit the true artistic world, and with the most
thorough research, the conclusions will not be sufficiently objective.
The research findings are inevitably coloured by the individuality of
the performers themselves, especially if they are of another generation, worldview, and nationality. But even in ideal circumstances, the
desire to “be true to the composer” in practice this often leads to a
formal observance of the external elements of the tradition, and to
a museum reproduction of the work’s text. Those who subscribe to
such a view of the relationship between composer and artist will then
be forced to recognize that any work in such a case may have an individual performer’s rendering, the deviation from which is practically
equal to distortion. In such a solution, the problem of performance
interpretation should be removed from discussion and replaced by
systematic scientific research. Such an approach has long been considered the only one possible in the field of performance.’19
In: Изкуството на диригента. (Art of Conducting). Sofia: Musical Horizons,
1979, No 11, pp. 7-22, p. 8: ‘Говорят, че Бетовен неведнъж е развалял изпълнението на своите симфонии, като искал да ги дирижира, дори по времето,
когато е бил почти съвсем глух. За да действат съгласувано, музикантите,
в края на краищата, се уговорили да следват леките темпови указания на
концертмайстора и въобще да не гледат Бетховеновата палка.’
Ginzburg, Leo. Op. cit., p. 574: ‘И все же при самом искреннем желании
ощутить художнический мир творца в его подлинности, при максимальной тщательности исследовательской работы, выводы будут недостаточно
объективными. На результаты проделанных исследований неизбежно накладывается отпечаток индивидуальности самого исполнителя, особенно
19
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Ginzburg also cites an example from recordings of performances
directed by Stravinsky, who claims that his ‘records have the status of documents that can serve as a guide for the performance of
my music.’20 Ginzburg adds that it is difficult for a professional to
listen without a smile to the recording of ‘The Rite of Spring’ conducted by the composer himself; ‘this performance is technically
helpless...’21
Limitations of space do not allow a thorough analysis of the
complex issue of a conductor’s capacity to recreate a musical image
that adequately reflects a composer’s artistic conception. The two
instances taken from Beethoven’s and Stravinsky’s biography indicate that efforts to unify the personalities of the composer and the
conductor are problematic; it is clear, moreover, that the presence of
two bright creative personalities in the artistic process can magnify
the problems. A characteristic of any information-communication
chain is the so-called ‘feedback’, the impact that the recipient has
если это представитель другого поколения, мировозрения или национальности. Но в лучшем варианте стремление прежде всего “представить автора” на практике часто приводит к формальному следованию внешним
елементам традиций, к музейному воспроизведению текста сочинения.
Сторонники подобных взаимоотношений между автором и артистом
должны будут признать, что каждое произведение в этом случае может
иметь только одно-единственное исполнительское решение, отклонение
от которого практически равнозначно искажению. При таком решении
вопроса проблема исполнительской интерпретации вообще снимается
с обсуждения и заменяется системой научного исследования. Следует
заметить,что такой подход долгое время считался единственно возможным
в области исполнительства.’
Stravinsky, Igor. Хроника на моя живот (Chronicle of My Life). Sofia: Nauka i izkustvo, 1966, p. 142: ‘плочи имат значение на документи, които могат
да служат като ръководство за изпълнението на музиката ми.’
20

Ginzburg, Leo. Op. cit., p. 574: ‘… настолько технически беспомощно это
исполнение ...’
21
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on the source of information during the interaction. The music-information process comprises three basic levels:
1. From the audience (the final recipient) to the performers;
2. From the performers to the conductor;
3. From the audience to the conductor.
The feedback of each of the participants to the composer – when
physically present at the performance – can add a further layer,
yielding the following structure:
AUTHOR (composer, artist, writer, etc.)
– CODING (notating, drawing, recording, etc.)
– TRANSMISSION (performance, display, issuance, etc.)
– ACCEPTANCE (physiological perception)
– DECODING (complex psychological processes)
– RECEIVING (aesthetic perception)

From a psychological point of view, each of the units and links
in this chain has its own problems and can be subjected to scientific
investigation. The focus here is on the main mental processes that
enable the conductor’s activity and the realization of his function in
the artistic-information chain, illustrated below:
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1. Preparatory stage:
– making a decision to work on a certain piece of music;
– preliminary work of the conductor on the score.
2. Rehearsal stage – work with the relevant ensemble – choir,
orchestra, soloists.
3. Final stage – concert performance, opera production, recording activity, etc.
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Conclusion
As the first recipient of the artistic information created and coded
by a composer, a conductor creates a new communicative chain.
The latter’s individual musical personality therefore complements
and shapes the composer’s musical message. It is hoped that the
issues raised in this paper will inspire further investigation by psychologists, good pedagogy by teachers of conducting, and reflection by conductors themselves to enable composers, conductors,
performers, and listeners to attain a firmer grasp of each stage of
the creative process.
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THE DISTINCTIVE CONTRIBUTION OF PSYCHOLOGY TO
THE ART OF CONDUCTING
Theodora Pavlovitch
Abstract
The profound complexity of conducting as a human activity is attracting increased interest from psychologists. Scientific investigations, and
reflections by conductors themselves are now widely available in the
form of monographs, articles in academic journals, and interviews. This
paper interrogates the significance of the conductor’s artistic personality,
his relationship with composers on the one hand and musical ensembles
on the other, and their expressive consequences for listeners.
Keywords: the art of conducting, psychological characteristics of
the music director; the creative process of performance, musical perception, mental processes, musical information, communicative chain.
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POLYTONALITY IN MUSIC WITHIN THE
CONTEXT OF OTHER ARTS
Vesela Naumova

Polytonality and the principle of montage feature prominently in twentieth-century music. The former foregrounds
the heightened contrast of different textural layers for its
particular dramaturgy with underlined counterpoint,1 while
the latter generates an extended circle of meaning and action. The likeness of these two techniques is manifest in the
performance arts, but it also parallels the visual arts through
the use of basic structural principles in multi-layer compositions.

Shulgin, Dmitry. Теоретический и практический курсы современной
гармонии (Theoretical and Practical Courses of Modern Harmony). Moscow:
Informpoligraph, 2013, p. 283: ‘Понятие “политональность” относится к
полисистемным структурам, для которых обязательным конструктивным
качеством является взаимодействие только по вертикали двух и более
относительно самостоятельных в тональном отношении голосов и
гармонических пластов.’ ‘The term “polytonality” refers to the polysystemic
structures for which a mandatory constructive quality is the vertical interaction
of two or more layers relatively independent in tonal aspect voices and harmonic.’ (translation is mine)
1
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The Prefix ‘poly-’2 and the Multiplication of Musical
Means at the Beginning of the Twentieth Century
Terms such as polyfunctionality, polymodality, polytonality, and
polyrhythm feature significantly in twentieth century musical composition, reflecting the aim for synthesis through the deployment
of contrasting independent and autonomous elements. An unprecedented increase in musically creative innovations, together with the
enrichment of the existing means of expression, is matched by the
search for appropriate structural connections to meet the new music’s
need to reach its full artistic potential.
Musical language evolves mainly through the analytical reconsideration of its modes of expression. Stable structural and functional elements are given the properties of information units, which
have already been designated as integral to a specific system at the
highest logical level. New elements of a musical language are created by reviewing simple units; the functions of the smallest units
are combined in a common entity.
Poly-technique is a product of composers’ intuitive experiments
to develop the spatial-temporal and vertical interactions of components such as mode, modus, chord, function, tonality, rhythmic
formulae, metrics, and tempo. The development of polyfunctionality, polychords, polymodality, polytonality, and polyrhythm leads
to the polystylistic which, unlike other techniques that work with
small-scale units in the structural hierarchy of musical speech, operates with whole complexes of expressive means and styles.
The term ‘polytonality’ is used simultaneously to designate a
wide spectrum of compositional events such as polychords, the superposition of distinct modes or fragments thereof, different transpositions of the same type, and the availability of contrasting tonalities. ‘In a general sense, examined both retrospectively and
prospectively as a unity, polytonality represents a peculiar modal
formation encompassing particular regularities connected by a speThe prefix poly- comes from the ancient Greek πολύς (‘polus’) meaning ‘much’
or ‘many’ (ed.).
2
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cific type of modal thinking close to tonality and its derivatives, but
also together with new characteristics.’3
The use of polytonality in the texture of a musical composition
significantly renews its modal structure and harmony. It affects the
nature of its development, expanding the expressive potential as
form-building and semantic properties are made explicit.

Musical Analogies with Other Types of Art
Drawing analogies between music and other types of art depends
on the precepts of modern artistic thought: the process of translating
information from one distribution medium to another, according to
specific rules, without changing its essence. Efforts to unify different art forms and their interdependencies have been the subject
of numerous studies since the beginning of the twentieth century.
Integration in the arts requires detailed knowledge of aesthetic dissimilarities, the process of integration, and the synthesis between
these two. Transfer of methodologies is most commonly associated
with the rules through which a specific musical piece was created:
they are related to its internal structure.
The Russian painter Wassily Kandinsky experiments with musical
analogies and admits the advantages and limitations of this approach:
‘Comparison of means among the arts and the learning of one art
from another can only be successful when the application of the lesson is fundamental. One art must learn how another uses its method,
so that its own means may then be used according to the same fundaPaisov, Yuri. Политональность в творчестве советских и зарубежных
композиторов ХХ века (Polytonality in the Works of Soviet and Foreign
Composers of the Twentieth Century). Moscow: Soviet Composer, 1977, p.
383: ‘В более широком смысле – как явление в целом, рассматриваемое в
единстве ретроспективного и перспективного ракурсов, политональность
предстает как особая ладовая формация, обладающая специфическими
закономерностями и связанная с типом ладового мышления, близким к
тональному и производным от него, но вместе с тем и содержащим
принципиально новые черти.’
3
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mental principles, but in its own medium. The artist must not forget
that each means implies its proper application, and that it is for him
to discover this application.’4 Regarding the analogy between music
and visual art, he claims that ‘in order to express his internal life, the
artist can’t help but be envious of the ease with which music – the
most immaterial art today – achieves this goal.’5
The specific expressive capabilities of polytonal harmony, which
reflects the complex contemporary reality and enables the natural
development of artistic work, have many analogies with other arts.
To track them visually, it is necessary to isolate those methods similar to polytonal music that have limited applicability within the
frames of the given art form, while revealing a common regularity
when compared with each other. Boris Asafyev writes: ‘In discussions and arguments regarding polytonality…I was still unable to
find the most important thing – the peculiarity of perceiving this
type of phenomenon. Numerous observations while listening to
music have convinced me that there is a type of synthesis that does
not occur as a result of but during the process of listening to itself.
This synthesis is analogous to the phenomena seen in visual perceptions…There is possibly a parallel between these phenomena in
music and painting, as well as with other arts.’6
Kandinsky, Wassily. Concerning the Spiritual in Art, and Painting in Particular. New York: George Wittenborn, 1947, p. 98.
4

Kandinsky, Wassily. За духовното в изкуството (On the Spiritual in Art).
Sofia: East-West, 2016, p. 68: ‘художникът (...) в копнежа си да изрази своя
вътрешен живот, не може да не завиди на лекотата, с която музика, най-нематериалното изкуство до днес, постига тази цел.’
5

Asafyev, Boris (Ig. Glebov). О политональности (On Polytonality). Moscow:
Contemporary Music, No 7, 1925, p. 63: ‘В рассуждения и спорах о политональности… мне не удавалось до сих пор натолкнуться на самое важное
– на особенность восприятия такого рода явления. Ряд наблюдений при
слушании музыки убеждают мен в наличии своеобразного синтеза, получащегося не в итоге, а во время этого слушания. Синтез этот аналогичен
явлениям, встречающимся при зрительных восприятиях… Возможен параллелизм между такого рода явлениями в музыке и живописи, а также
6
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The Use of Montage in Artistic Creation
Montage is the selection and juxtaposition of heterogeneous
components to create a complete product. It first developed in cinematography where it became the focus of theoretical attention. Soviet film director Sergei Eisenstein’s idea of montage – inspired
by the idea of analytical separation of an object into significant elements and its synthesis for transmission as a new semantic and
visual perception – reflects the art and dynamics of the time most
completely. For Eisenstein, montage is a ‘universal unit and theory
of the new images.’7
Once a montage is transformed into the indivisible and most specific expressive method in cinematography and television – in the
process of the artistic dialogue between arts – it becomes an object
of interest to other types of art. Nowadays, the concept of ‘montage’
appears in drama, choreography, fine arts, music, and literature as
one of the most productive compositional features of creative practice. It signals a high-quality new attitude / conception of the world,
which embraces polar contrasts and incompatible realities. The influence of cinematographic montage in different art forms presumes
the intensification of symbolism, and the significance and the meaningful plurality of every detail.
Theorists of montage in cinema confirm the insights of practitioners. It is an expressive method that cuts, pastes, and combines
different scenes, images, sounds, and other elements to create a formal coherence that the spectator experiences as continuous movement of the action. As a creative method, montage is inseparable
from synthesising and summarizing ideas to create a new quality. In
director Andrei Tarkovsky’s words: ‘Montage is present in every art
and it represents screening, selection, and combination by the artist.
Art cannot exist without selection and combination.’8
другие виды искусства.’
Eisenstein, Sergei. Монтажът (The Мontage). Sofia: East-West, 2012, p.
556: ‘универсална единица и теория на новите изображения.’
7

8

Tarkovsky, Andrey. Уловеното време (Sculpting in Time). Sofia: Colibri,
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Montage may also be seen as a way of thinking. For Eisenstein,
it is not merely the superimposition of frames but their combination
that creates ‘crashes and conflicts with a new meaning.’9 It follows
that the superimposition of all individual frames inevitably creates
new meanings that the individual frames did not possess, and often these are the perceptions and feelings the director intends. By
simultaneously assembling frames on a few levels, Eisenstein provides visual confirmation: ‘The real field for montage is not the
stage or the screen but the perception of the audience – the sphere
of its intellectual and emotional reactions.’10 Thus, Eisenstein approaches Asafyev concerning the perception of polytonal music and
its influence on the listener. ‘The audio-video montage...in these
two aspects...creates an explosion of a new quality not only horizontally but at any time also vertically...and this fully coincides
with that basic and fundamental, which we see in the whole system
of arts.’11

Multilayer Compositions in the Stage Arts
Multi-layered structure is a characteristic that acquired special
significance in twentieth-century art through semantic heterogeneity
and counterpoint, an essential component in the intensified growth
of artistic polyphony. So, the notion of linear harmony as a condi2019, p. 213: ‘Във всяко изкуство присъства монтаж, който се отразява в
отсяване, подбор и комбинация от деятеля на изкуството. Без подбор и комбинация никое изкуство не може да съществува.’
Eisenstein, Sergei. Монтажът (Мontage), p. 126: ‘създаване на сблъсъци и
конфликти с нов смисъл.’
9

Ibid., p. 24: ‘Истинско поле за монтажа са не толкова сцената или екранът, колкото зрителското възприятие – сферата на неговите интелектуални
и чувствени реакции.’
10

Ibid., p. 423: ‘Звуково-зрителният монтаж…в тази двуредност….създава
взрив от ново качество не само по хоризонтал, но във всеки даден момент и
по вертикала….и това е пълно съвпадение с онова основно и главно, което
виждаме в цялата система на изкуството.’
11
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tion for the development of polytonality appears in music. Montage on one hand is a feature of the artistic vision corresponding to
the process of construction and combination in the synchronicity of
events, objects, and actions. Eisenstein’s definition of ‘polyphonic
montage’12 gives a ground that in their genesis the two phenomena
(polytonality and montage) are interdependent and interrelated.
Music’s adoption of montage from cinematography introduces
several features connected with the latter’s vocabulary. Eisenstein’s
theory confirms that the process is reciprocated. At the macro level,
montage in music takes an autonomous shape; the details are concerned with its more limited fragmentary applications, highlighting
individual sections, thematic contrasts and so forth. The analogy
has two functions: the technique of assembling and mounting, and
the expressive property of developing musical character to create
form.
‘Montage is a form of conflict’ in order to create ‘a uniform image
of two-layer penetration of two different, contrasting dimensions
for the same expressive solution.’13 This is the foundation on which
Eisenstein builds his theory of montage. Conflict arises from the dichotomy of graphic directions, spatial planes, volumes, and masses
between the subject and its location, and the event and its running
time. ‘Contrast, in all dimensions and levels, is the focal point of
the form-building idea and the dramaturgical system because the
expressive moments identified by it in the sound picture...appear
to be essential and determining for the perceptive consciousness.’14
Eisenstein, Sergei. Вертикальный монтаж (Vertical Montage). Available at: http://metaphor.nsu.ru/eizenstein_vertical1.htm (accessed on 04 April
2021).
12

Eisenstein, Sergei. Монтажът (Мontage). p. 359: ‘Монтажът е форма на
конфликт’, ‘Единен образ на двупланово проникване един в друг на две
различни контрастни измерения на едно и също изразно решение.’
13

Karklisiyski, Tomy. Музика в изкуствата (Music in the Аrts). Sofia: Haini,
2005, p. 196: ‘Контрастът, във всичките му измерения и нива, се явява
средоточие на формообразуващата идея и драматургична система, защото
различените чрез него изразни моменти в звуковата картина(…) се оказват

14
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Polytonality offers a potent method by which to foreground contrasts on a different scale by creating opportunities for subtonal
layers of varying intensity. Opposition of the textural functions of
compositional layers (subtonality) and simultaneity are typical for
polytonal structures; contrast of functional modality and the meaningful significance of layers – supplemented by the contrast of registers, timbres, and metro-rhythmic proportion – are prerequisites of
polytonality. ‘At the base of the polytonal structure stand phenomena such as modal-harmonic and texture plurality of the musical
structure, explicit trends to its vertical differentiation and establishment of simultaneous methodical, harmonic or melody-harmonic
contrasts. Polytonality is a result of the identification and realization of the potential properties of one or another polyfunctional element. Thus polyfunctionality and polytonality represent a uniform
area of polyharmonic phenomena based on synthesis of the vertical
form.’15
The fragmentary character of musical space is close to the nature
of montage in cinema and is one of the means of organizing the
artistic world in opera. The influence of the principles of montage
create many opportunities to embody spatial effects, musical dramaturgical plurality of action, exactly as the montage of film reveals
new meaning in existing material. In musical drama this comprises
parallel currents, the crossing of which dialectically combines conсъществени и определящи за възприемащото съзнание.’
Grigoriev, Sergey. Теоретический курс гармонии (Theoretical Course of
Harmony). Moscow: Music, 1981, p. 219: ‘У истоков политональных структур находятся явления ладогармонической и фактурной разноплановости
музикальной ткани, выражающие тенденции к ее разчленению по вертикали и к установлению в ней одновременных мелодических, гармонических
или мелодико-гармонических контрастов…. Политональность в конечном
счете есть результат усиления и реализации потенциальных свойств того
или иного полифункционального организма. Именно поэтому и полифункциональность, и политональность составляют единую область полигармонических явлений, основанных на вертикальной форме синтеза.’
15
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tinuity and discontinuity that gives rise to the need for their simultaneous combination in musical texture. ‘The combined space corresponds to the multilayer time.’16
Considering the practically approved types of montage, the horizontal montage formed by introducing contrasting intonational material without preliminary preparation results in an inconsistency
between musical materials and stage realization. Moreover, the parallel montage – based on the principle of alternating themes – creates a condition that forms spatial lines, which may find a cross
point in the vertical montage.
The synthesis between cinema and music is active on different levels in opera and produces peculiar ‘poly-phenomena’. On
a dramaturgical level, contrasting intonational lines are united
simultaneously through vertical montage. On the level of musical means, a combination of different components and approaches. On the level of scenography, a combination of opportunities
of expression of different types of arts, attracting contemporary technical means, defined by Slonimskiy as ‘musical – stage
polytonality.’17
The musical texture in opera disintegrates into two interrelated elements: vocal-stage and orchestral. The proportion between these elements depends to a great extent on the type of material entrusted to
the orchestra and its textural organisation. Depending on the plot, in
many cases musical material different from those of the vocal line is
entrusted to the orchestra. Polytonality creates an opportunity to intensify the conflict, or the composer’s dramaturgical concept, by reZubareva, Natalia. ‘За художественото пространство-време на операта’
(On the Artistic Space-Time of Opera). In: Музикални хоризонти: Информационен бюлетин. (Music Horizons: Newscast). № 9. Sofia, 1988, p. 61: ‘На
многослойното време отговаря комбинираното пространство.’
16

Slonimsky, Sergei, Alfred Schnittke, Victor Zuckerman. Черты стиля С.
Прокофьева (Features of S. Prokofiev’s Style). Moscow: Soviet Composer.
1962, p. 41: ‘музыкально-сценическая политональность’
17
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sorting to different tonal spheres and simultaneously different parallel
levels are formed in the harmonic texture in the stage space.
In the opera ‘Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk’ by Shostakovich the
purpose of a specific polytonal episode confirms the process of action (example 1). The conflict of subtonality is perceived as a combination of the dominant and sub-dominant sphere and this predetermines the episode’s direction of modulation. At such a moment
polytonality serves as an important means to create a striking image
contrast in simultaneity. The heterogeneity of the tonal structure reflects the image plurality and the emotional expression is in the

zone of maximum dramaturgical pressure.

Example 1. Shostakovich , ‘Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk’, Act
I18

Shostakovich , Dmitri. Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk. Available at: http://notes.tarakanov.net/katalog/kompozitsii/katerina-izmailova/ (accessed on 04 April 2021).
18
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Polytonality is a harmonic means, which has not only an individual artistic effect but is also a source of inexhaustible sound
possibilities. In many cases, this brings such associative connections, which intensify the sense of space, for an unusual shift of
light, shade effect, and colour that inspires the figurative thinking
of the performers.
Montage is used in theatre and the cinema as a natural principle of spatial-temporal organisation. In theatrical dramaturgy and
stage production, a meaning analogous to the expressive functions
of polytonality acquires the versatile approaches of a simultaneous combination of a few plans of action united by the concept
of the simultaneity of actions. ‘Simultaneity is the aesthetic and
structure-forming genesis of the process of montage referring on
its part to the general idea of form.’19 The effect of simultaneous
actions is widely used in two variants: spreading the action on a
few grounds and its disintegration into many interacting but fully
autonomous dramaturgical plans within one stage ground. In the
pursuit of covering a wide circle of phenomena in some performances, the action spreads into several parallel levels, and in another, the stage action is developed simultaneously with images
on three screens (photomontage, and newsreel are also used). The
content of many plays provokes such types of production solutions. The performance of ‘On the Edge’ by director Alexander
Morfov at the National Theater ‘Ivan Vazov’ is such an example.
‘The performance consists of five “live pictures” each of them fully expressing its messages. One of its main advantages is its conciseness, the scarcity of articulated words, and skilful formatting
of the stage space (...) With the figurativeness achieved in “At the
Karklisiyski, Tomy. Op. cit., p. 189: ‘Симултанността е естетически и
структурно-определящ генезис на процеса монтаж, отправен от своя страна към общата идея за форма.’
19
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Edge”, Morfov fundamentally upholds the theatrical expression
in its total volume and this happens impressively.’20 The plastic
actions of actors, which are intensely dynamic and transforming
during the whole performance, do not presume at all perception
in the context of the usual everyday logic and are rather surrealistic visions subject to strict rhythm. They are not to precise verbal
definition but to a symbolic one. The complex interaction of different views within one frame / picture gives a deeper meaning,
rich in content. This trend for creating the theatrical scene of the
plurality of meanings in one sense or another is a reflection of the
real plurality of events of the surrounding reality.
By increasing polyphony in twentieth-century artistic thinking
cinematography also shows a real tendency to the complication of
spatial composition and its transformation into two levels. The artistic effect of the double exposure was already used in silent film
as a precursor of the polyscreen, of which Eisenstein’s ‘Strike’
and Clair’s ‘Entr’acte’, and ‘Ghost in Moulin Rouge’ all from
1924 are examples. The polyscreen presumes the simultaneous
display of a few screens / frames, synchronously demonstrating a
few images on one scree nical differences, they can be considered
identical.
It is not hard to note the difference between double exposure
and polyscreen. In the one, images are mixed in the space, while
in the other case they are combined in time but spatially divided
and therefore more distinct and autonomous. As phenomena, they
Каpriev, Georgi. Рецензия (Review). ‘Спектакълът се състои от пет „живи
картини“, всяка от която изказва изцяло неговите послания. Едно от основните му предимства е лапидарността, оскъдността откъм артикулирано
слово и умело форматиране на сценичното пространство (…) С образността, постигната в На ръба, Морфов отстоява изконно театралната изобразителност в пълнотата на нейните обеми, и то по внушителен начин.” Available at: https://въпреки.com/post/ (accessed on 04 April 2021).
20
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have a uniform nature close to the meaning of artistic expression.
Of course, polyscreen (as in most cases of polytonality) is not
used during the whole production, but as an approach that focuses
on the specific dramaturgical situation.
The polyscreen montage ensures simultaneous display of a
few thematically connected images in a frame. The segmented
cinematographic material, collectable into a single visual context, creates principally different meaningful polyscreen compositions. Examples of this can be seen in the films ‘The Phone
Booth’ (directed by D. Schumacher, 2002), ‘Aviator’ (directed
by M. Scorsese, 2004), and ‘The Da Vinci Code’ (directed by R.
Howard, 2006). The language of movies uses not only traditional
means to recreate a story with multiple plots but also reasonably
and sparingly uses tonal and rhythmic montage to achieve specific
artistic accents. Higher rank components take part in such new interpretations: autonomous subsystems (images, action plan), the
aggregation of structural formations each with its internal functional hierarchy of elements.
Types of polytonality confirmed in musical theory can find direct analogies on different structural levels. Melodic polytonality, with clear identification of each voice, is comparable to polyscreen cinema, and harmonic and mixed polytonality (with a trend
towards vertical harmonic union) with internal frame montage or
simultaneous actions on one level. These parallels persist with
partial, specific features and methods of action. Superimposition
modelled on polytonal episodes are wholly adequate by meaning
to the widely spread approach of cinematic dramaturgy: changing
frames through interim double exposure. The registral remoteness
of the combined subtonal layers can actually be compared with
the spatial distributions at the place of action of different stage
grounds (or again with polyscreen) and the textural register of
subtonal layers: uniting of different action plans within one scene
88

in the theatre or double exposure in cinema.
The parallels between the polytonal and montage technique are
conditioned by deep internal similarities in the historical development of the arts. In substance, their connection is “predominantly
harmonically vertical.’21
One of the main trends in the development of modern dance
choreography is the assimilation of expressive means inherent in
other arts. Screen art and its means of expression, especially montage, undoubtedly has an influence on choreography.
Recent research suggests that practical variants of montage can
also be used in dancing.22 A horizontal type of montage in choreography allows the comparison of two or more elements, revealing the relation between counteraction in speed, dynamics, and
amplitude of movements. For example, one group makes jumps
with great amplitude, the second, fast rotations on the spot, the
third, slow movements. This creates a manifest contrast between
the different movements and builds a multi-dimensional visual effect in time and space., this method of montage in the composition
of dance is used to contrast the pictures and rhythm of episodes.
Such a powerful contrast between the episodes and mutual accentuation is the idea of ballet-master Yuri Grigorovich in Khachaturian’s ballet ‘Spartacus’.23
Following the plot development can proceed to simultaneous
Eisenstein, Sergei. Монтажът (The Мontage). p. 425: ‘е преимуществено
хармонично вертикална’
21

See: Shurr, Gertrude, and Yocum, Rachael. Modern Dance: Techniques and
Teaching. New York: Dance Horizons, 1980, and Yaneva, Anelia. Хореографски
подходи и жанрови преобразявания в балети от класически репертоар
(Choreographic Approaches and Genre Transformations in Ballets from the
Classical Repertoire). Sofia: Institute of Art Studies BAS, 2009.
22

23

Staged at the Bolshoi Theatre, 2011.
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exposure of two or more different plots, which often appear to be
differently interrelated, nuanced, and complementary aspects of
the same phenomenon,. This ‘polyphonic montage’, underlying
the unity of a few parallel lines, can overcome the limitations of
time and space integrated into one action, though originating in a
different time and at different places.
The combined montage is developed from the parallel montage. It is revealed in fast, multiple shifts of two or more groups
of movements (usually synchronous or similar plastic motives)
for efficient expansion of time and spatial scenes, creating the effect of anxiety, expectation, excitement, and inconvenience. This
stimulates the plot development, grasps the attention of the audience, provokes speculation and assumptions and contributes to an
intensified emotional story.
In choreography, the main expressive methods of dancing (postures, movements, and spatial composition) and the auxiliary
means of expression (properties, lighting, and stage decorations)
can be combined as specific figurative and abstract metaphorical,
which considerably enhances the expressivity of dance. Modern
performances with twentieth-century music impose contemporary
means of expression, which means predominantly free plastic,
individual for each choreographer.24 Ballets become mosaics of
multiple plot lines and the spectator is expected to arrange them
in order to outline the final meaning of the stage experience. ‘The
heterogeneity frames fragments that gain specific meaning by the
exact combination between them generating a chain of the image,
statuses fixed by the semantics of the specific material.’25 ContemSee: Yaneva, Anelia. Хореографски композиции в балетни творби
(Choreographic Compositions in Ballet Works). Blagoevgrad: IM ‘Neofit
Rilski’, 2017.
24

Eisenstein, Sergei. Монтажът (Мontage). p. 417: ‘Разнородните кадри-фрагменти придобиват определен смисъл именно в съчетанието им
25
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porary dance performances ‘Love or Hate it’ and ‘Bow/ Between/
No comment’ of Korean ballet K-Arts Dance Company26 are persuasive instances of that. The experimental ideas of choreographers, at first sight seemingly dispersed and incomplete, appear
on closer inspection to be an artistic system in which the choreographic aesthetics gain a new meaning at the intersection of heterogeneous spaces, new technique, and plastic solutions.
It is impossible to speak meaningfully about ballet choreography without considering the music and staging of performances.
Synthesis in the art of ballet is predicated on complete interdependence and complementarity of all its components. It is inevitable that the realization of a specific performance on a musical
text that uses polytonal technique will provoke a skilled choreographer to react appropriately to the musical expression.

помежду си, пораждайки верига от образи-състояния, фиксирани от семантиката на конкретния материал.’
Световноизвестният корейски балет K-Arts Dance Company гостува в
Стара Загора (The World-Famous Korean ballet K-Arts Dance Company is
Visiting Stara Zagora). In: Divident.eu. Available at:
https://divident.eu/357/svetovnoizvestniyat-korejski-balet-k-arts-dance-companygostuva-v-stara-zagora/ (accessed on 04 April 2021).
26
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Conclusion
Practical experience with polytonality confirms its viability for
wider use in other art forms. The application of montage in different
arts indicates that it too ‘has a very wide amplitude and significance
in the sphere of arts in general.’27 There are striking meaningful and
conceptual parallels between these two techniques, among which
the vertical montage of layers is a unifying principle. The phenomena observed in cinematography and dance choreography are not
exhaustive, but they give a clear indication of the common features.
Notable among these is the trend to impart new aspects of content
– semantic plurality, internal complexity, and heterogeneous artistic images – to the expressive means of multi-layer composition
whose effect is faithful to the central artistic principle of having
a direct emotional impact on its audience. Further elucidation of
these similarities will increase the comprehension of specific works
and guarantee the development of a theory and history for the art of
the future.

Karklisiyski, Tomy. Op. cit., p. 164: ‘идеята за монтаж има много широка
амплитуда и значение в сферата на изкуството като цяло.’
27
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POLYTONALITY IN MUSIC WITHIN THE
CONTEXT OF OTHER ARTS
Vesela Naumova
Abstract
Polytonality and the principle of montage feature
prominently in twentieth-century music. The former
foregrounds the heightened contrast of different textural
layers for its particular dramaturgy with underlined
counterpoint, while the latter generates an extended circle of
meaning and action. The likeness of these two techniques is
manifest in the visual arts, but it also parallels performance
arts through the use of basic structural principles in multilayer compositions. Examples in dance and cinematography
are examined to show evidence of this. Further elucidation
will enhance the comprehension of specific works and
guarantee the development of a theory and history for the art
of the future.
Keyswords: polytonality, montage, similarity and
contrast, opera, theatre, cinematography, dance choreography.
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THE USE OF NEUMATIC FORMULAE IN
ALEXANDER LASHKOV’S ‘DOSTOYNO EST’,
LITURGY № 5
Svetlana Angelovska

Eastern liturgical singing fascinates both singers and hymnographers. Byzantine singing – in particular the singing of neumes
– is the subject of research for musicologists and theorists from
Bulgaria, Greece, Russia, and Romania. Essential reading includes
‘A Grand Theory of Music, Compiled by Chrysanthus, Archbishop
of Diharius of Madith’1, Zacharias Paschalidis ‘Byzantine Church
Music’2, Svetlana Kuyumdjieva ‘At the Crossroads of Traditions:
What is the Real Bulgarian Church Singing? Old Bulgarian Music Vol.III: IX - XIX Century’3, Svetlana Kuyumdjieva ‘And Gave

Compiled by Chrysanthus, Archbishop of Dirachius of Madith. Голяма теория
на музиката (A Grand Theory of Music). Translated by Dimitar Kirkov. Tries:
Published by Panayot G. Pelopidis of the Peloponnese, 1832.
1

Paschalidis, Zacharias. Церковная Византийская музыка. Краткая теория и
практика (Byzantine Church Music: short theory and practice). Moscow: Holy
Mountain, 2004.
2

Kuyumdjieva, Svetlana. На кръстопътя на традициите: кое е истинското
българско църковно пеене? Стара българска музика. т. ІІІ: ІХ – ХІХ в. (At the
Crossroads of Traditions: What is Real Bulgarian Church Singing? Old Bulgarian
Music, Vol. III: IX - XIX Century). Sofia: ‘Prof. Pancho Vladigerov’ NMA Press,
2020.
3
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Their Land as an Inheritance’4, Vesela Boyadjieva ‘The Early Russian Orthodox Score as an Image of the Inverse Perspective’5,
and Joahn Voznesensky ‘On the Church Singing of the Orthodox
Greek-Russian Church: great and small znamenniy chant.’6 Studies
by some contemporary Bulgarian singers and choir conductors that
investigate these issues from a theoretical perspective and apply the
acquired knowledge in practice, are likewise noteworthy. Andrey
Kasabov’s dissertation ‘The Musical Work of Hieromonk Neofit
Rilski – Personal Works’7 and the still unpublished works of Nikola
Antonov are important.
Alexander Lashkov – a priest who serves in the Holy Trinity Church
in Sofia – is prominent among contemporary composers of church music. He is the author of six Liturgies and separate chants. Lashkov often
turns to stylization and citation of specific neumatic formulae, and for
this reason his setting of the hymn ‘Dostoyno Est’8 has been chosen for
analysis.

Kuyumdjieva, Svetlana. И даде земята им за наследие… Стара българска
музика. т. ІІ. (And Gave Their Land as an Inheritance. Old Bulgarian Music).
Vol. II. Sofia: ‘Mars 09’ EOOD, 2014.
4

Boyadjieva, Vesela. Древноруската православна партитура като
изображение на обратната перспектива (The Early Russian Orthodox
Score as an Image of the Inverse Perspective). Sofia: Ci-eM, 2015.
5

Voznesensky, Joahn. О церковном пении Православной Греко-Российской
Церкви: Большой и малый знаменный роспев (On Church Singing in the Orthodox Greek-Russian Church: great and small znamenniy chant). Riga: Ernst
Plates Printing House, 1890.
6

Kasabov, Andrey. Музикалното творчество на йеромонах Неофит Рилски
– лични творби (The Musical Work of Hieromonk Neofit Rilski – Personal
Works). PhD dissertation, Sofia, 2019.
7

The translation of the chant ‘Dostoyno est’ is ‘It Is Truly Meet’. This study uses
transliteration of the names of the chants; only the titles of the chant collections
are translated into English.
8
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The Initial Material
The hymn ‘Dostoyno Est’9 № 17, Liturgy № 5 combines a variety of styles and techniques. The neumatic formulae discovered
through inspection of the melody are of particular interest, since
they can be expressed with authentic neumatic notation. The chant
is built on two diatonic tones. According to the composer, it can be
in either the first or the fifth tone; the latter is a derivation of the first
plagal tone with the support of d (pa) and g (di): ‘Here (Liturgy №
5) there are melodic formulae that could be simultaneously in the
fifth and the first tone, because there are four basic and four derived
(plagal) tones. The first and fifth tones are both based on re.’10 Svetlana Kuyumdjieva points out: ‘The voices present melodic patterns
that differ from each other not by scales, but generally by melodic
formulas or intonation complexes.’11 Such melodic formulae are
presented in this study. There are eleven neumatic formulae found
in the chant (excluding the repetitive ones).
A comparison of the melodic patterns with neumatic figures12
The translation of the chant ‘Dostoyno est’ is ‘It Is Truly Meet’. This essay uses
transliteration of the names of the chants. Only the titles of the chant collections
are translated into English.
9

Angelovska, Svetlana. ‘Интервю със свещеник Александър Лашков’ (Interview with Father Alexander Lashkov). In: Галерия на думите (Gallery of
the Words): ‘Тук (има се предвид Литургия № 5) има мелодически формули,
би могло да бъде на 5-ти и би могло на 1-ви глас, защото има 4 основни и
4 производни гласа. Хем 1, хем 5 глас е с основа на ре’. Available at: http://
galerianadumite.bg/index.php/intervyu-ss-sveshhenik-aleksandr-lashkov/ (accessed on 06 March 2021).
10

Kuyumdjieva, Svetlana. И даде земята им за наследие… Стара българска
музика. т. ІІ. (And Gave Their Land As an Inheritance. Old Bulgarian Music, Vol.
II). Sofia: ‘Mars 09’ EOOD, 2014, p. 141: ‘Гласовете представят мелодически
образци, разграничаващи се едни от други не по скали или звукореди, а
най-общо по мелодически формули или интонационни комплекси.’
11

The terms formula and figure are used as interchangeable in the course of the
study.

12
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found in the famous collections of Byzantine notation follows,
in which there are eleven melodic formulas that are most typical of the neumatic curves in these chants.13 To locate the relevant neumatic figures in traditional church chant collections, the
‘Octoechos’,‘Anastasimatarion’14 and ‘Liturgy’,15 edited by Manasii Popteodorov, are used as the basis of the analysis.
1) As with many other chants, a single, fundamental element
among the formulas is apparent. It is a four-note wavelike melodic shape, with a stepwise ascent followed by a descending
motion of three steps. One syllable is frequently melismatic.
The pitch content is immaterial.

Example 1. Anastasimatarion,
Example 1. Anastasimatarion,
Svete tihiy, tone 3, p. Svete
9

tihiy, tone 3, p. 9

=
2) A formula with an ambitus of a third with a characteristic motion in short-note durations at the beginning and longer ones
at the end.

2) A formula with an ambitus of a third with a characteristic m
durations at the beginning and longer ones at the end.
The predominant vertical events between the voices are fift

Example 2. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est16, bar 5, compar
Gospodi, to

Many thanks to Nikola Antonov for the help in finding suitable neumatic forAnastasimatarion , Podobni stihiri, Muchenizi tvoi
mulae.
13

Popteodorov, Manasii. Псалтикиен Въскресник (Psalter Anastasimatarion).
Sofia: Royal Court Printing House, 1914.
14

Popteodorov, Manasii. Псалтикийна Литургия на Св. Св. Иоанна
Златоуста, Василия Велики и Григория Двоеслова, от Манасия поп
Теодоров (Psaltic Liturgy of St. St. John Chrysostom, Basil the Great and Gregory the Two-Worded). Sofia: State Printing House, 1905.
15
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=

2) A formula with an ambitus of a third with a characteristic motion in short-note
durations at the beginning and longer ones at the end.
The predominant
vertical
events
voices are fifths:
The predominant
vertical events
between
the between
voices arethe
fifths:
Example 2. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est16, bar165, compared with:
Example 2. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est , bar 5, compared with: AnaAnastasimatarion , Podobni stihiri, Muchenizi tvoi Gospodi, tone 8, p.196
stasimatarion , Podobni stihiri, Muchenizi tvoi Gospodi, tone 8, p.196

=

2) A formula of two wave-like elements. The first comprises four
notes,ofascending
thenelements.
descending,
the comprises
second has
three
notes
2) A formula
two wave-like
The first
four
notes,
withthen
a descending
dissonant
tone.
event is a
ascending
descending, the
second has
threeThe
notesvertical
with a descending
dissonant
tone. The vertical event is a fourth.
fourth.
Example
3. 3.Alexander
Dostoyno Est,
Est,bars
bars
12-13,
compared
Example
AlexanderLashkov,
Lashkov, Dostoyno
12-13,
compared
with: with:
Anastasimatarion,
Utrennyaya
Evangel’skaya
stihira,
5, p.109
Anastasimatarion,
Utrennyaya
Evangel’skaya
stihira,
tonetone
5, p.109

=
16

Lashkov, Alexander. Литургия № 5 (Liturgy № 5). Sofia: ‘Prosveta – Sofia’ AD, 2019.

16
3)
Two elements:
theЛитургия
first, a fundamental
one,№the
an
Lashkov,
Alexander.
№ 5 (Liturgy
5).second,
Sofia: ‘Prosveta
– Sofia’
ascending
auxiliary
non-chord
sound
that
resembles
formula
№
2
(only
the
AD, 2019.
direction of the second element is different) and is also part of the main
element. The vertical event between the voices is a sixth. (See Example 3,
100
bar 13 above)

3)

Two elements: the first, a fundamental one, the second, an
ascending auxiliary non-chord sound that resembles formula № 2 (on
direction of the second element is different) and is also part of the ma
element. The vertical event between the voices is a sixth. (See Exa
Two
elements: the first, a fundamental one, the second, an asbar3) 13
above)
cending auxiliary non-chord sound that resembles formula № 2
(only the direction of the second element is different) and is also
part of the main element. The vertical event between the voices
is a sixth. (See Example 3, bar 13 above)

Example 4. From Anastasimatarion , Utrennyaya Evangel’skaya stihira,
40:

Example 4. From Anastasimatarion , Utrennyaya Evangel’skaya stihira, tone
2, p. 40:

5) This figure is complete, one syllable is chanted, although two
elements
can also be
the first, aalthough
movementtwo
of elements c
5) This figure
is complete,
onedistinguished:
syllable is chanted,
two notes
upwards,
the second,
basic
element.
The vertical
distinguished:
the first,
a movement
ofatwo
notes
upwards,
the second, a bas
event
at
‘ison’
is
a
ninth.
element. The vertical event at ‘ison’ is a ninth.
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Example 5. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est, bar 16-17, compared with: Man
Example 5. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est, bar 16-17, compared with:

17
Manasii Popteodorov
Liturgy,Dostoyno
Novoe Dostoyno
Est,31,
tone
, Liturgy,17,Novoe
Est, tone
p. 31,
168p. 168
Popteodorov

=

6) In17-18
bars the
17-18
the melody
rotates
in the of
ambitus
a major
6) In bars
melody
rotates in
the ambitus
a majorofthird
with a dotted
third
with a dotted
rhythm
and
of the
tone at
rhythm and
repetition
of the main
tone
at repetition
the end. Here,
twomain
elements
can be
distinguished:
a descending
of two notesaand
an adjacent
the end.
Here, two stepwise
elementsmovement
can be distinguished:
descenddissonanting
sound
upwards,
as
in
formula
№4.
The
vertical
event
is
an octave plus
stepwise movement of two notes and an adjacent dissosixth. (see
Example
it is a typical
melodic№4.
ending
stihiri ‘Gospodi,
nant
sound 4);
upwards,
as in formula
Thefor
vertical
event is vozzvah
tone 1. an octave plus a sixth. (see Example 4); it is a typical melodic
ending for stihiri ‘Gospodi, vozzvah...’, tone 1.

Example 6.
A. Anastasimatario , stihira Gospodi vozzvah..., tone 1, p. 1

Popteodorov, Manasii. Псалтикийна Литургия на Св. Св. Иоанна
Златоуста, Василия Велики и Григория Двоеслова, от Манасия поп
(Psaltic
of St.may
St. John
Chrysostom,as
Basil
Great and
GregTheТеодоров
fourth and
fifthLiturgy
formulae
be considered
onethemusical
phrase:
ory the Two-Worded). Sofia: State Printing House, 1905.
17

B. Anastasimatarion, stihira Gospodi
vozzvah..., tone 1, p. 3
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17

tone 1.

Example
Example
6.

6.

A. Anastasimatario
, stihira
Gospodi
vozzvah...,
tone 1, tone
p. 1 1, p. 1
A. Anastasimatario
, stihira
Gospodi
vozzvah...,

The
fifth
formulae
maymay
be considered
as one
Thefourth
fourthand
and
fifth
formulae
be considered
as musical
one musical phrase
phrase:

B. Anastasimatarion, stihira Gospodi vozzvah..., tone 1, p. 3

B. Anastasimatarion, stihira Gospodi vozzvah..., tone 1, p. 3

17
Popteodorov, Manasii. Псалтикийна Литургия на Св. Св. Иоанна Златоуста, Василия Велик
Двоеслова, от Манасия поп Теодоров (Psaltic Liturgy of St. St. John Chrysostom, Basil the Grea
Or:Two-Worded). Sofia: State Printing House, 1905.

Or:

Or: Dostoyno Est, tone 8, p. 182
C. Liturgy,

C. Liturgy, Dostoyno Est, tone 8, p. 182
C. Liturgy, Dostoyno Est, tone 8, p. 182

7) There is a dotted rhythm in the first element. The ascending

7) There is a dotted rhythm in the first element. The ascending stepwise movemen
movement
follows,
the second
stepwise
element
7) There the
is astepwise
dotted rhythm
in the
first
element.
ascending
stepwise
movement
follows,
second
stepwise
element
moves The
downward,
similar
to formula
№1. T
similarmoves
to formula
№1. The
vertical
event №1. The
follows, the moves
seconddownward,
stepwise element
downward,
similar
to formula
vertical event with the hysson is a second.
with
thethe
hysson
is aissecond.
vertical event
with
hysson
a second.

Example
7. Alexander
AlexanderLashkov,
Lashkov,Dostoyno
Dostoyno
compared
Ma
Example 7.
Est,Est,
bar bar
20, 20,
compared
with: with:
Manasii
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Popteodorov,
Liturgy,Dostoyno
DostoynoEst,
Est,
Dascal
Nikolai
Zlatarski,
Dostoyno
Est
Popteodorov,1818 Liturgy,
Dascal
Nikolai
Zlatarski,
Dostoyno
Est №1,

tone 5, p. 175
tone
175

Example 7. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est, bar 20, compared with: Manasii
Popteodorov,18 Liturgy, Dostoyno Est, Dascal Nikolai Zlatarski, Dostoyno Est №1,
tone 5,
p. 175 7. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est, bar 20, compared with: MaExample
nasii Popteodorov,18 Liturgy, Dostoyno Est, Dascal Nikolai Zlatarski, Dostoyno Est №1, tone 5, p. 175

also part of the main element of the formula. The vertical is a fifth chord on step
IV.

8) In the following example, there are two elements. The first is a
8) In the following
example,
are two
is a note with
note with
long there
duration,
theelements.
secondThe
– asfirst
in formula
№ 3long
– is an
Example
8. Alexander
Lashkov,
Dostoyno
Est,
bar
24,
compared
with:
duration,
theascending
second
– asauxiliary
in formula
№
3
–
is
an
ascending
auxiliary
sound,
which
is
sound, which is also part of the main element of theUtrennyaya
formula. The
vertical isstihira,
a fifthtone
chord
Anastasimatarion,
Evangel’skaya
5, p.on
110step IV.
18
Popteodorov, Manasii. Псалтикийна Литургия на Св. Св. Иоанна Златоуста, Василия Велики и Григория
Example
8. поп
Alexander
Lashkov,
Est, barBasil24,
compared
with:
Двоеслова,
от Манасия
Теодоров (Psaltic
Liturgy ofDostoyno
St. St. John Chrysostom,
the Great
and Gregory
the
Two-Worded).
Sofia: State PrintingUtrennyaya
House, 1905. Evangel’skaya stihira, tone 5, p. 110
Anastasimatarion,

9)18Bar 27 introduces a new formula, which begins with the repetition of an ascending
Popteodorov,
Manasii.
Псалтикийна
Литургия
наvertical
Св. Св.event
Иоанна
second,
followed by
a jump to
the descending
third. The
is a second
Златоуста,
Велики
и Григория
plus
a fifth (orВасилия
V degree).
(see Example
8.) Двоеслова, от Манасия поп
Теодоров (Psaltic Liturgy of St. St. John Chrysostom, Basil the Great and Gregory the Two-Worded). Sofia: State Printing House, 1905.

Example 9. Anastasimatarion, Utrennyaya Evangel’skaya stihira, tone 8, p. 165
104

9)
newformula,
formula,which
whichbegins
begins
with
repetition of a
9) Bar
Bar 27
27 introduces
introduces aa new
with
thethe
repsecond,
by a jump
to thefollowed
descending
The
event i
etitionfollowed
of an ascending
second,
by a third.
jump to
thevertical
deplus
a fifth third.
(or VThe
degree).
(see
Example
8.) plus a fifth (or
scending
vertical
event
is a second
V degree). (see Example 8.)

Example
9. Anastasimatarion,
Utrennyaya
Evangel’skaya
Example
9. Anastasimatarion,
Utrennyaya
Evangel’skaya
stihira, tone 8,stihira,
p.
165

tone 8

10) A new formula occurs in bar 29: a triplet descending third,
succeeded by an ascending second to a note with long duraExample
10.formula
Alexander
Lashkov,
Dostoyno
Est,
bar 29,third,
compared
wi
10)tion.
A new
occurs
inabar
29:
triplet
succeeded
The
vertical
event
is
fifth
ona the
firstdescending
degree.

19
ascending second
to a note with long duration. The vertical event is a fi

, Liturgy,
Svyatiy
Boje,
3, compared
p. 23 with: MaPopteodorov
Example
10. Alexander
Lashkov,
Dostoyno
Est,tone
bar 29,
19
first
degree.
nasii Popteodorov , Liturgy, Svyatiy Boje, tone 3, p. 23

11) The figure in bar 42 contains three elements: first, the main
element, second, an ascending stepwise motion with the am-

11) The figure in bar 42 contains three elements: first, the main element, s
Popteodorov,
Manasii.motion
Псалтикийна
Св. Иоанна
ascending
stepwise
with theЛитургия
ambitus на
of aСв.fourth,
and finally, a desc
Златоуста,
Василия
Григория Двоеслова,
от event
Манасия
second with
a finalВелики
of longи duration.
The vertical
at поп
the beginning
Теодоров
Liturgyfifth,
of St. St.
John
Chrysostom,
Basil thefourth
Great and
figure is(Psaltic
a perfect
and
there
is a perfect
atGregthe end.
19

ory the Two-Worded). Sofia: State Printing House, 1905.
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Example 11. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est, bar 42, compared wi

Popteodorov, Liturgy, Gigoriy Parvopevetz, Dostoyno Est №1, tone 7, p. 1

11) The figure in bar 42 contains three elements: first, the main element, second, an
ascending stepwise motion with the ambitus of a fourth, and finally, a descending
second with bitus
a final of
of long
duration.
The
verticalaevent
at the beginning
the a
a fourth,
and
finally,
descending
secondofwith
figure is a perfect fifth, and there is a perfect fourth at the end.

final
of long duration. The vertical event at the beginning of the
figure is a perfect fifth, and there is a perfect fourth at the
end.

Example 11. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est, bar 42, compared with: Manasii

ExampleLiturgy,
11. Alexander
Lashkov, Dostoyno
bar 42,
Popteodorov,
Gigoriy Parvopevetz,
DostoynoEst,
Est №1,
tonecompared
7, p. 180 with: Ma-

nasii Popteodorov, Liturgy, Gigoriy Parvopevetz, Dostoyno Est №1, tone 7,
p. 180

12) The figure in bar 46 contains four elements: the first, a defordegrees V and
I.
mula, the third, an ascending second, and the fourth, a note of
Popteodorov, Manasii. Псалтикийна Литургия на Св. Св. Иоанна Златоуста, Василия Велики и Григория
long duration. The perfect fourth prevails as the vertical
Двоеслова, от Манасия поп Теодоров (Psaltic Liturgy of St. St. John Chrysostom, Basil the Great and Gregory the
Example Sofia:
12. Alexander
Two-Worded).
State Printing Lashkov,
House, 1905.Dostoyno Est, bar 46, compared with: Manasii
event
on degrees
V and I.

12) The figure in bar 46 contains four elements: the first, a descending second in a
scending
second
a dotted
thethesecond,
theand
basic
dotted
second,
the basic
formula,
therhythm,
third,
an ascending
second,
fourth,rhythm,
a note
ofthe
long
duration.
Theinperfect
fourth
prevails
as
vertical
event
onthe
19

Popteodorov, Liturgy, Dostoyno Est, tone 8, p. 18

Example 12. Alexander Lashkov, Dostoyno Est, bar 46, compared with: Manasii Popteodorov, Liturgy, Dostoyno Est, tone 8, p. 18

The Features of the Melody
The derived melodic formulas are the building material for the melody,
which has a limited ambitus and a rather changeless quality, with practically no leaps.
The neumatic formulae are characterized by wavy, often mirror-like motion, rotating
within a narrow range (thirds and fourths). Lashkov claims the construction of this
type of melody is intentional. The composer strives
106 to make smooth melodic lines not
only in the soprano but also in the bass: ‘“Dostoyno est” from Liturgy №5 is entirely
my own composition in the style of Eastern singing...I have deliberately inserted such
quotations (formulae) to emphasize its affinity with Eastern singing. In Eastern
church singing, not only there, but also in Gregorian chant and in Russian
monophony – znamenniy chant – stepwise movement is emblematic; there are no

The Features of the Melody
The derived melodic formulas are the building material for the
melody, which has a limited ambitus and a rather changeless quality, with practically no leaps. The neumatic formulae are characterized by wavy, often mirror-like motion, rotating within a narrow range (thirds and fourths). Lashkov claims the construction of
this type of melody is intentional. The composer strives to make
smooth melodic lines not only in the soprano but also in the bass:
‘“Dostoyno est” from Liturgy №5 is entirely my own composition
in the style of Eastern singing...I have deliberately inserted such
quotations (formulae) to emphasize its affinity with Eastern singing. In Eastern church singing, not only there, but also in Gregorian
chant and in Russian monophony – znamenniy chant – stepwise
movement is emblematic; there are no leaps. As written in the liturgical text: “Like incense in front you”. Let the song lift me up
like incense smoke, and the idea is: slow, steady, stepwise, calm
movement of the melody. Let this peace enter the souls of the worshippers. And my intention in Liturgy №5 was to have almost no
jumps, very rarely, and in the bass I was especially looking for nontympanic jumps.’20 The culmination is the border between bars 4243, the highest point of the melody (f2 in the soprano). The vertical
Angelovska, Svetlana. Op. cit.: ‘“Достойно есть” от Литургия №5 изцяло
е моя композиция в стила на източното пеене... Нарочно съм ги вмъкнал
такива цитати, които да подчертават близостта до източното пеене. В
източното църковно пеене, не само в него, а и в григорианския хорал и
в руското едногласно – знаменно пеене – е характерно постепенното
движение, няма скокове. В богослужебния текст има такова изречение:
„Яко кадило пред тобою“, т.е. нека песента ме издигне като тамянен дим,
като идеята ѝ е тази – бавно, равномерно, постепенно, спокойно движение
на мелодията. Това спокойствие да влезе в душите на богомолците. И аз
съм гледал даже и в №5 – почти няма скокове, много рядко – и в басите
(специално съм търсил не тимпанови скокове).’ Available at: http://galerianadumite.bg/index.php/intervyu-ss-sveshhenik-aleksandr-lashkov/ (accessed
on 06 March 2021).
20
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events are compound intervals. In addition, it falls on the words
“we glorify Her”, emphasizing the praise of the Mother of God as
the essence of the whole chant.
The words are crucial to the melodic analysis. The neumatic formulae lengthen the text of the chant by singing separate syllables
of the key words in the liturgical text. So, the first figure is used at
the word ‘Virgin Mary’ (bar 5), the second and third for ‘Our God’
(bars 12-13), the fourth and fifth again emphasize ‘our [Mother of
God]’ (bars 16-17), the sixth highlight the words ‘the most honest
cherub’ (bars 20-22), the seventh, ‘the most glorious’ (bar 24), the
eighth, ‘without comparison’ (bar 27), the ninth, ‘seraphim’ (bar
29), the tenth and eleventh, ‘magnify’ (bars 42, and 46-47).

Features of the Vertical Event
The application of various polyphonic techniques has an important form-building function; their change defines the chant’s three
main sections. The first (to bar 24) is built on a melody with a hysson. The second part extends from bar 24 to bar 39 (‘and glorious’)
with the melodic line preserved in the soprano part; the vertical
event is based on the primary triads of Western tradition, chords I,
IV and V. The third section begins in bar 39 (‘she glorifies’) to the
end. All parts/voices are actively involved, the melody is woven
into the harmonic texture, flowing consistently in different voices
or simultaneously in several ones (more often in the opposite direction). The beginning of the chant is built on melody and hysson
(occurring in a different voice; the entry of the melody is entrusted
to the tenor), the melody is in the soprano in bar 24. Usually this
is either on degrees I or V. Figures 1, 2, and 3 are supported by the
fifth degree; figures 4 and 6 are on the first degree. From bar 24 a
three-part hysson appears, supported by primary triads: figure 7 is
on the fourth degree, figure 8 on the fifth degree, and figure 9 on the
first degree.
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At first glance, the composer appears to have no preferences for
the vertical events. A survey of the chant’s melodic figures pays special attention to the vertical events between the melody and the other voices. Verticals of a perfect fourth, perfect fifth, ninth, twelfth,
second, and so forth occur that confirm Lashkov’s claim that he
sought an ‘Eastern sound’ in his chant. The vertical in Dostoyno
est is comparable to the early Russian polyphonic patterns. Vesela
Boyadjieva’s research offers an explanation for these ‘accidental
vertical events’: ‘Then we can proceed to the hypothesis that the
choice of the intervals is limited to a definite circle, they belong to
a definite completeness which is subdued to preliminary concrete
theoretical knowledge. In other words, there is an objective completeness which is a preliminary created inward conception.’21
In Eastern singing the notion of tonality does not exist, so we can
discuss harmonic support on degrees d and g and deviation to e.
Functional relations are difficult to justify, so the terminology chord
on a definite degree is preferred, with which the author of the chant
agrees. ‘I accept the suggested term “degree”’ he writes, ‘I had private lessons with the great Bulgarian opera composer Parashkev
Hadjiev. And I consider myself his student because I went to him to
consult when I was composing my works. He hates it when somebody says: “I am in C major and I’m going to D minor.” He said:
“There is no D minor, there is a second degree.”’22
Boyadjieva, Vesela. ‘Approaches to Successive Technique: Early Russian Orthodox
Scores.’ In: Academic Forum ‘Integral Music Theory’2017. Sofia: “Prof. Pancho Vladigerov” NMA Press, 2018, pp. 29-39, p. 34. Available at: http://integral-music-theory.com/arhiv/academic_forum_2017.pdf (accessed on 26 February 2021).
21

Angelovska, Svetlana. Op. cit.: ‘Приемам определението “степен”. Аз съм
ходил при един голям български композитор с много опери – Парашкев
Хаджиев. И аз се смятам за негов ученик, защото ходих при него, за да
се консултирам, когато композирах. Той ненавижда, когато кажат: “имам

22
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The chant Dostoyno Est often contains chords on I, IV, and V degrees, sometimes on II, III, and V degrees, and chords with passing
non-chord tones. It is interesting to note the final vertical events of
the chant: IV - II - V - I degrees ‘under’ the neumatic formula in the
melody (in soprano), which belongs both to the cadences of Western tradition and Eastern melodic intonation. It again demonstrates
the synthesis of different styles, permitted in Orthodox polyphony.

Conclusion
Characteristics of the Byzantine, Russian and Western European
styles are all manifest in Lashkov’s chant ‘Dostoyno est’. This is
generated by a deeper attitude to the musical material: the horizontal linearity in the melody with neumatic formulae, and vertical connections between the parties with excellent knowledge of Orthodox
polyphonic techniques. This synthesis demonstrates the commonality between church singing from different epochs and traditions, in
the spirit of contemporary Orthodox compositional practice.

До мажор и отивам в Ре минор.” Той казваше: “няма Ре минор, има втора
степен.”’
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THE USE OF NEUMATIC FORMULAE IN ALEXANDER
LASHKOV’S ‘DOSTOYNO EST’, LITURGY № 5
Svetlana Angelovska

Abstract
Alexander Lashkov’s ‘Dostoyno Est’ was selected for its synthesis of
different styles, demonstrating the composer’s original approach to Orthodox polyphony while remaining faithful to Eastern church tradition.
The neumatic formulae in the hymn are systematized, and their application in polyphony examined. The melody unfolds within a limited ambitus, it is quite static, and there are few jumps. Although Lashkov appears
not to preference vertical events, the disposition of various polyphonic
techniques significantly influences the formal structure; change defines
the main sections.
Keywords: Alexender Lashkov, ‘Dostoyno Est’, neumatic formulae,
Orthodox church music.
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POLYPHONY IN ORTHODOXY: GENERAL
PRINCIPLES AND PRECONDITIONS FOR ITS
EXISTENCE
Vesela Boyadjieva

Introduction
Between East and West
The definition of polyphony in Orthodoxy as an autonomous style
in the Orthodox Church is usually based on the perception of the
subject from two different directions: as a correspondence between
Eastern monody and Western polyphonic techniques. However, the
attempt to explain their co-existence and to classify general principles poses a challenge for research. Representing the style as a parallel between the East and the West is suitable as a scientific method
only if the terms ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’ can be precisely defined.
This study confines itself to the essentials. Western European music provides the general structural principles, becoming emblematic
for strict counterpoint as a stable basis for comparison. ‘Eastern’
will refer to Orthodox monodic practice as a fundamental musical utterance broadened by the strong polyphonic folk traditions
of Slavonic Orthodoxy. The parallels between Eastern and Western
derivations of polyphony reveal fundamental differences between
musical thinking and common features in the final outcomes.
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In his Geschichte der Musiktheorie1 Hugo Riemann classifies the
chronology of polyphonic techniques within the context of Western
music. The same approach to Orthodox music, however, would not
yield analogous explanations of the processes. One of the main differences between the East and the West is their lack of a comparable
historical development. Western attitudes to time are expressed by
notions such as ‘old’ and ‘new’ music. Orthodox music does not
operate in the same way. The past moves away from the everyday
life, provoking the inclination to look for the sacred in it. Sacred
and profane are opposed only in paganism. Were paganism to have
the goal of uniting the divine and the human, this search in Christianity would already be realized. Now there is a fusion of the sacred
and the profane. Musical practice can also be described in that way:
the experience of the Holy Fathers shows how they read and comprehended Holy Scripture, led by their teachers generations before
them. It can be traced back to the time of the Apostles. The music
combines ancient roots with a contemporary practice that has gained
authenticity through its use. Every author of Orthodox chant confirms an indebtedness to his predecessors because he realizes that
only God creates something out of nothing; there are no self-nascent
constructions. Apprenticeship expressed through creative thinking
in voluntary obedience makes music the property of Orthodoxy.
This represents the continuity of the glorious system of oral tuition,
whose significance lies in the belief that sacred art should not to
be earthbound and knowledge should not fall under the control of
uninitiated. The correlation of historical time and eternity is the essential and lasting characteristic from which proceeds. The authors
of Orthodox chant are given ontological freedom to express themselves in accordance with their own perception, following a certain
model, or ‘archetype’. The most valued feature of the music – to be
universal and not local – is the worthwhile freedom of choosing the
means of expression, but it requires that it bear a message accordRiemann, Hugo. Geschichte der Musiktheorie im 9-19 Jahrhundert. Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1961.
1
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ing to the requirements of the Orthodox church. The procedure is
controlled by established patterns. The more prominent among the
authors of orthodox music become the bearers of the style; they are
the models that must be followed. Thus, each of the musical examples might be replaced with a similar one, by another author.
The practice continues, aiming at preservation rather than innovation. However, all efforts to delete historical time by tradition
are not only impossible but also become unbearable creative tasks.
Meanwhile, the West develops a clearly prescribed scientific method, in which the customary strict style as a ‘pattern of the sacred’ is
the starting point. The respectful ‘rules’ and ‘prohibitions’ describe
with maximum precision the practice, set in a historical context.
That’s why the strict style is one of the fundamental methods in
music education. The end of this period coincides with the beginning of the polyphonic Orthodox practice in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (troestrochie and partes). Moreover, strict Palestrina style and Russian early partes remain the ‘models’ of sacred
music up to the present. There is, thus, good reason for historical
and structural comparison. In the West, the theoretical arrangement
follows a precise sequence in the religious authorization of music
whereby the method is worked out and the terminology established.
This raises a paradox. By keeping silent about music and showing
indifference to it, the Orthodox system preserves ecclesiasticism to
a greater extent than the Catholic sanction does. The lack of literature and theoretical directions in Orthodox music also attracts negativity about external imitation, especially in cases where ‘simple’,
‘old’ or ‘authentic’ techniques are copied. Complete freedom is a
huge responsibility, which the inexperienced hand cannot bear.
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Preconditions
Between Canon and Folk Singing
The designation Greek-Slavonic chant in Eastern Orthodox terminology illustrates the historical formation and specific national
features in which the Slavonic vocal tradition can also be included: ‘The resemblance of our singing to Greek is acknowledged
by many, but no one has yet determined what the similarity is,
whether in the same sequence of melodic pitches, in its rhythm,
or in what may be called the process of melodic movement; it is
fair to say that our chanting has its basis in Greek singing.’2 As
long ago as the first year of Christianization, it is true that Slavonic people created chants of their own. ‘The musical language
of liturgical singing could not actually be new, because it is impossible for all [newly-christianized] people suddenly to speak
in an unborn language.’3 Martinov’s scientific argument clarifies
Odoevsky, V.F. ‘Различие между ладами (Tonarten, Tons) и гласами (Kirchen Tonarten, Tons d’eglise)’ (The Difference between Modes (Tonarten, Tons)
and tones (Kirchen Tonarten, Tons d’église). In: Археологического съезда в
Москве (Archaeological Congress in Moscow), 1869, p. 482. Qu. by: Shevtsova,
Olga. ‘Князь В. Ф. Одоевский как исследователь древнерусского церковнопевческого искусства’(Prince V.F. Odoevsky as a Researcher of the Ancient Russian Church and Singing Art). In: Музыкальное искусство християнского мира
(Musical Art of the Christian World), 2008, №1 (2), p. 53: ‘сходство нашего
пения с греческим признается многими, но никем еще не определено, в
чем состоит это сходство, - в одинаковом ли последовании звуков напева, в
его ли ритме, или в том, что можно назвать процессом движения мелодии;
справедливее говорят, что наше песнопение имеет свое основание в пении
греческом;’Available
at:
https://cyberleninka.ru/article/n/knyaz-v-f-odoevskiy-kak-issledovatel-drevnerusskogo-tserkovno-pevcheskogo-iskusstva/viewer (accessed on 14 April 2021).
It
is more accurately ‘Byzantine’ instead of ‘Greek’.
2

3

Kovaldji, V. Обзор истории церковного пения (Review of the History of
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the opportunities for further extension of the Greek Octoechos:
‘However, Byzantine melodies have shown that Byzantine Octoechos was created from motifs and melodic formulae associated
with certain liturgical situations and acquired the significance of
models for composing new melodies...Octoechos is not a frozen
and immovable scheme. As a product of the cathedral’s ecclesiastical creativity, Octoechos was able to respond vividly to the
needs and demands of Orthodox consciousness in its further historical existence, incorporating more and more chants.’4 In fact
numerous folk traditions alter the attention from the religious to
the universal. Local musical traditions and language entirely favour understanding of the liturgy. The issue with the presence of
folk song in liturgical chant has never been neglected. Folklore is
in danger of introducing character, irrelevant to the liturgy. However, it gives the singers an inestimable opportunity to express in
a way similar to that in the mother tongue. Although the Orthodox
Church is fiercely devoted to its Byzantine roots, it is determined
Church Singing). ‘музыкального языка церковного пения не мог быть
принципиально новым, потому что невозможно целому народу сразу
заговорить на неродном языке. Available at: http://kliros.ru/istor.html (accessed
on 11 April 2021).
Martinov, Vladimir. История богослужебнаго пения (History of Liturgical
Singing). Moscow: RIO
Federal’nyh
Archivov, Ruskie Ogni, 1994, pp. 31-32: ‘Однако византийских мелодий показали, что византийское осмогласие создавалось из мотивов и мелодических формул, ассоциирующихся с определенными богослужебными
ситуациями и получавших значение моделей для составления новых мелодий. (...) Октоих не является застывшей и неподвижной схемой. Представляя собой продукт соборного церковного творчества, Октоих и в дальнейшем своем историческом существовании был способен живо откликатся на
нужды и запросы православного сознания, вбирая в свой состав все новые
и новые песнопения.’ Available at: http://www.fatuma.net/text/martinov%20
-%20ibp.pdf (accessed on 14 April 2021).
4
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to stay close to the local singing tradition to preserve its emotional
relation with the laity. The question of maximum comprehension
and applicability has always been present in the Orthodox Church.
Eastern Orthodox music succeeds in controlling the processes of
secularization to a higher extent not by differentiation from folklore, but by exploiting it for its capacity to enrich intonation.
Orthodox polyphony is also established as an autonomous style
through Church-Slavonic, the common liturgical language of the
Slavs. Russian, Serbian, Bulgarian, and Czech Orthodox Slavs
show a natural preference for polyphonic scores. Romania is also
involved: the liturgy and the chants in those areas that border Russia are performed in Church Slavonic. The Orthodox polyphonic
tradition is Russian in its essentials and not Western in character:
‘Odoevsky believed that Russian church singing was polyphonic
from the very beginning.’5 The indicated kinds of church polyphony suggest the specifics of different schools rather than historical
development. Polyphonic traditions are present in the folklore of
all Slavs, but Russia has an advantage in that it was not enslaved.
Polyphony was popularized in other Slavic Orthodox churches in
the nineteenth century, and the stable characteristics of Russian
polyphony are fundamental. Otherwise, the surviving practice of
monody in Bulgaria and Serbia preserves primary forms of polyphony to a greater extent.

Shevtsova, Olga. ‘Князь В. Ф. Одоевский как исследователь древнерусского
церковно-певческого искусства’(Prince V.F. Odoevsky as a Researcher of Ancient
Russian Church and Singing Art). In: Музыкальное искусство християнского
мира (Musical Art of the Christian World), 2008, №1 (2), p. 59: ‘Одоевский
считал, что русское церковное пение с самого начала было многоголосным.’
Available at: https://cyberleninka.ru/article/n/knyaz-v-f-odoevskiy-kak-issledovatel-drevnerusskogo-tserkovno-pevcheskogo-iskusstva/viewer (accessed on 14 April
2021).
5
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Between Modality and Tonality
Polyphony becomes possible through its diatonic structure.
Dobri Hristov points out the preference for diatony in Slavonic
church chants. It has not yet been determined whether the selection was made under western influence. ‘Until the fourteenth century neither secular nor clerical music indicated particular distant
features, except for the lack of chromatic modes [with the interval
of an augmented second], which St. Ambrose [the Great] – the
first canonizer of Western church music, had neglected as such,
giving an emotional, lyric tone to the chant. The modes, approved
by him, are only diatonic; such are the modes in Western Gregorian chant of the seventh century. They are the same in both Old
Bulgarian and Russian church chant.’6
Western music, using the octave system, ‘obtains a vast and
plain musical space by means of each coupling an authentic and a
plagal mode, which are internally coordinated and independent.’7
The Russian Obichod is a tetrachord system. To clarify the differHristov, Dobri. ‘Източното псалтикийно пеене и старобългарският черковен
напев’. ‘The Eastern Psalter Singing and the Old Bulgarian Church Chant’. In: Hristov, Dobri. Музикално-теоретическо и публицистическо наследство: Musical-Theoretical and Publicistical Heritage. Vol. I. Sofia: BAN, 1967, p. 293: ‘до 14
век и западната светска и черковна музика не показва особени различни
белези освен липса на хроматическите гласове (с интервали увеличена
секунда), които от четвърти век Амвросий Велики – първият канонизатор
на западната черковна музика – е отбегнал като такива, придаващи
чувствен, лиричен тон на напева. Установените от него гласове са само
диатонически; такива са и гласовете и от западния грегориански хорал от
седми век. Такива са и в старобългарския черковен напев, както и в руския.’
6

Buleva, Mariana. Идеята за хармония (The Idea of Harmony). Povdiv: ASTARTA, 2009, p. 520: ‘овладява чрез всяка двойка автентичен и плагален
модус голямо и отворено музикално пространство, което е вътрешно и
автономно.’
7
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ences between Eastern and Western modality a comparison of the
tetrachord system (Russian) and the octochord (Western) follows.
Buleva outlines a very important characteristic, indicating the
reason for alternating modal and tonal thinking: ‘In the description of Latin theses the separate voices are usually shown by their
particular fourth-fifth consolidation.’8 This crucial remark highlights the internal coordination within the octave, which arises
from the double support of the fourth and fifth steps as a fundamental components of tonality. The fourth-fifth support denotes a
connection between T-S-D-T, which differs from the fourth-fifth
connection related to the older connections, typical of modality:
T-D-T or T-S-T. This rationalization of the fourth-fifth complex
is still within the limits of the modality. The tonal way of thinking is created as a result of these connections, but the final result
is reached only when the problem of the circular movement of
dominants is overcome. This formation can be followed visually:
it happens once by means of an immediate sequence T-S-D-T and
by the harmonic structure (modulations and so on). Fugue offers
a signal example. An alternation of Dux-Comes occurs in the exposition, which are in correlations T-D. A new shift of the dominant and its dominant begins in the middle section, with the establishment of the dominant key. Thus the perception of the original
tonality is lost. The final section introduces the subdominant to
break the circle of dominants and reconfirm the tonality.
Finding common historical roots and their new construction in
the Orthodox choral tradition creates new indeterminate relations,
requiring a more generalized way of expressing, to satisfy their
simultaneous use. Screbkov sees an opportunity for dual rationalization of the tetrachord, as simplified functioning presented only
Ibid., p. 518: ‘в графиките на латиноезичните трактати отделните гласове
се показват чрез собствената си квартово-квинтова укрепеност.’
8
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through the basic degree, in the parallels between the tetrachord
and the octave systems. ‘With the ascending melody (…) a modulation to the subdominant springs up. With descending melody
(…) the modulation is towards the dominant.’9 This creative interpretation of the tetrachord system is also accepted in secular
professional Russian music. The very functional interpretation,
however, requires the tonic to be clearly established, because in
some of the cases the fourth upwards is modulation up to subdominant, but it appears in another context – as a lower tone, therefore – a dominant of the dominant. In this connection Odoevsky
writes: ‘the Russian modes have not only one, but a few dominants’,10 having in mind the degree on which the text is recited –
in the Western theory – the reciting note (repercussa), is different.
In this way a tonic is not achieved, neither, therefore, is tonality.
While the West transfers modality into tonal thinking naturally,
since the processes develop within the limits of the octave, there
is no such tendency in the East, because tonal thinking is alien to
Russian modality and is, moreover, not a consequence of evolution. The modal-tonal system in this context is not an intermediate
occurrence, but a new way of combining modality and tonality in
a system.

Screbkov, Sergrey. ‘Эволюция стиля русской хоровой музыке XVII века’
(Evolution of the Style of Seventeenth-Century Russian Choral Music). In: Screbkov, Sergey. Избранные статьи (Selected Articles). Moscow: Musica, 1980,
p. 174: ‘С восходящей мелодией (…) возникает модуляция субдоминанты. При
нисходящей мелодии (…) модуляция направлена на доминанту.’
9

Odoevsky, V.F. Op. cit., p. 53: ‘Тук, например, русские гласы имеют не
одну, а несколько доминант.’
10
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The Principles of Joining the Polyphonic Score
The fundamental characteristic of the prevalent examples is the
presence of clearly distinguishable textural layers, giving the impression that the author’s polyphonic score borrows standard constructions from early church polyphony and uses them in various
combinations. These early patterns produce a constructive minimum. They compensate for the lack of rules, of authorizing musical constructions as seen in Catholic music. Thus the accumulation of the historical layers that has been established for centuries
is achieved. The texture retains the ability to include and exclude
layers as a counterpoint to the chant, gaining the significance of
constant textural units. Western music achieves the effect of unity
in the form by introducing regularly recurring countersubjects. In
Orthodox polyphony the applicability of steadfast countersubjects
appears as a general constructive principle, so the connection is total: it serves as a link between all chants, and therefore between all
authors. The process of continuity is now extended to monody as
well, due to its common elements.
The simultaneous enunciation of the text in all parts (voices)
gives opportunities to include or exclude voices, without compsomising integrity. Early church polyphony is formed on the basis
of archaic polyphony: parallelism, hysson, and heterophony. The
most frequently used textural elements are derived from here. After
the survey of the common principles we have to distinguish several
basic texture layers.
The fully quoted monodic chant, with its duplication-in-thirds
and figured excelled bass,11 comes from the Russian school, while
Protopopov, Vladimir. История полифонии. Полифония в русской музыке
XVII - начала XX века (History of Polyphony. Polyphony in Russian music
of the XVIIth - early XXth Centuries). Vol. 5. Moscow: Music, 1987, p. 13:
11
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the hysson is used mainly by Bulgarian and Serbian composers.
These parts of the texture have widely varied features and enter in
different combinations, so they also possess the significance of different texture layers. They are the only existing layers/parts of the
score, which is why they can be called universal countersubjects.
The textural voices are historically established, but they begin to
function as layers of the texture when they establish communication vertically. The existence of established principles of constructing every single melodious unit determines the texture as fundamentally polyphonic. All these elements of primitive polyphony
(parallelism, heterophony, and hysson) are now actively used professionally. The vertical correlations can be seen as a combination
of pairs of voices after the example of Western strict counterpoint:
the oblique and contrary motion is the starting point for connecting
the voices; the leaps in the melody are consonant.
The method of examining the vertical connections between every separate pair of voices is inevitable. This principle will generate
information about the Western use of consonance and dissonance.
These connections are established in the linear thinking, which is
why the degree of dissonance is treated as a characteristic sign of
polyphonic texture. Manolov gives a detailed explanation of the
systematization of the different kinds of dissonance in strict counterpoint.12 His sets out to prove that dissonance is relative, determined more by the way of introducing the voices than by the qualitative and quantitative properties of the interval itself. This theory of
strict counterpoint reflects Western practice, where certain aesthetic
standards are used universally. For that reason every dissonance has
a terminological argumentation. An Orthodox score is different. For
the most part, general principles are evident, but the consonance is
‘эксцеллентованны бас’ Available at: https://vk.com/doc51329153_449225165?
hash=3a8f918f1c895f2a5d (accessed on 14 April 2021).
12

Manolov, Zdravko. Полифония (Polyphony). Sofia: Musica, 1975, pp. 22-23.
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not related to the metre. Polyphonic chants demonstrate great inventiveness towards the dissonance that is worth closer inspection.
The same process can be seen in the reduction of the number of
existing parts or layers. It is common for a multi-voice score to be
rearranged for altered circumstances. The score may, for example,
be simplified. The reduction of a score that contains a basic chant
with its third-duplication, hysson and figured bass, each having a
definite textural function, the subtraction of any of them would not
matter; their simultaneous existence is not compulsory. The reduction of voices in Western music is quite natural, since polyphony
is based on the principle of binding of all voices on the vertical.
Western theorists hold that polyphony is built on the basis of a twovoiced construction; it is a constructive minimum (bicinium) from
which similar voices are derived.
In Orthodoxy polyphony is far from adaptation, whereby an arrangement preserves the characteristic intervals, close to the initial
conception. The voices in the Orthodox polyphony are not equal,
which is why a universal principle in the vertical events could not
be derived. Thus an Orthodox polyphonic score is not built after
the Western manner. The essence of this music lies in monody and
folk polyphony. However, there are certain recognizable national
characteristics. If Russian authors reduce the vertical to Russian
podgolosoc, to the third-structure, to figured bass, then Bulgarian
composers prove that the hysson is of paramount importance and
the parallelisms are secondary.
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Conclusion
Polyphony in the Orthodox tradition acquires its principles by
amassing heterogeneous, quasi-polyphonic techniques. Thus the
close connection with monody is retained. Nevertheless, Orthodox
scores also possess a high vertical organization. The concentration
of the heterophonic layers requires a conception of vertical combinations. If harmony in classical Western theory finds its rationale in
the consonant vertical, and the East favours the horizontal, melodious relation, then both theories complement each other. In order to
avoid needless disputes about the right of existence of a definite
polyphonic style in Orthodoxy, the long-disregarded etymology of
the structure should be sought, as well as the preference for a definite musical utterance.
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POLYPHONY IN ORTHODOXY: GENERAL PRINCIPLES
AND PRECONDITIONS FOR ITS EXISTENCE
Vesela Boyadjieva

Abstract
The matter of style in Orthodox Church polyphony can be clarified by
comparing Eastern and Western polyphonic practice and – more specifically –their models for sacred music. This investigation is based on the
parallel between Russian and Western modality and the principles of connecting textural voices. The voices in Orthodox polyphony are not equal,
which is why the universal principle in the vertical events could not be
derived. Nevertheless, Orthodox scores do possess a high degree of vertical organization.
Keywords: Orthodox polyphony, Western polyphony, Orthodox
chants, sacred music, folk song, modality, strict Palestrina style.
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MODULATION IN MAQĀM MUSIC:
A HISTORICAL SURVEY
Amer Didi

Modulation in Maqām Music
Modulation and Maqām music share many aspects, to the extent that the art of maqām is hardly dissociated from modulation.
Throughout the history of maqām music, the modulation skills that
a musician exhibits, were a remarkable trait of his musicianship,
his mastering of the art, and his mindfulness of the mood of his
audience. A legend that circulated throughout the history of Arabic
Music, tells the story of a man who tried to enter a certain Master’s court, but was fired due to his poor appearance. Afterwards, he
convinces the servants to let him sing for their Master. He sets the
fretting of his instrument and starts playing making them all stand
up. He then changes the fretting and makes them sit down. Other changes applied to the instrument, make them cry, then laugh,
and at the end fall asleep.1 This legend, sometimes presenting AlFarābī as its hero, witnesses the power of music, and more precisely
modulation(s) in affecting human feelings.
Didi, Amer. Système modal arabe levantin du XIVe au XVIIIe siècle (Étude historique, systémique et sémiotique, éditions critiques et traductions des manuscrits).
PhD Dissertation: Unpublished, Paris-Sorbonne, 2015, pp. 67-68. First edition and
translation of Jamāl Ad-Dīn Ibn Al-Mibrad’s (1436-1503) ‘The Book of the Garden
of the Science of Music’s Lover’.
1
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Modulation in Early Writings up to the Fourteenth
Century
The concept of modulation is almost absent in early Arabic music literature, Al-Kindī (9th century) explains how to pass from one
rhythm to another, without mentioning how to pass from one mode
to another in his Risālah Fī Ajzā’ Khubariyyah Fil-Mūsīqā.2 Modulation has no trace in the extensive work Al-Aghānī (Al-Iṣfahānī),
despite citing the lyricist, the composer, and other useful information for each song (ṣawt). Al-Farābī’s intiqālāt3 section4 in his Kitāb
Al-Mūsīqā Al-Kabīr, suggests at first a passage about modulations,
but what is meant here is actually related to melodic patterns rather
than shifting modes. The last section of his book has extensive material about composition, associating rhythms and expressions with
lyrics, effect of modes, and so forth, yet modulation is not present.
Avicenna’s Aš-Šifā’5 dedicates a section for intiqālāt that is in line
with the same concept in Al-Farābī’s book.
The Commentator of Al-’Urmawī’s ‘Book of Cycles’6 quotes Al’Urmawī in an early mention of modulation within the Systematic
School.7 The text reports a type of composition known as ‘kull annagham’ (lit. ‘all the melodies/modes’), split into two categories:

Annex to Salīm Al-Ḥilū’s “Tārīkh Al-Mūsīqā Aš-Šarqiyyah” (History of Oriental
Music), Dār Maktabat Al-Ḥayāt, Beirut, 1961, pp. 262-263.
2

3

Shifting, relocating, moving.

Farābī-(Al), Kitāb Al-Mūsīqā Al-Kabīr, Dār Al-Kitāb Al-`Arabī. No Date. Edited
By Ghaṭṭā Khašaba., p. 967.
4

5

Zakariyyā Yūsuf, Aš-Šifā’, Al-Maṭba‘ah Al-’Amīriyyah, 1956, p.119.

Erlanger (D’), Rodolphe. La musique arabe, tome 4, Traité anonyme dédié au
Sultan Osmānlī Muḥammad II (XVe s.), Al-Lāḏiqī Traité Al-Fatḥiyya, Paris : Paul
Geuthner, 1939, pp. 240-243.
6

7

Al-’Urmawī, Aš-Širāzī, Al-Marāghī.
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a) The composer plays in sequence all the maqāms (main modes),
awāzs (special modes), šu`abs (derivative modes). One can
even play all the 91 cycles, i.e. the transpositions of all the
main cycles on the 17 degrees of the scale; this type of composition, he adds, is known as ‘jam‘ al- jam‘’ (lit. ‘the group
of groups’).
b) The composer plays the 17 degrees of the scale in one composition. An example given by the Commentator suggests playing two iṣfahān genres on G (G, Ahf, Bf, B, C)8, and D (D, Ehf,
F, Fs, G), and two genres of Nawrūz Aṣl and Nawrūz ’Arab, that
provides the remaining notes of the eighteen-degree-octave.
Another type of composition is ‘kull aḍ-ḍurūb wan-nagham’
(lit. ‘all the rhythms and all the melodies/modes’), where the
composer plays all rhythms and all scales as described above
in one composition.
The category b) in ‘kull an-nagham’ is not so hard to conceive.
In fact, its traces are still practiced in the twenty-first century in
what is known as ‘tajnīs iṣfahānī’, where some chromatic notes are
inserted specially in a Bayātī setting.9 The ‘jam‘ al- jam‘’, where
one plays a hundred mode in sequence, and while going through all
the rhythmic cycles, as in ‘kull aḍ-ḍurūb wan-nagham’, remains an
open question that requires further investigation.

8

Half-flat. f = Flat. s = Sharp. hs = Half-sharp.

For instance, replacing the F of the Bayātī (D, Ehf, F, G) with an Fs. This fabulous
shift results in several effects: it creates a leading note below G, or it modulates to
Ḥijāz on D. The Fs taken as a Gf, modulates to Ṣabā on D.
9
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Modulation in the Writings of the Fourteenth to
Nineteenth Centuries
Starting in the fourteenth century, with the advent of what we
have called10 the ‘practitioners’ school (Al-Irbīlī, Al-Lāḏiqī, AṣṢaydāwī…), passages dedicated to modulations started to become
more frequent in what will be known as ‘al-’intiqāl’, (lit. ‘motion’),
not in the same sense as in Al-Fārābī and Avicenna’s writing, but to
describe shifting from one maqam to another.
Al-Irbīlī (or Al-Arbalī) cites an early derivative, arborescent,
categorization of the Arabic modes in his book Jawāhir An-Niẓām
Fī-Ma‘rifat Al-Anġām (date of redaction, 1329). Rāst, ‘the principle mode’, generates three others: ‘Irāq, Zīr’afkand and Iṣfahān,11
which in turn derives eight modes known as furū‘ (lit. ‘branches’)
and each pair of the set of twelve modes, generates an awāz (six in
total), which in turn generates the special group of šawāḏ, (lit. ‘eccentric’). At first sight, one might speculate about the meaning of
this last term, as it could simply be an echo of the awāz term. However, in the section ‘Directive to the teacher’, Al-Irbīlī provides a
unique Modal Plan that goes from the main modes and their derivatives, to the awāz followed by the šawāḏ.
‘In practice, you must care about the pleasure of the listener.
Carefully carry out the mode’s modulation while avoiding the repulsive and the unsympathetic. If you realize that the listener feels
ṭarab, then increase the ecstasy and modulate to the awāz of the
delectable mode, then to its šawāḏ and not to the one that causes a
contraction. It happens that ecstasy collapses if you go to a mode of
the opposite nature.’
Didi, Amer. Système modal arabe levantin du XIVe au XVIIIe siècle (Étude historique, systémique et sémiotique, éditions critiques et traductions des manuscrits).
PhD Dissertation: Unpublished, Paris-Sorbonne, 2015.
10

11

Op. cit., p. 171.
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This important section gives an early and deep insight into the
technique and the purpose of modulation in the maqām music.
It is easy to find a section that connects a given maqām to others, usually using the term rabṭ (lit. ‘to tie’, ‘to connect’) in the last
chapter of sixteenth-, seventeenth- and eighteenth-century manuscripts. New concepts of Lower and Upper Branches are introduced.
For instance, Rāst can modulate to its lower branch Mubarqa‘ and
its upper branch Banjkāh. Another important theory, is that of the
humor-related modes. A mode can easily modulate to another one
that belongs to the same humor/temperament category. These two
categories are extensively described in Chapter 7 of ‘The Book of
the Tree’,12 – an anonymous treatise in Arabic that is closely related
to the Persian Taqsīm-al-Naghamā – and a number of other anonymous treatises in Arabic, such as the so-called Aṣ-Ṣafadī’s Epistle.
‘The Book of the Tree’ presents 42 modes resulting from four
main maqāms or aṣl (lit. ‘root, principle’) their eight furū‘ (sing.
far‘, lit. ‘branch’), six awāzs, and twenty-four šu‘bah (lit. ‘stem,
twig, ramification’). The 42 modes are described as basā’iṭ (lit.
‘simple [modes]’). The rest are called tarākīb (lit. ‘compound
[modes]’) that result from ‘composing a new mode from two of
the aforementioned modes, or three of them, or half of a mode’.
These modes are ‘the result of a wide experience of the masters of
the Art, acquired in the realm of performance and composition of
poems and muwaššaḥāt’. ‘Some compound modes are natural, and
others result from resemblance to another mode’. The modulations
are based on the temperaments. A main maqām or aṣl, its two furū‘,
and their six šu‘bah (two for the maqām, and two for each far‘)
constitute a group of the same nature. This group is split into three
sub-groups:

12

Op. cit., p. 117.
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aṣl

far‘ 1

far‘ 2

lower šu‘bah upper šu‘bah lower šu‘bah upper šu‘bah lower šu‘bah upper šu‘bah

The twelve main modes are classified and correlated according
to the following extra-musical elements:
Mode

Derivation

Temperament

Element

Humor

Sign

Rāst

root (aṣl)

hot/dry

Fire

Yellow Bile/Choleric

♈

Zinkūlāh

branch (far‘)

hot/dry

Fire

Yellow Bile/Choleric

♌

‘Uššāq

branch (far‘)

hot/dry

Fire

Yellow Bile/Choleric

♐

‘Irāq

root (aṣl)

hot/humid

Air

Blood/Sanguine

♊

Ḥijāz

branch (far‘)

hot/humid

Air

Blood/Sanguine

♎

Abū Salīk

branch (far‘)

hot/humid

Air

Blood/Sanguine

♒

Zīr’afkand

root (aṣl)

cold/humid

Water

Phlegm/Phlegmatic

♋

Buzurk

branch (far‘)

cold/humid

Water

Phlegm/Phlegmatic

♓

Rahāwī

branch (far‘)

cold/humid

Water

Phlegm/Phlegmatic

♏

Iṣfahān

root (aṣl)

cold/dry

Earth

Black Bile/Melancholic

♉

Nawā

branch (far‘)

cold/dry

Earth

Black Bile/Melancholic

♑

Ḥusaynī

branch (far‘)

cold/dry

Earth

Black Bile/Melancholic

♍

The chapter about modulation in ‘The Book of the Tree’ is one of
the earliest and most comprehensive passages providing a consistent theory of modulation.
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The 4 roots, 8 branches, and 24 stems.
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The Six Awāzs Derived from the Twelve Maqāms
Modulations in the aṣl, far‘, and šu‘bah group (root, branch,
stem) follow the path: Lower Branch → Root → Upper Branch
→ Related Modes → Root. Related Modes are modes that are
connected to the group by a humor relation. For example, the text
explains how to connect the two branches Mubarqa‘ and Banjkāh
with their maqām, Rāst: the sequence starts with the lower branch
Mubarqa‘, followed by its maqām, Rāst, then its upper branch
Banjkāh. If one wishes to modulate to other modes, it is convenient to go to Iṣfahān, Nayrīz, Našāwurk, Salmak, and it is advised
to end in Rāst. The relation between Rāst, Mubarqa‘ and Banjkāh
is clear (Root, Lower Branch, Upper Branch). The modulation to
Iṣfahān is justified by the fact that this mode has one end of its
humor connected to one end of Rāst’s humor, since Iṣfahān is
cold/dry and Rāst is hot/dry. Nayrīz and Našāwurk, since they are
Iṣfahān’s branches, they share the same humor with it. Salmak,
an awāz cold/humid, connects to Našāwurk since they share the
same humor.
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Modulation among the awāz and its generating modes follows
the path: Generating Mode 1 or 2, awāz, Generating Mode 2 or
1, modes with one-end-related-humor, Generating Mode 1 or 2 (it
should be the starting mode).

The rule that governs modulations is consistent in both groups,
Root/Branch/Stem, and awāzs with their Generating Modes. An important information found here, is that the starting mode is the same
as the ending mode, and this mode is the most essential in its group.
We already mentioned how the ‘Book of the Tree’ grouped each
root with its two branches and their six stems, forming a group of
nine modes sharing the same humor. The second part of Chapter 7
presents a table that lists the four categories (four humors) in relation to the nine modes and the corresponding letters according to
the Abjd Hwz Ḥṭī Klmn alphabetical system. These letters are also
classified under the four categories of humors.
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Rāst and its
furū‘

Igneous
lettres

‘Irāq and its
furū‘

Aerial
letters

Zīr’afkand and
its furū‘

Aqueous
Letters

Rank

Rāst

Rank

Zinkūlāh

A

‘Irāq

J

Zīr’afkand

D

Iṣfahān

B

A

Ḥijāz

J

Buzurk

D

Ḥusaynī

Degree

B

’Uššāq

H

Abū Salīk

Z

Rahāwī

Ḥ

Nawā

W

Degree

Mubarqa‘

H

Maqlūb

Z

Rakbī

Ḥ

Nayrīz

W

Minute

Banjkāh

Ṭ

Rawiy

K

Raml

L

Nišāwrk

Y

Second

Jahārkāh

M

Sīkāh

S

Nihuft

‘

Dūkāh

N

Third

‘Uzzāl

F

Ḥiṣār

Q

Humāyūn

R

Muḥayyir

Ṣ

Fourth

Zāwilī

Š

‘Ušayrān

Ṯ

Al-‘Arab

Ḵ

Nāṭiq

T

Fifth

’Awj

D

Ṣabā

Ẓ

Al-‘Ajam

Ġ

Māhūr

Ḍ

Ranks

Isfahān and
its furū‘

Earthy
lettres

The Table is devised to cover all kind of modulations. As stated above, modulations usually and ‘naturally’ occur among modes
sharing the same humor. Another option is to modulate across humors. One can for instance go from Rāst, hot/dry, to Iṣfahān, cold/
dry, to Zīr’afkand, cold/humid, to ‘Irāq, hot/humid. Other modulations are possible, as long as one connects one character to a similar
one: hot/dry to hot/humid to cold/humid to cold/dry. The ‘Book’ allows a five-mode-modulation by connecting a fifth suitable humor.
This could be achieved by returning to the first mode, otherwise by
selecting a new mode that has the same humor as the first.

Temperament

Awāz

Maqām

Maqām

hot/dry

Kardāniyā

‘Uššāq

Rāst

hot/humid

Salmak

Iṣfahān

Zinkūlāh

cold/humid

Māyā

Zīr’afkand

‘Irāq

cold/humid

Šāhnāz

Buzurk

Rahāwī

Mixt

Kawašt

Nawā

Ḥijāz

Mixt

Nawrūz

Abū Salīk

Ḥusaynī
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During the same period, some authors such as As-Samarqandī13
define modes as starting with a note, reaching a peak at a second
one, and ending with a third one. Here is an example: ‘Banjkāh
starts with iṣfahān and ends with rāst’. Despite the confusion that
these degree/mode names could create, the terms iṣfahān and rāst
more likely suggest a degree rather than a scale.
The nineteenth-century Ar-Risālah Aš-Šihābiyyah14 of Mikha’īl
Maššāqah mentions modulation briefly towards the end of the epistle: ‘And maybe he [the musician] took a melody and shifts to another as a sign of his mastery of the art, then concludes in the first
melody; if not, this is an absurd practice’.

Modulation in the Writings of the Twentieth Century
Towards the end of the 19th century and early 20th century, two
main influences affected the theory of the maqām: Ottomanization/
Turkicization, and Westernization. The main challenge to track the
history of modulation in maqām music during this period, is the
definition of maqām itself. During the ‘practitioners’ period, modes
were no more defined as solely a combination of a tetrachord and
a pentachord resulting in an octave or cycle as in the Systematic
School. Instead, modes were presented as melody-types, formulae,
that gradually started to show the essential notes of the mode (final, initial, dominant(s)), and the melodic path it should take. In
the twentieth century, the influence of the revived ottoman-turkish
theories of tarākīb, lit., ‘compound’, and the influence of the western approach of lower and upper tetrachords with a disjunction in
For the original Arabic edition, see Didi, 2016, ‘Identification d’un musicographe
de Samarkand, auteur de l’Urjūza fī-al-anġām (Fin XVIe - début XVIIe siècle) ‘, in
Revue des Traditions Musicales, no. 10, 2016. For analytical and comparative studies of the modal system of this manuscript, see Didi, 2015.
13

14

Ronzevalle, L., Ar-Risālah Aš-Šihābiyyah, Al-Mašriq, 1899, p. 1081.
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between, led the maqām towards the following morphology: an octave that can be divided into two conjunct or disjunct tetrachords,
in other words, a return to the theory inherited from the Systems of
the Ancient Greek theory. However, this theory of conjunction and
disjunction poses a serious problem in the tonal music itself, as it
splits the octave into two entities (lower and upper tetrachords, e.g.
[C-F] and [G-c]) that don’t reflect the main polarity in tonal music
(Tonic-Dominant, e.g.C-G.) During the 20th century, this conjunction/disjunction between tetrachords and other entities like trichords
and pentachords, became a major problem in the definition of the
maqām, consequently modulation. Does Rāst consist in [C D Ehf F]
+ [F G] + [G A Bhf c], or in [C D Ehf F G] + [G A Bhf c]? In practice,
and on a stringed instrument, the one and the other could be both
appealing, according to the tuning of the strings, where the tetrachordal approach suits more the tuning by fourth (oud…), and the
pentachordal approach suits the tuning of by fifth (violin…). However, what matters for us is the functionality rather than the genesis
of these theoretical schemes. In fact, the 20th century maqām theory
seems to be a synthesis of different elements from different schools,
as it borrows the eminent notes theory (initial, final, dominant(s)),
from the 14th-18th centuries school, and the octave-tetrachord/pentachord theory of the Systematists’ schools.

Modulation, Majrā, Masār and Sayr in Maqām Music
During the twentieth cebtury, the definition of a given maqām
became pegged to its majrā or masār, i.e. the ‘path’ (seyr in TurcoOttoman Makam Music) that a maqām should follow while exploring specific modal entities such as trichords, tetrachords, or other
genres. Nevertheless, the concept of masār is somewhat problematic, in the sense that its definition is left to the commands of a
‘theory book’, or the ‘directives’ of a master, without having a common accordance among musicians about a specific formula. Certain theory books, such as D’Erlanger’s La Musique Arabe, Salīm
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al-Ḥilū’ Music Theory, are very prescriptive in their definition of
the ‘path’. A different path can result in a different maqām, even
when the scale is the same. Curiously enough, these prescriptions
are either ignored in the realm of performance, or materialising in
déjà-vu clichés, especially when doubled with stereotypical melodic formulae, that go against the essence of the maqām, the improvisation. In principle, a Majrā is not supposed to imply any modulation, since all is happening in the realm of the same maqām. During
the twentieth century it is noteworthy to define from the very beginning what a modulation is supposed to be. The musician decides a
priori in which maqām he will start. This is expressed afterwards
in ‘establishing the maqām’, then and only then can one talk about
modulations, even if the established maqām is made up of three
different entities as for example in Huzām: Sikāh trichord [Ehf F G]
+ Ḥijāz Tetrachord [G A(h)f15 B c] + Rāst Trichord [c d ehf]. At this
point, any change in any entity should be treated as in tonal music
with the help of the two concepts of modulation versus tonicization.
The definition of The New Grove Dictionary distinguishes between
modulation that is ‘in tonal music, a firmly established change of
key’, and tonicization, ‘a passing reference to another key’.16

To denote the two variants of Ḥijāz: the authentic with Ahf, and the ‘westernized’
with Af.
15

Saslaw, Janna ‘Modulation (i)’. In: The New Grove Dictionary of Music & Musicians, 2001.
16
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Mikha’īl Allāhwirdī’s Falsafat Al-Mūsīqā Aš-Šarqiyyah
(1948)
In his Philosophy of Oriental Music the author presents the term
modulation as ‘tanwī‘’ (lit. ‘variation’), recognizing three type of
modulation:17
1) Restrained Modulation or tanwī‘ muqayyad, which consists
of modulating to a new ‘convenient’ key and returning to the
original one,
2) Absolute Modulation or tanwī‘ muṭlaq, that modulates to a
new convenient key, and from there to one or more convenient
keys, to return at the end to the original key. Rare, the author
adds, are those who can master this technique.
3) Arbitrary Modulation or tanwī‘ kayfī, that mixes the two previous types, and is unconditioned but with ‘seeking the beauty’, and should end in the main key.18
The book is a rich source for understanding modulations in
maqām music. It uses a consistent scheme in defining the maqāms:
etymology, scale defined in term of frequencies, ratios, Arabic
names of its degrees, number of commas in each interval, string
proportions, tetrachords and pentachords (called janāḥ, lit. ‘wing’).
The terminology used to describe the path of a maqām is as follows:
1. Al-Quyūd, lit. ‘chains’, or rules to follow to perform the
maqām.
2. Ṣu‘ūd or ‘ascent’ and hubūṭ or ‘descent’, to describe the melodic orientation of the mode.
3. Bad’ Al-‘Amal (lit. ‘starting the action’) but means in fact ‘the
Allāhwirdī, Mikha’īl, Falsafat Al-Mūsīqā Aš-Šarqiyyah, Ibn Zaydūn, Damascus,
1948, p. 308.
17

It is hard to understand the meaning of this third type of modulation, also to understand why modulating to more than one mode would be a task that is hardly
mastered.
18
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first note’, as in the Initial of the Gregorian Chant rather than
the Tonic.
4. Matl,a‘ Ṣadr and Khitām, correspond respectively to Introduction, Main Part and Conclusion as in the literature’s texts.
Each term defines the tessitura of the notes used at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the execution of the
maqām. The Ṣadr or Main Part usually reaches the highest
register of the maqām, while the Khitām or Conclusion explores the lower register of the maqām and ends in the Tonic.
5. Tanawī‘, the proper term for modulation, although it translates
as ‘variation’.
6. ‘Ibārah ‘expression’, is a borrowed phrase from other maqāms.
7. stiqrār ‘stability’, to express staying for a longer time on a
certain degree, sort of tonicization.
Despite the lack of references in documenting the modulations
of each maqām, the Philosophy of Oriental Music has much useful
information about modulation. The terminology used to define the
performance of the maqām and related modulations, constitutes in
itself an invaluable source for a rational description of modulations.
What is remarkable is that the author differentiates between a modulation Tanwī‘, although the degree to which one should modulate
is not specified, and borrowing a phrase from another maqām as in
the ‘Ibārah concept.

Salīm Al-Ḥilū’s Al-Mūsīqā An-Naẓariyyah (Music
Theory) (1972)
Salīm Al-Ḥilū’s Al-Mūsīqā An-Naẓariyyah (Theory of Music,
second edition 1972), a book that was adopted for four decades for
teaching music theory in Lebanon’s National Higher Conservatory,
is a melting pot for Ancient Greek, Persian, Turkish, old Arabic,
Modern Arabic, and Tonal Music theories. It defines the maqām as
‘a musical scale, based on one whole octave, to which was added a
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second octave similar to the first one, with the degrees of the second
higher, in order to constitute the answers [octave] of the first’.19 The
footnote at the same page adds: ‘We can rarely find a one-octavemaqām nowadays.’ It is unclear why the maqām does not cover
two octaves and a fifth or a fourth, nor is it clear if the second octave is a mere replication (octaviation) of the first, or it bears new
genres. The definitions of each maqam provide an answer to our
second question by revealing that a maqām is actually built up of
four tetrachords that change arbitrarily by changing the genre, but
also by shifting the eminent degrees. Despite presenting extensive
details about maqāms, the book does not treat modulation as a separate and clear phenomenon. Instead, what is supposed to be one
maqām, can have several alterations of various degrees of its scale.
It is completely unclear if the changes affecting the four tetrachords
of the maqām are intrinsic to the definition of the maqām, or if
they constitute a modulation. Aside from the inconsistent scalar and
‘quadri-tetrachordal’ definitions of the maqām, the author adds the
concept o: ‘the personality of the maqām’ and ‘Ijrā’ Al-‘Amal’ (lit.
‘execution’) with advice such as: ‘what the Turks prefer’, ‘what the
modernists like’, ‘what a traditionalist played’, and additional prescriptions on how to replace tetrachords, ascending and descending,
according to ‘the composer’s taste’, without any reference to his
sources…

Ḥilū, Salīm, Al-Mūsīqā An-Naẓariyyah, Dār Maktabat Al-Ḥayāt, Beirut, Second
Edition, 1972, p. 71.
19
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Ġolmiyyah-Kirbāj-Faraḥ’s Naẓariyyāt Al-Mūsīqā AšŠarq-‘Arabiyyah (Theory of Oriental-Arabic Music)
(1996)20
The treatise, which has been in use since 1996, is the official theory text for students at the National Higher Conservatory of Music
in Beirut. The maqām theory in this book is very problematic as it
splits all maqāms into Tetrachord + Disjunction + Tetrachord. The
disjunction can take any value between 1/2 tone to 3/2 tone, and the
tetrachords do not respect the real structure of the maqam.21 The
third chapter is mainly about modulations,22 where Four types of
modulation are presented:
1- ‘Intiqāl ’Asāsī ’Awwal, or First Primary Modulation, is simply Tonulation (same mode, different pitch).
2- ’Intiqāl ’Asāsī Thānī, or Second Primary Modulation, is simply Modulation (different mode and different pitch).
3- ‘Intiqāl Thānawī ’Awwal, or First Secondary Modulation, is
a circular rotation of the degrees of a scale that generates a
different mode (as in C major to A natural minor or G Mixolydian).
4- ‘Intiqāl ’Asāsī ’Awwal, or Second Secondary Modulation,
consists in modulating to the parallel key (C Major to C minor). This fourth type of modulation takes four forms: 1)
Tazyīn or Embellishment, or altering one note, 2) Taqhīr or altering several notes, 3) Bitonality, where two genres are mixed
up, 4) Polytonality, where several genres are mixed up.
Ġolmiyyah, Al-Walid, Kirbāj, Toufik, Faraḥ, Georges, Naẓariyyāt Al-Mūsīqā
Aš-Šarq-‘Arabiyyah, Manšūrāt Al-Ma‘had Al-Waṭanī Al-‘Ālī Lil-Mūsīqā., Beirut,
First Edition, 1996.
20

21

Op. cit., pp. 21-24.

22

Op. cit., p. 33.
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Chapter 4, which has more than 370 pages of modulation analysis, presents another problematic approach. The authors add a new
concept of Kursī or Rakīzah (lit. ‘chair’ and ‘support’) the equivalent of tonicization. While the concept itself is common in modulation analysis, it is nonetheless carelessly applied in the literature,
and used indiscriminately at the slightest change in the melody. The
analysis of the famous Samā‘ī Bayātī Ibrahīm Al-‘Aryān23 is an perfect example of the unfortunate approach to modulation. Witness,
for instance, the descent from G to C in piece with a Bayātī on D,
which in the very first measure is interpreted as a modulation to
Rāst on c. This is like saying that Twinkle Twinkle Little Star modulates to G Major, followed by C Major then at G G F F E E D, it
modulates to d minor. Three hundred and seventy pages are cluttered with similar analyses.

Scott Marcus’s Classification
Scott Marcus attempts to provide rules for modulations in an important article based on his studies in Egypt,24 in which he classifies the modes into five categories: BBf, C, D, Ehf and F.25 These
categories are mutually exclusive with regard to modulation; a CCategory mode cannot modulate directly to a D-Category mode on
the same tonic.

23

Op. cit., pp. 162-165

See Marcus, Scott L. ‘Modulation in Arab Music: Documenting Oral Concepts,
Performance Rules and Strategies’. In: Ethnomusicology . Vol. 36 no. 2 (1992), pp.
171-195.
24

25

Op. cit., p. 178.
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However, Marcus does not provide why these categories are mutually exclusive. Also, it is unclear why a modulation from Ṣabā
to Bayātī should be considered as ‘sudden modulation’, when the
Ṣabā can be seen as a Bayātī with a Blue Note:
Ṣabā: D, Ehf, F, Gf

Bayātī: : D, Ehf, F, G

More recently Rachel Hall, published a new approach to modulation in Arabic music based on Marcus’s article, and the geometrical music theory of Dimitri Tymoczko.26
A following article will discuss the theories of Marcus and Hall
in greater depth, and examine a numerous pieces from the maqām
literature and their modulations, before suggesting a new theory for
modulation in this repertoire.

See Hall, Rachel W. ‘Geometrical Models for Modulation in Arabic Music’. Paper
presented to the national meeting of the Society for Music Theory, Montreal 2009. Available at: Geometrical Models for Modulation in Arabic Music rhall/maqam.pdf1 Rachel
W. Hall Saint Joseph’s University January 2, 2009 Geometrical Models for Modulation
in Arabic Music Abstract - [PDF Document] (cupdf.com) (accessed on 13 May 2021).
26
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MODULATION IN MAQĀM MUSIC: A HISTORICAL
SURVEY

Amer Didi

Abstract
Modulation and Maqām music have many aspects to share, to the
extent that the art of maqām is hardly dissociated from modulation.
Throughout the history of maqām music, the modulation skills that a musician exhibits, were a remarkable trait of his musicianship, his mastering
of the art, and his mindfulness of the mood of his audience. This article presents a historical survey that tracks the changes in the concept of
modulation throughout the history of the maqām. Despite the scarcity of
the sources, some treatises like “The Book of the Tree” offer invaluable
information about theory of modulation. More recent approaches during
the twentieth century are divided into prescriptive theories, usually based
on the authors speculations, and more scientific approaches that attempt
to codify a rational basis for modulations.
Keywords: modulation, tonulation, maqām, modal system.
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SCHUBERT’S SECOND PIANO TRIO OP.100
(D.929): LAYERED SELF-QUOTATION
‘DEDICATED TO NOBODY SAVE THOSE WHO
FIND PLEASURE IN IT’
Nicholas Rast

REVIEW: Messing, Scott Self-Quotation in Schubert. ‘Ave
Maria’, the Second Piano Trio, and Other Works. Rochester, New
York: University of Rochester Press, 2020. xiv, 319 pp. ISBN – 13:
978-1-58046-965-4
Scott Messing believes he has discovered a hitherto unnoticed
self-quotation in Schubert’s second piano trio and brings the full
force of his meticulous scholarship to bear to prove it. Aural comparison of the first two musical examples – examples I.1a (‘Ave
Maria’, mm.12-14) and I.1b (Trio, mm.139-44) – will convince
many that he is on to something.1 Messing observes that ‘an instance of Schubert quoting one of his own works, which has hitherto gone unobserved in the literature and which is made all the more
remarkable in that the two compositions are well known to music
1

p. 4.
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historians and listeners alike’ is noteworthy.2 His goal, he continues,
‘is to demonstrate that their connection was a calculated strategy on
Schubert’s part.’3 Messing certainly makes a powerful point if, as
he claims (p. 7), ‘the trio’s first performance was on the one-year
anniversary of Beethoven’s death’, but the history is complex. The
date of the first performance of Schubert’s second piano trio has
been the subject of debate, and it is surprising that Messing, normally a meticulous scholar, does not refer to it when discussing one
of the key elements of his argument for Schubert’s reminiscence of
his reuse of “Ave Maria” in this chamber work. Deutsch’s Thematic
Catalogue locates the premiere at a performance on 27 December
1827. This, though, has since been refuted by Eva Badura-Skoda,
who discovered that the trio was first played at a private ‘Schubertiad’ at Spaun’s home on 28 January 1828.4 Nonetheless, Messing
2

p. 2.

3

p. 3.

See Badura-Skoda, Eva ‘The chronology of Schubert’s piano trios’. In: Badura-Skoda, Eva & Branscombe, Peter (eds.) Schubert Studies: Problems of style
and chronology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982, pp. 277-295,
here pp. 286-87. Ernst Hilmar repeats endorses Badura-Skoda’s findings in
Hilmar, Ernst (ed.) Franz Schubert Dokumente I: Kommentar. Tutzing: Hans
Schneider, 2003, p. 268, nr. 550:
‘Durch
neuere Forschungen (Eva Badura-Skoda) wurde dies[e Aufführung am 26.
Dezember 1827] widerlegt. (D.929 kam erstmals in der Schubertiade bei Josef
v. Spaun am 28. Jänner 1828 zur privaten Aufführung und stand dann wieder auf
dem Programm in Schuberts Privatkonzert am 26. März 1828). Am 26. Dezember 1827 stand zweifelsfrei das B-Dur-Klaviertrio auf dem Programm.’
Messing
is certainly aware of Badura-Skoda’s research, since her article is cited in
the bibliography, but he does not mention. Perhaps because in the relevant passage Badura-Skoda writes: ‘According to the description of this evening which
Spaun wrote later, a piano trio was performed, but unfortunately he did not say
which one. It may well have been the first performance of the E flat major Trio,
at this time still with the uncut finale which consisted then of more than 1000
bars if a (later deleted) repetition sign was also observed by the performers…’
It could, therefore, still be argued that the performance in January was a dress
rehearsal for the premiere at Schubert’s private concert on 26 March. Both were
played by Schuppanzigh, Linke and Bocklet. See also fn. 8 below.
4
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infers from his survey of Schubert’s other self-quotations (Table
2.1) that ‘the pairing of “Ave Maria” and the trio…constitutes the
tightest connection.’ The third chapter (‘Two Scores and Their Musical Relationships’) sets out to demonstrate just how close the relationship is between the song and the trio. Examples 3.1a and 3.1b
show the thematic likeness between ‘Ave Maria’, mm. 3-5 and the
first movement of the trio, mm. 138-148:5
Example 3.1a. Schubert, “Ave iMaria,” (“Ellens III. Gesang”), D. 839; op.
52, no.6, mm. 3-5

Example 3.1b. Schubert, Piano Trio in E-flat Major, D. 929, op. 100, movement 1, mm. 138-48

‘Consider the first six notes in the voice and violin of examples
3.1a (mm. 3-4) and 3.1b (mm. 140-44), respectively. Most obvi5

p. 54.
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ously, the pitch content of the melodies up to their last notes is exactly the same, requiring no intervallic adjustment to bring them
into accord. In this respect, the connection between the two phrases
is audible even with the one disparity between the final pitches of
the two phrases.’
But these passages could be interpreted differently, and in a way
that strengthens Messing’s argument. If Messing’s first sentence
were altered to cover only the first five notes of the two melodies
instead of six (ex.3.1a, m.3 and ex.3.1b, mm.140-143, i.e. Bb – A –
Bb – D – C), Messing’s assertion would hold true. Moreover, this
alteration would dissolve the difficulty of interpreting the D on the
downbeat of m.144 as ‘the final note’ of the phrase. Surely this note
represents the goal of an ascending third that then falls back to its
point of origin:
Bb (m.140) – C (m.143) – D (m.144) – C (m.147) – Bb (m.148)
The Bb missing from the Trio melody that would have agreed
with Messing’s reading. Thus, melodic identity is delayed until the
last measure shown in his example: the two-measure phrase from
‘Ave Maria’ (mm. 3-4) is extended to a nine-measure phrase in the
trio (mm. 140-148); mm. 144-147 constitute an interpolation that
delays the arrival of the Bb until m.148. Later in the same chapter,
‘Example 3.5a-c’ appears to be incomplete, each incipit lacking the
qualifying labels ‘a, b, and c’:
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Example 3.5a-c. Shubert, Piano Trio in E-flat Major, D. 929, op. 100, movement 1, excerpts adapted from Brown, Schubert: A Critical Biography, 278

Moreover, the relevant text does not match the incipits: ‘The movement’s first three notes played in unison share the same rhythm with
those in the voice (x in exx. 3.5a znd 3.5c) while the latter’s initial
four pitches replicate the idea in the cello at measure 16 (y in exx.
3.5b and 3.5c), which is then spun out in sequence.’
If, as seems logical, the example is read from top to bottom, ‘(x in
exx. 3.5a and 3.5c)’ is not reflected in example 3.5a where ‘x’ is not
shown, and ‘(y in exx. 3.5b and 3.5c) is not reflected in 3.5b where
‘y’ is not shown. 6
These issues aside, Messing supports the manifest motivic likenesses between the themes in ‘Ave Maria’ and the first movement of
Schubert’s second piano trio by framing this music elegantly within its historical context. His detailed narrative7 makes it difficult
6

Further suggested emendations are listed in an appendix at the end of this re-

view.
7

Messing’s text runs to 173 pages, but the preliminaries (14 pp.), endnotes (91
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to deny that the significance of Marian culture and practice, the
Viennese craze for the writings of Walter Scott,8 and a fervent desire to pay homage to Beethoven on the anniversary of his death
would have been fully appreciated by all who attended Schubert’s
Privat-Concert on 26 March 1828.9 Messing’s intriguing discourse
blends musical analysis, historical musicology, hermeneutics and
psychology that, like Schubert’s second piano trio, is intended for
nobody except those who find pleasure in it, and it is likely that
there will be many who do so.

pp.), bibliography (36 pp.), and index (17 pp;) account for almost half the volume.
8

See Deutsch, Otto Erich. ‘Scott und Schubert’. In: Musikalischer Kurier Jg.3

Heft 36/39 (1921), and Deutsch, Otto Erich ‘The Walter Scott Songs’. In: Music
& Letters 9, 1928, pp. 330-335. Neither article appears in Messing’s bibliography.
According to the only surviving ticket, the concert was originally scheduled
for 21 March.
9
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APPENDIX – ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA
p. 53 ‘(ex. I1.a)’ should read ‘(ex. I.1a)’.
p. 67 ‘Example 3.5a-c’ should read ‘Examples 3.5a-c.’
p. 71 The statement that ‘all of [Schubert’s] Lieder published
in his lifetime had Viennese imprints is not strictly true. The song
‘Wiederschein’ D.639 first appeared in W.G. Becker’s Taschenbuch
zum geselligen Vergnügen. Auf das Jahr 1821. Herausgegeben von
Fr. Kind (Leipzig, 1820), and the two songs ‘Im Walde’ (D834) and
‘Auf der Brucke’ (D853) were first published by J.A. Kienreich in
Graz.
p. 124 For “Die Wirthshaus” read “Das Wirthshaus”, and, for
the same song in the index, “Der Wirthshaus” should read “Das
Wirthshaus”.
p. 134 “then say our name and mine” should read “then say your
name and mine”.
p. 156 for ‘three movements form the new Mass’ read ‘three
movements from the new Mass’
p. 181, fn. 14 for ‘Hofmannnischen’ read ‘Hofmannischen’.
p. 202, fn. 40 ‘Die Rheinnlande’ should read ‘Die Rheinlande’
p. 211, fn. 38, and Bibliography, p. 287: The details for Patrick
McCreless’s article are incomplete and the date is incorrect. The
full title should read: ‘Probing the Limits: Musical Structure and
Musical Rhetoric in Schubert’s String Quartet in G Major, D. 887’.
In: Music Theory & Analysis. International Journal of the DutchFlemish Society for Music Theory Volume 2, no.1, (April 2015), pp.
1–36.
p. 226, fn. 1 The year of publication for the Wiener Gesichtsblätter should read ‘2012’ not ‘2102’.
p. 228, fn. 14 ‘premieres’ should read ‘premiere’.
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p. 246, fn. 23 ‘Himmel Himmel’ should be just ‘Himmel’
p. 256, fn. 22 For ‘Provinzbewohners au seiner Reise’ read
‘Provinzbewohners aus einer Reise’
p. 271 Karl van Bruyck’s essay is much longer than Messing indicates in the bibliography, which gives only ‘vol.10, no.5 (January
30, 1864): 68-70’. The full entry should read:
Bruyck, Karl van. ‘Schubert’s “Winterreise”: Eine Analyse.’ Recensionen und Mittheilungen über Theater und Musik 10 no.1 (January 2, 1864): 3-5; no.2 (January 9, 1864): 20-22; no.5 (January 30,
1864): 68-70; no.6 (February 6, 1864): 83-84, and no.9 (February
27, 1864): 131-34. Available at: http://opacplus.bsb-muenchen.de/
title/4116145/ft/bsb10694975?page=1 (accessed on 7 March 2021)
p. 316 ‘Tauschung’ should read ‘Täuschung’.
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SCHUBERT’S SECOND PIANO TRIO OP.100 (D.929):
LAYERED SELF-QUOTATION ‘DEDICATED TO NOBODY
SAVE THOSE WHO FIND PLEASURE IN IT’

Nicholas Rast

Abstract
Scott Messing offers a persuasive argument for Schubert’s intentional, and not exactly hidden, self-quotation of the song ‘Ave
Maria’ (Op.52 no.6) in his E flat piano trio (Op.100). The latter,
Messing alleges, was intended as an elaborately encoded homage
to Beethoven, that would appeal particularly to the well-informed
audience at its public unveiling on the first anniversary on 26 March
1828 of the master’s death. There may be room to challenge aspects
of Messing’s thesis, but it will certainly convince many who find
pleasure in it.
Keywords: Schubert, self-quotation, Marian culture, Walter
Scott, homage, Beethoven, Schubert’s Privat-Concert.
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EINER, ‘…DER DIE SEELE DER MUSIK
VERNOMMEN, IHRE GESETZE IM SINNE DER
GROSSEN VERKÜNDET WIE KEINER VOR
IHM’1: GRASPING HEINRICH SCHENKER’S
THEORY OF HARMONY
Nicholas Rast

REVIEW: Wason, Robert W. and Brown, Matthew. Heinrich
Schenker’s Conception of Harmony Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2020, xxvi, 491 pp. ISBN-13: 978-1-58046-575-5
Heinrich Schenker’s reputation has grown immensely since pianist Eduard Steuermann described him as a ‘funny little man who
haunted the back streets [of Vienna] exposing his analytical graphs,
which no one understood.’2 His significance, however, was already
recognized at the time of his death in 1935, one obituarist, known
only by his initials ‘A.R.’, noting: ‘Schenker sees through the outer
sound and the music’s melodic surface at the processes that take
place in its inner depths. He feels “the forces that so mysteriously weave in the work of genius and naturally produce it, animated
by a breath”. And filled with the violence of his innermost visions
and based on profound theoretical knowledge, he built his teaching
structure and worldview, which received practical results in a series
This is based on the inscription on Schenker’s gravestone; the text was composed by Schenker himself and can be found in a codicil to his testament, dated
’20.5.[19]34’.
1

Cited by Milton Babbitt in his Charles Homer Haskins Lecture, A Life of Learning. American Council of Learned Societies, 1991, p. 10.
2
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of large-scale analyses (“Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony” and many
others) and especially in the newly revised editions of Beethoven’s
piano sonatas.’3
‘A loyal community of friends and students’ the obituary concludes
‘will uphold Heinrich Schenker’s memory and continue to work to
spread his teaching.’ Wason and Brown’s detailed survey of Schenker’s
conception of Harmony vindicates this claim. Their investigation of
the path from Harmonielehre (1906) to Harmony (1954) benefits from
their extensive exposure to these and Schenker’s other writings as both
theorists and teachers, and the refinements that deep contemplation of
them has enabled. Heinrich Schenker’s Conception of Harmony embodies the culmination of decades of scholarship, both authors drawing on their own extensive contributions to Schenkerian research.4 This
Der Wiener Tag, Tuesday, 15 January 1935, p. 4: ‘Schenker sieht durch die
äußere Klang- und Melodiefassade der Musik hindurch auf die Vorgänge, die
sich in ihren Innentiefen abspielen. Er fühlt “die Gewalten, die so geheimnisvoll
am Geniewerk Weben und es natnrgezeugt, von einem Atem belebt entstehen
lassen”. Und erfüllt von der Gewalt seiner innersten Gesichte und gestützt auf
profundes theoretisches können zimmerte er sein Lehrgebäude und Weltbild, das
in einer Reihe großartiger Analysen (“Beethovens Neunte Symphonie” u. v. a.)
und vor allem in den neu revidierten Ausgaben der Klaviersonaten von Beethoven praktische Auswirkung erhielt.
Eine
treue Gemeinde von Freunden und Schülern wird Heinrich Schenkers Gedenken Hochhalten und an der Verbreitung seiner Lehre weiterwirken.’ Available at:
ANNO, Der Tag, 1935-01-15, Seite 4 (onb.ac.at) (accessed on 18 March 2021).
Translation mine.
3

Robert Wason’s article ‘From Harmonielehre to Harmony: Schenker’s Theory
of Harmony and Its Americanzation’ appeared first in Eybl, Martin & Fink-Mennel (eds.) Schenker Traditionen. Vienna: Böhlau, 2006, pp. 171-201 before its
revision in Cadwalleder, Allen (ed.) Essays from The Fourth International Schenker Symposium Volume 1. Hildesheim: Olms, 2008, pp. 213-58. Meanwhile,
much is owed to Matthew Brown’s ‘The Diatonic and Chromatic in Schenker’s
Theory of Harmonic Relations’. In: Journal of Music Theory 30, 1986, pp. 1-33
and Explaining Tonality: Schenkerian Theory and Beyond. Rochester, NY: Uni4
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book’s thorough examination of Schenker’s education in philology, jurisprudence, and music illuminates his particular approach to textual
interpretation, his quest for intellectual rigor, and their synthesis in the
development of his unique approach to music theory.
The book here under review is much more than a foreground examination of the differences between the German original and the
English translation of Schenker’s book on harmony. It places the
theory in that book within the global universe of Schenker’s musical thought, and it does so with the inclusion of the theorist’s key
satellite texts. Two are included at the end of the book: ‘The Path to
Likeness’ (Appendix A)5 and ‘Foundations of Tonal Systems’6 (Appendix B), both in excellent translations by Robert Wason. Three
further online appendices enable philologically minded readers to
explore the evolution from Harmonielehre to Harmony and beyond
in greater depth. Appendix C details the musical examples and tables in the main text of Harmonielehre that were not printed in Harmony; appendix D lists 75 musical examples in Harmonielehre that
versity of Rochester Press, 2005). However, not all previous work is explicitly
cited. For example, in the section on Schenker’s opinion of figured bass there
is no mention of Brown’s article ‘C. P. E. Bach, Schenker, Improvisation, and
Composition.’ In: Intégral, Vol. 24, Special Issue in Honor of Robert Wason,
2010, pp. 1-27, although it appears to be the source for the text on p. 208. Also,
when discussing Schenker’s editorial projects, text is reused from Brown’s review of Beethoven: The Last Piano Sonatas: Edited, with Analytic Commentary, by
Heinrich Schenker, edited and translated by John Rothgeb. In: Theory and Practice
Vol. 41, 2016, pp. 213-228.
OC/83, 2-43. For a useful introduction to Schenker’s Der Geist der musikalischen Technik. Leipzig: Fritzsch, 1895 and the unpublished Der Weg zum Gleichniss, readers are advised to view Nicholas Marston’s lecture, ‘Nur ein Gleichnis: Heinrich Schenker and the Path to Likeness’. Available at: Watch: Prof
Nick Marston on: ‘Nur ein Gleichnis’: Heinrich Schenker and the Path to ‘Likeness’
– Music @ Cambridge: Research (wordpress.com) (accessed on 18 March 2021).
5

6

OC/31, 360-417.
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were omitted in Harmony, and appendix E reproduces Heinrich
Hinterberger’s Catalogue of Schenker’s Books on Music. Moreover, despite occasional stylistic infelicities, by drawing in the role
of key members in Schenker’s orbit – Otto Vrieslander, Oswald
Jonas, Anthony van Hoboken, Wilhelm Furtwängler, Hans Weisse,
Arthur Waldeck, Manfred Willfort and others – Wason and Brown
infuse their narrative with the atmosphere of the theorist’s time, and
the commitment of his friends and students.
The obituary cited above makes particular reference to Schenker’s concept of the Urlinie:7 ‘Only when he established a new concept of the musical Urlinie in the magazine Tonwille published by
him in 1921 and began to shape a new philosophical worldview
of music did he become more and more mystical and speculative.
“The Urlinie”, says Schenker, “is a primal state, a primal sequence
of tones. It contains within itself the seeds of all the forces that
shape the life of the sound: it is the one that, with the help of all
the stages of composing, including the Außensatz, shows the way
in whose intervals the unification of strict and free movement takes
place so miraculously and secretly.”’8
This focus is reflected in general musical lexicons and encyclopedias. See, for
example Der große Brockhaus. Leipzig: F.A. Brockhaus, 1933, p. 572; Stengel,
Theo & Gerigk, Herbert (eds.) Lexicon der Juden in der Musik. Berlin: Bernhard Hahnefeld Verlag, 1940, cols. 240-41; Honegger, Marc Dictionnaire de la
Musique. Paris: Bordas, 1970, p. 980; Graesvold, Hans Magne in Aschenhougs
Konversasjonsleksikon 16. Oslo: Nygaard, 1971, p. 943; Paul Schiavo in Turner,
Roland (ed.) Thinkers of the Twentieth Century. Chicago & London: St. James
Press, 1987, p. 684. The concept of the ‘Urlinie’ was fairly widely disseminated
in Schenker’s lifetime. Schenker’s Tonwille essay ‘Die Urlinie’ was reprinted in
Die Musikanten Gilde Jg. 6 Heft 7, 1923, pp. 77-80, and Walter Riezler subsequently published an article entitled ‘Die Urlinie’ (dedicated to Furtwängler) in
Die Musik Jg.22 Heft 7, 1930, pp. 502-510.
7

‘Vollends erst als er l921 in der von ihm herausgegebencn Zeitschrift “Tonwille” einen neuen Begriff der musikalischen “Urlinie” aufstellte und ein neues
8
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By following the trajectory of Schenker’s thought from his 1895
essay ‘Der Geist der musikalischen Technik’ and the two unpublished essays ‘Der Weg zum Gleichnis’ and ‘Das Tonsystem’, Wason and Brown offer refinements to the English translation of the
most essential terms used by Schenker that are indispensable. Familiar Schenkerian terms, such as Zug (‘motion’), Stufen (‘essential
harmonies’ or, ‘degree’ or ‘chord’ depending on context),9 Tonikalisierung (‘tonicization’),10 auskomponieren (‘to compose out’),11
and Inversion (‘reversion’),12 will rapidly become the standard according to the codification recommended here.
The final chapter – ‘The Twilight of the Masters’ – declares
that ‘one of the main goals of this project’ was ‘to demonstrate
that Schenker’s Theory of Harmony (1906) is unlike any other music treatises of the period or, for that matter, any other period…
[it] and its satellite texts…show that Schenker was…[concerned]
more with showing how studying harmony enhances our appreciation of music as art’, and that he ‘was clearly on a mission to correct what he regarded as fundamental errors in the way harmony
was normally studied.’13 Indeed, Schenker publicly expressed his
pessimism over Music’s destiny when he asked “what will become
philosophisches Weltbild der Musik zu gestalten begann, begab er sich immer
mehr auf den Boden des Mystisch-Spekulativen. “Die Urlinie”, sagt Schenker,
“ist ein Urzustand, eine Urfolge von Tönen. Sie birgt in sich die Keime aller
das Tonleben gestaltenden Kräfte: sie ist es, die unter Mitwirkung der Stufen
aller Auskomponiernng, also auch dem Außenstimmensatz die Bahnen weist, in
dessen Intervallen eben die Einswerdung vom strengen und freien Satz sich so
wundersam geheim vollzieht.’ Translation mine.
9

pp. 344-48.

10

pp. 160-61.

11

pp. 172-73.

12

pp. 444-46.

13

p. 306.
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of music?”14 However, the obituarist A.R.’s prediction that ‘a loyal
community…will uphold Heinrich Schenker’s memory and continue to work to spread his teaching’ is triumphantly confirmed by
Heinrich Schenker’s Conception of Harmony.15 Schenker’s faith in
the future of music may well have been restored had he lived to read
it. Tonal theorists and students will feel inspired to look further into
the background of the various aspects that nourished Schenker’s
theory of harmony, and to re-examine the vast array of print and online resources16 that inform this essential addition to the literature.

Schenker’s essay ‘Was wird aus der Musik’ was obviously of some importance
to him, since it was printed twice, first in the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung on
April 28, 1933 (OC 274), and subsequently in the Sonntagsbeilage of the Basler
National-Zeitung on May 28, 1933. Wason & Brown make no reference to this
article.
14

Suggested addenda and typographical errors are included as an appendix at the
end of this review.
15

The most prominent of which is the website Schenker Documents Online: Schenker - Home (schenkerdocumentsonline.org) (accessed on 24 March 2021).
16
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APPENDIX – ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA
p. 18, fn. 45 mentions August Halm’s ‘two-part 1920 review…
‘Heinrich Schenkers “Neue musikalischen Theorien und Phantasien”’, but the bibliography (p. 461) refers only to the first part,
printed in ‘Der Merker 11 (1920): 414-17.’ To be complete, the full
entry should read ‘Der Merker 11/17 & 21: 414-17 & 505-7.’
p. 25
‘harmony is much more that a cataloging of techniques and exercises.’ should read
‘…harmony is much more than a cataloging of techniques and
exercises.’
p. 47

for ‘motivee’ read ‘motive’

for ‘original series of tone’ read ‘original series of tones’
p. 48 ‘Rheingold, scene 2’ should ‘Rheingold, scene 4’
Also, the Schenker quotation, referenced in fn. 132 as ‘HA, 204’:
‘Such a conception and a way of hearing its cause is incomparably more artistic than a merely theoretical clumping of the intervals
with no demonstrable common cause.’
differs from that in Borgese’s 1954 translation at the cited location:
‘Such a conception, such a way of hearing a phenomenon in its
causation, is infinitely more artistic than a merely theoretical grasping of intervals which have no common causation.’
p. 51, fn. 144 for Unumquodque principiorun est sibi maetipsi fides: et, perspicua vera non sunt probanda read Unumquodque
principiorum est sibimetipsi fides: et, perspicua vera non sunt
probanda
p. 61, line 7 for ‘choose’ read ‘chose’.
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p. 104 the spelling of Fantasy in the discussion of Bach’s BWV
903 is inconsistent: example 2.10 has ‘Phantasy’, while the text has
‘Fantasy’.
To clarify the three different versions of Schenker’s edition of
Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue: the abbreviation CPF refers
to the first edition of Schenker’s Erläuterungsausgabe (UE 1910),
p.ix. However, on this edition it is spelled ‘Fantasie’ and should
thus be ‘CFF 1910’; in the second edition, revised by Oswald Jonas, it is spelled ‘Phantasie’! Reference to Hedi Siegel’s translation
might be rendered ‘CFF 1984’.
p. 165, fn. 231 and 232 ‘Robert Snarrenberg TW1’ should read
‘Robert Snarrenberg WT1’, and in
fn. 232 ‘TW2 2, 4-6’ should read ‘TW2, 4-6’ as in fn. 231.
p. 171 ‘These inner voices are important because they provide
the third of the opening tonic Stufe in Urlinien beginning on and
^8…’ should read: ‘These inner voices are important because they
provide the third of the opening tonic Stufe in Urlinien beginning
on ^5 and ^8…’
pp. 184-85, fn. 19 refers to the work of Alexander J. Ellis, specifically to his concept of a logarithmic Scale. No reference is given
here or in the bibliography. Here follows a brief list of Ellis’s writings about music: ‘On the Physical Constitution and Relations of
Musical Chords.’ In: Proceedings of the Royal Society of London
(1863), pp. 392-404; ‘On the Temperament of Musical Instruments
with Fixed Tones.’ In: Proceedings of the Royal Society of London
(1864), pp.404-422; ‘The History of Musical Pitch’. In: Nature (8
April 1880), pp. 550-554.-, and ‘On the conditions, extent, and realization of a perfect musical scale on instruments with fixed tones.’
In: Proceedings of the Royal Society of London 13 (1863–64): 93–
108.
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p. 201, fn. 62 Full details for Babbitt’s article are not included
(it appears listed under Peles in the bibliography). Note also that
‘Music Theory’ in the title should read ‘Musical Theory’. The full
reference should read:
Babbitt, Milton. ‘The Structure and Function of Musical Theory 1965’. (2003). In: Peles, S., Dembski S., Mead A., & Straus, J.
(Eds.), The Collected Essays of Milton Babbitt. Princeton; Oxford:
Princeton University Press, 2003, pp. 191-201.
p. 204 ‘a chart of thirty figures’ should read ‘a chart of thirty-two
figures’ as indicated under the accompanying figure 3.8a.
p. 247 the claim that Fétis became the ‘first director of the Conservatoire royal de Bruxelles in 1832’ is incorrect. According to
the Conservatoire website Fétis was not appointed until 1833. See:
www.conservatoire.be/le-conservatoire/histoire/ (accessed on 31
December 2020).
p. 273, fn. 72 for ‘quoatations’ read ‘quotations’.
p. 300 ‘to chose from’ should read ‘to choose from’.
p. 318, fn. 22 describes three commentaries by Vrieslander:
Heribert Esser

Kommentar zu Schenkers Harmonie-Lehre

			

(468, 472 pp.) 1910

Hedwig Reischauer

Zu Schenkers Harmonielehre

				

(470 pp.) 1917/18

A further, much shorter commentary by Vrieslander (Kommentar zu H. Schenker’s Harmonielehre [c1920], 65 pp.) survives in
the Musiksammlung of the Austrian National Library (Sep362C MUS MAG) together with a 31-page document entitled Heinrich Schenkers Lehre vom 2-stimmigen Satz: in den wesentlichsten
Regeln zusammengestellt und konzentriert (Sep361-C MUS MAG).
Both were formerly owned by Anthony van Hoboken. At the same
170

location, and with the same provenance, is a copy of John Petrie
Dunn’s Handbook II: Strict Counterpoint in Three and Four Parts
by Heinrich Schenker, Translated and Adapted for Class Use, dated
September 18, 1927 (Sep.363-C). Dunn’s translation is mentioned
on page 336, fn. 60.
p. 322, fn. 32 Here the text states that Vrieslander’s letter is dated
November 9, 1932. However, the online catalogue of the Oster Collection indicates that it is ‘November 9, 1931’.
See archives.nypl.org -- The Oster collection [microform] : papers of Heinrich Schenker (accessed on 13 January 2021)
p. 325 ‘Weise’ should read ‘Weisse’.
p. 344 ‘more heavily inflected that German’ should read ‘more
heavily inflected than German’.
p. 346 ‘beak free’ should read ‘break free’.
p. 463 ‘Jellinek, George’ should read ‘Jellinek, Georg’.
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EINER, ‘…DER DIE SEELE DER MUSIK VERNOMMEN,
IHRE GESETZE IM SINNE DER GROSSEN VERKÜNDET WIE
KEINER VOR IHM’: GRASPING HEINRICH SCHENKER’S
THEORY OF HARMONY
Nicholas Rast

Abstract
Heinrich Schenker’s Theory of Harmony (1906) ‘is unlike any other
music treatises of the period or, for that matter, any other period.’ Robert Wason and Matthew Brown have pursued the evolution of Schenker’s musical thought throughout their careers, culminating in Heinrich
Schenker’s Conception of Harmony. A thorough investigation of the theorist’s constellation of theoretical essays, both published and unpublished,
yields a fully formed exegesis that grasps the significance of Schenker’s
unique contribution to musical art.
Keywords: Heinrich Schenker, theory of harmony, Urlinie, Schenkerian terminology, German to English translation.
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VESELA NAUMOVA’S ATTEMPT TO
SYSTEMATIZE ‘THE MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS OF
THE AUGMENTED SIXTH CHORD’
Andrey Diamandiev

Naumova, Vesela. ‘The Multiple Functions of the Augmented
Sixth Chord’.
In: Integral Music Theory 2017. Sofia: “Prof. Pancho Vladigerov” NMA Press, 2018, pp. 40-55, ISSN 2367-5985 Print, ISSN
2367-7562 Online.
Naumova’s essay examines a harmonic phenomenon, which is
not precisely defined in Bulgarian theoretical practice. Parashkev
Hadjiev only mentions the augmented sixth chord in the section
‘Actually Altered Chords’ in his textbook on harmony,1 while theorists such as Benzion Eliezer, Evgeni Avramov, Plamen Arabov, and
Mariana Buleva interrogate the functions of double dominant, altered subdominant or multi-function chords with a raised fourth and
lowered sixth degree. However, a thorough investigation remains
unwritten.
Naumova examines the correlation between the augmented sixth
chord and its multiple functions from historical and geographical perspectives, tracing its use from the Baroque, Classical and
Romantic eras to jazz harmony. Her survey, which addresses different manifestations of the augmented sixth chord – Italian, Ger1

Hadjiev, Parashkev. Хармония (Harmony). Sofia: Musica, 1976, p. 181.
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man, French Swiss, and ‘Tchaikovsky’s sixth’2 – also cites theorists
(Rameau, Riemann, Schoenberg, Kurth, Kholopov, and others) who
have codified these chords and their various functions. Naumova
favours a flexible approach to the functional identity of chords with
a raised fourth, supporting her analysis with well-chosen musical
extracts from compositional practice. Her examples enable precise
functional definitions that allow for alternative interpretations and
fruitful debate that was often prohibited in earlier theory.
Multiplicity concerns the issue of a chord’s structural identity:
whether or not it has a root, whether the augmented sixth is obtained
only from the general bass on a certain fundamental (as Riemann
claims3) or their basic tone coincides with the bass (as in Kholopov’s theory4), or whether they are independent or non-independent
chords. At any rate, Naumova’s approach offers a more dynamic
picture of the process of functional definition than precise fixation
or stagnation of the chording. The sequence DDT in some textbooks
is given as natural only because of the structure of chords).
Seeking the multiple functions of all chords gets closer to the
essence of functional theory as opposed to the alternative degree
theory. Moreover, Naumova’s balanced approach to the subject reduces the risk of functional uncertainty. I am convinced her essay
on ‘The Multiple Functions of the Augmented Sixth Chord’, which
encourages students to develop informed opinions based on appropriate textual evaluation, will make a worthy contribution to the
harmony classroom.

Kholopov, Yuri. Гармония. Теоретический курс (Harmony. Theoretical Course).
Moscow: Musica, 2003, p. 343.
2

Riemann, Hugo. Elementar-Schulbuch der Harmonielehre. Berlin: M.Hesse, 1919,
p.166.
3

4

Kholopov, Yuri, ibid.
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VESELA NAUMOVA’S ATTEMPT TO SYSTEMATIZE
‘THE MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS OF THE AUGMENTED
SIXTH CHORD’D’
Andrey Diamandiev

Abstract
Naumova’s observes the augmented sixth chord and its relationship to
multiple functions from historical and geographical perspectives. With
the theories of various authors as context, she traces the chord’s use from
the Baroque, Classical and Romantic eras to examples of jazz harmony.
Her flexible approach, which encourages students to develop informed
opinions based on appropriate textual evaluation, will make a worthy
contribution to the harmony classroom.
Keywords: augmented sixth chord, chromatically altered subdominant, contemporary theory.
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